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HAPTER 1
THE CHINESE CHALLENGE:

The 1860s saw the fledgling religious settlement of Otago enter a phase full
of challenge. The discovery of gold and the subsequent influx of miners
heralded a number of changes, primarily economic, establishing Otago as the
foremost province in New Zealand. Included among these chaJ.1enges was the
introduction of a substantial Chinese presence. Society perceived this 'invasion'
as a threat to the colony's economic and moral well-being. The Church's
reaction, while not altogether dissimilar, was prompted by evangelical fervour
to wage war against Chinese pagan religious traditions and to convert them to
Christ.

I THE CHINESE INTRODUCED

-,-------_._------~-----

(i) The Discovery of Gold

The year was 1861 and the obscure Church settlement of Otago was about to
be propelled to the forefront of New Zealand's economic and political life by the
discovery of gold. Otago's native inhabitants, the lVlaori, had long known about
the "yellow metal" to be found in the interior and even the new colonists were
aware that the province's waterways contained certain amounts of gold,l but it
was not until Gabriel Read discovered substantial quantities in Tuapeka that the
gold rush began in earnest. Whereas in 1861 Otago's population was just over

1 A.H. Mcl.intock, _-':.!c'~~-'2:.'~~_:':~~..J~_~~~':.cL\~'Chr-ist.chur-ch, Capper Press, 1975,
p.'ll-tO

5
27,000, within two years that figure had increased by over 40,000. 2 otago's
transition to prominence, especially in economic terms, was well under way.

(ii) The Invitation

Such a fever pitch of gold mining activity could not be maintained
indefinitely and the blow eventually came in 1864 with the discovery of rich
deposits of the precious metal in Nelson and the West Coast. Thousands of
sojourner gold miners abandoned their claims in Otag o in search of richer
prospects further North. Thus, the population of the province suffered a
substantial blow - Central Otago's population alone fell from a healthy 15,000 in
early 1864 to just 7,000 in Apri11865. 3
The gold mining industry was undergoing an important transformation from
fever pitch level to a more regular, if less spectacular, industry. The ensuing
economic downturn sent shock waves through the province but nowhere were
they felt more strongly than in the business community. While the Provincial
Council believed the mining population would return once the West Coast rush
was over 4, the business sector remained unconvinced. In their opinion, an
immediate infusion of replacement miners was necessary to counteract any
further economic downturn. The solution to this problem was first advanced by
Otago's Chamber of Commerce who proposed in 1865 that the immigration of
Chinese miners from the Australian goldfields sho uld be encouraged. 5 This
proposal was quickly translated into a resolution to the effect that

... the goldfields are being deserted by miners and
consequently labourers are wanted by claimholders
who have invested capital in machinery; large tracts
of land have only been partially worked; and the
Chinese in Victoria having confined their attention
principally to ground abandoned by Europeans, it is
presumed they will follow that course here. The
Chinese also are excellent tillers of the soil, and will
aid greatly in developing the horticultural and
agricultural productiveness of the province.They are
temperate, frugal and well behaved. And lastly, as

3 E. Olssen, __"~";""_'~~'."._",,--'.~--'--'.;".;=_C.' Dunedin, John McIndoe, 1984, p.64
4 Departmental Report on the Goldfields, xiii,

Qi~-Pl:Qvin.<;:.ial.90t1}:!cU..Y.2i.e..E;.

XXI, 1865-66
"~"~.2.__~~m.E~!~,

September 30, 1865, p.f.O, c.L!-5

6

they are large consumers of produce they will, if
settled among us, promote the prosperity of the
mercantile and trading c1asses. 6
The resolution was duly adopted, although not unanimously, and while this
opposition to Chinese immigr-ation gained little support within the Chamber of
Commerce, it gained a great deal more support in the community at large. For
example, public meetings were held at 'I'uapeke and Weatherstones protesting
against the immigration of Chinese on both economic and moral grounds. It was
argued that their presence would not only cause vile, immoral practices to take
root in the colony but that the aliens would also transfer all their earnings to
China, thereby reinforcing the economic downturn rather than aiding in its
remova1. 7 However, these arguments made little impact on the Chamber of
Commerce, who were convinced that the Chinese would greatly improve the
province's revenues, and on September 27 a deputation was sent to the
Provincial Council asking that an official letter of protection for Chinese miners
be circulated in Australia. After some close questioning, the resolution was
accepted and a written notice of protection was agr-eed upon. Thus in 1865 the
Pr ovlncial Government extended an official invitation, with an accompanying

pledge of protection, to Chinese in the Victorian goldfields enco urag ing them to
emigrate to New Zealand in order to rework the 'I'uapek.a fields. 8
They did not have to wait long. In February 1866 the first twelve Chinese
miners arr-ived in Dunedin. By 1867 almost 5% of the province's population
consisted of Chinese miners 9 and in that same year the Chamber of Commerce
was directly responsible for the importation of a further 1,219 Chinese from
Australia. lO To the Chinese working the Victorian goldfields, otago's invitation
must have appeared very attractive. In contrast to Australia, where antichinese sentiment was rapidly increasing, New Zealand did not have a history
of violence against Chinese nor was di.scr-iminator-y legislation imposed. Perhaps
more importantly, favourable rumours had been circulating throughout the

6 Ibiq,

C.'I

c.4-5
8 Ibid, September 30, 1865, pp.13-1 Lt

7

Australian goldfields regarding the extent of New Zealand's gold reserves)1 As
a result, Chinese immigrants quickly established themselves on the Otago
goldfields and by 1871 Customs' returns and Wardens' reports indicated that
these immigrants made up around 40% of the mining population in Tuapeka and
the Lakes District combined. 12 Between 1878 and 1881 the colony's Chinese
population peaked at just over 5,000. 13 Of that number around 80% made their
living from goldmining, while the remainder became gardeners, labourers or
businessmen. 111

(Hi) The Immigrants

The cultural background of Otago's newest immigrants was radically
different from the experience of New

Zealand's predominantly European

population. It was this difference in cultural backgrounds, and the ensuing lack
of understanding, which was the key to much antipathy between the two races.
China's history is one of political and cultural domination of East Asia. It
formed the ancient centre of what was once one of the greatest areas of
civilisation in the world)5 Chinas neighbouring states were less advanced and
less powerful and so the Chinese developed an ethnocentric view of the world,
one which served to reinforce a belief in the superiority of their culture,
religion and social system. However, this belief did not translate into a spirit of
nationalism, in the Western sense. The Chinese were well aware that the nation
state was vulnerable to periodic displays of force by neighbouring barbarians
(the term for all non-Chine se peoples) but they were also well aware that the
conquerors were quickly conquered and effectively denationalized by exposure
to China's superior culture. Indeed the Manchu Dynasty, which ruled China from

11 N. Ritchie, "Archaeology and History of the Chinese in Southern New
Zealand during the Nineteenth Century", PhD, Otago, 1986, p.14
12 P. Buckingham, "The Report of the Chinese Immigration Committee 1871",
PgDip, Otag o, 197 f t , p.B. Also see the Warden's reports in the ot~li.2J)<!ilY
February 22, 1871, p.S, c.3- f l which details a very high Chinese
population in comparison to the European mining population.

15 J. K. Fair-bank & E. O. Reis cha u er, ~!:.~:!:!::~~_!:._~..::'.:':_':L':~~c~_...':!:!:~. __!:c~_~!:~~.!::.'.,~.~.~-':.!:.'.~.!:.='
Australia, Allen & Unwin, 1973, p.2
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the seventeenth century, exemplified the way in which invading barbarians
underwent the process of "sinicization", thereafter seeking simply to maintain
the traditional order .16
Therefore the Chinese attitude may be described as "culturalism", in that
loyalty was attached to culture and tradition rather than any political unit.
Moreover, this emphasis encouraged veneration of the traditional custodian of
ancient culture and time-honoured customs - the family. It was the family group,
the clan, which was of utmost importance. The family, rather than the state, the
Church or even the individual, formed the most significant unit in Chinese
society. This had a practical basis as it was the extended family that provided
economic support, education, security and social contact.
By the nineteenth century, social conditions were deteriorating and both
domestic and foreign pressures were beginning to affect the traditional
cohesiveness of family and clan. For example, the strain placed on natural
resources by an ever-increasing population and a high birth rate caused great
hardship. As much of China's arable land was situated near the Coast, these
areas became heavily over-populated. There was barely enough food to feed the
millions if harvests were good, but in times of drought or flood, famine was
widespread. The pressure of population also meant that land we.s placed at a
premium. Indeed, the average peasant would often have to support an extended
family on no more than one third of a hectare of land, while paying an exorbitant
rental for the privilege. 17 The domestic situation was further impaired by the
Manchu Dynasty's apparent inability to rule effectively. Various abortive
revolutions against the government, such as the Taiping Rebellion, often caused
chaos in the provinces. Moreover, Manchu authority was further challenged by
Western encroachment and ou tbr-eaks of hostility, such as the Anglo-Chinese
Wars of 1839-18/12 and 1856-1858, which heightened the social and economic
chaos.
The human cost was high - lives were lost, properties devastated, many forms
of taxation were increased, military service was enforced and a decline in
exports only served to reinforce the economic difficulties China found itself in.
In the face of such hardships, respect for filial duty came to the fore. It was
a son's responsibility to care for members of the extended family and in
nineteenth century China this was becoming increasingly difficult. As a result,
when news reached China of a spectacular gold rush in California, many began

16 Ibid, p.211
17 Ritchle, p.9

9

to see emigration as a solution to their problems. Traditionally the Chinese
government had forbidden emigration not only because of the need to protect
the family unit, and therefore public morals, but also because it was perceived
as disloyal to the Empire. 18 Thus, until 1859 emigration was officially forbidden
by the Chinese government under pain of punishment of death, although by the
mid-nineteenth century this had become something of a dead letter. 19 In any
case, economic realities soon overwhelmed political loyalties and thousands of
young men left their homes, not in the pursuit of individual wealth, but rather
to fulfil a filial responsibility to their families.
H is interesting to note that the place of origin for the vast majority of

emigrants was the southern seaboard provinces - Kwangtung and Fukien, These
areas became the main exit regions for two main reasons: firstly, Kwangtung and
Fukien had never been fully subdued by the alien Manchu Dynasty. A certain
degree of independence and autonomy had been retained as they were the areas
furthest, in geographical terms, from Peking, the centre of government.
Secondly, the significance of the international port of Canton, on the seaboard
edge of Kwangtung, cannot be underestimated. It gave the Cantonese an
important point of contact with the West by means of a developing maritime
trade. Exposure to western ideas and technology was felt more forcefully in this
region and, as a result, the people became more open to the world beyond.
Nevertheless, while these factors encouraged emigration, they were by no means
solely responsible for the phenomenon - the real catalyst was the grim realities
of life in mid-nineteenth century China.
While the process of emigration was by no means simple, at least one thing
was certain - the destination. Before long a mass rnigration to the Californian
gold fields was under way. The nature of the Chinese experience in America
proved to be of some significance, to the extent that it created a pattern which
was later- reproduced in both Australia and New Zealand. For example, as the
Chinese were late arrivals to the Californian gold fields, they were obliged to
rework claims abandoned by Europeans - this was to become a notable
characteristic of the Chinese mining method. 20 Moreover, once the gold
reserves diminished, many Chinese embarked on new careers as launderers,

18 S. Greif, _!.l:t~_~~~_:r.:~~.~~I~iLJ}~.§:~_
. !:..ll_~~':'I'-!:.~.~,!.~r!:...q, Singapore, Asia Pacific
Press, 197't, p.3
19 Ritchie, p.ll
20 Greif, p.ll

10
market gardeners, and later as retailers,21 the very occupations which became
areas of Chinese expertise both in Australia and New Zealand. Another persistent
feature of this pattern, was the heated controversy produced by their presence.
The Chinese miners were subjected to hostile attitudes, restrictive legislation
and abuse, both verbal and physical.
Once the Australian gold rush gained momentum, the colony soon found itself
with a substantial Chinese population and the patterns established in California
were reproduced. Once again immigrants chose to rework abandoned claims and,
when times became hard, they turned to laundering, market gardening or retail
ventures. The Chinese also continued to form isolated communities, principally
because of the persistence of prejudice, often violently expressed, and
restrictive legislation. 22 Indeed news of the prolonged hostility in California
predetermined Australian attitudes to the extent that peaceful coexistence
became impossible. 23
By the 1860s news of the otago gold rush was circulating the Victorian gold
fields. Within a short space of time, New Zealand had a new class of immigrants
and a new pattern of race relations imitating that of America and Australia,
although with less intensity. While the Chinese migrants who initially made their
way to New Zealand were almost exclusively from Australia, within a few years
a pattern of chain migration was established. 24 This involved the pioneer
migrants sending word back to relatives in China, encouraging them to seek
their fortune in the "New Gold Hill". As a result, immigrants began to arrive in
New Zealand directly from China, completely ignorant of Western culture, unable
to understand the English language and not as immune to European hostility as
seasoned miners.
These Chinese emigrants shared a number of identifiable characteristics.
Firstly, they were almost exclusively men: young, fit and healthy. This was
essential if they were to pass the stringent medical examinations at the points
of arrival and departure. 25 Moreover, life on the goldfields was by no means
without its share of hardships. Secondly, it appears that the majority of these

21 Tbid , p.Ll
22 For example see Q~"!'\Lit!?:-~ss, September 23, 1865, p.9, c.3-4
23 Greif, pp.12-13
21 M. Taher, "The Asians", in Immigrants in Ne\'{-?_~Elarl5;!, ed. K. Thornson &
A. 'I'r Iin, Palmerston North, Massey University, 1970, p.38
1

2"Jp. Butler, Opi\LrrL~nd Golq, New Zealand, Alister Taylor, 1977, p.8
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placed on Quarantine Island and their clothing burned as a precaution against
the risk of any infectious disease being spread. 31
Once in Dunedin, the immigrants would go to Chinese-run stores and
boarding houses in parts of Stafford and Walker (now Carroll) streets. There
they were provided with the necessary miner's gear: clothing, blankets,
shovels, pans and rice were all procured from Chinese businesses, usually paid
for with 1.0. U.'s to be redeemed at a later date by Central Otago gold. 32 Then
came the arduous journey into the goldfields, sometimes in wagons but usually

on foot. Once the group reached the mining townships they would scatter, often
in clan groups, to various diggings.

(v) Settlement and Mining
From Wardens' reports it seems clear t hat initially the Chinese concentrated
themselves in the Mt Lda, Dunstan and Tuapeka areas, reworking claims
abandoned by European miners. Then, around 1869, they moved overland to the
Lake Districts, including Queenstown and Arrowtown, in search of better
prospects. 33
As the Chinese came from a different environment, they rejected some of the
traditional elements of the European mining lifestyle. For example, while most
European miners used tents, the Chinese preferred the permanence of small
huts. These were built from a combination of the cheapest and most convenient
materials: sod, canvas, stacked schist rock or flattened-out iron drums, while
the most enterprising Chinese utilized rock overhang as a roof and back wall.
Nevertheless, they did adopt European clothing as it was more rugged than
their traditional dress and better suited to mining conditions - it also meant
they drew less attention to themselves. The

generally kept themselves

well-groomed, contrary to public opinion, and maintained their tr-adi'tional queue
(pigtail), although as the years passed many cut their hair short in accordance
with European
Most Chinese lived together in small settlements, tending to

isolate

themselves away from European centres of population. This natural tendency

31
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was reinforced not only by European hostility but by an official by-law issued
in 1867 which prohibited Chinese from settling within existing 'I'ue peka
1

townships,3 1 As a result, Chinese camps began to develop just outside European
settlements.

The

township

of

Lawrence

was

a

prime

example

of

such

development: by 1883, on an acre of land just west of the town, there were sixty
to seventy buildings housing more then five hundred Chinese. The

-::::.-e=c.:.-=:c::..:-=

Tif/les described the settlement as 'narrow, dark, dingy, constructed of boards,
kerosine tins and sugar bags.'35 Arrowtown had a similar settlement which
consisted of a large social hall, two Chinese stores as well as a large area under
cultivation. Its population was small in comparison to other goldfield towns but
during winter outlying Chinese came in to stay with friends thus increasing
numbers substantially. Cromwell also housed a booming Chinese settlement.
Established in the area by 1866, there were soon Chinese s tor-eke eper-s at the
upper end of the main street. Beyond these shops, on the banks of the Kawarau
Riv er-, was a residential area known as Chinatown. In the heyday of the
g oldrnining era it was a lively settlement, but the closing of the stores in the
early 1900s had a detrimental effect on Chinatown and by 1920 it was deserted.
The ot9-K2-pJiil,Y Times claimed in 1869 that 'Dunedin enjoys the reputation
[among the Chinese] of being the best spot in the Australasian Colonies for
making money in a short time .. .'36 Certainly it may be said that the Chinese
immigrants enjoyed relative success in their g oldminirig ventures. Indeed a
miner could expect to earn around 15 to 20 shillings per week, after expenses
(around 8-10 shillings). Thus, if they managed to save £45 per annum a five year
stay would net them between £150 and £250. 37 In fact, it is estimated that within
a period of ten years over 60% of the miners returned home wealthy men, at least
by Chinese standards. 38 Nevertheless, financial reward could only be gained
by hard toil and it was this aspect of the Chinese character - their industry,
patience and ability to work long, hard hours contemporaries. The

that most impressed

a River-ton newspaper,

the Chinese

for such perseverance, and although 'they might have been slow but they were

34 W.R. May hew, 'I:;~<:l.I?~1s.~~1~. .J~t~!.l~Jc!l.!l<t11?_R~~.2J?~i:, Christc h urc Ii, Otag 0
Centennial Historical Publications, 1949, p.90
35 Lemon, p.38
36
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industrious without thought of time. They knew no hours. ,39 However, Rever-end
Alexander Don later observed that the Chinese miners worked these long hours
only when they were doing well: if the returns were low then so were the hours
of work. 40
While European miners increasingly turned to what the _=_._:~='-'_--=-..:=.=.>L_.~':':::'":"=
termed 'elaborate mechanical appliances' ,id the Chinese persevered in mining
surface gold. Instead of chancing their luck on untried ground, they continued
to rework abandoned claims, in order to ensure a steady income. The most
frequently employed methods of gold extraction were panning, cradling and
ground sluicing although the method preferred by individual miners depended
to a large extent on the conditions. For example, if their claim was small with
little running water, a cradle was used to separate gold from waste. However,
where there was a plentiful supply of running water, Chinese miners preferred
the sluicing method. A sluice box was placed in a tailrace down which a mix of
water and goldbearing dirt was sent. The sluice caught most of the gold. while
the excess dirt was carried away by the water. As long as miners had a ready
supply of running water and were winning some kind of return, no matter how
small, then they seldom gave up the claim until it was virtually exhausted.

(vi) The Response from Society and State
The cultural gap between the Europeans and the Chinese immigrants was
enormous. Mutual understanding was a necessity for peaceful coexistence and
yet was seldom attained because of this same gap.
An early indication of otago's response to the Chinese presence appeared in
1857 when a rumour circulated to the effect that Chinese miners from Victoria
were beginning to make their way to New Zealand. In response, an Anti-Chinese
Vigilante Committee was formed but as not even one Chinaman arrived, the

40 A. Don, 0 ur Chine seMis si 0 nil, .:':-=-!:.':~_'_"-~;~.-'::'::~~~~J:':::':..:':..:':_':'~~~,X_':''?_':_.:':..~:.':.'M arch, 1888,
p.166
11
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agitation and talk of "Mongolian filth" died down. 112 Nevertheless this response,
born solely from the fear of what could be, was an ominous sign.
The Chinese issue once again came to the public's attention in 1865 when the
Chamber of Commerce's resolution to invite Chinese miners to otago was
announced. The mining community was particularly vocal on the issue and angry
public meetings were held in 'I'uape'ke arid surrounding districts condemning t.he
action. However, economic interests q uickly triumphed over public antag orrisrn
an d the invitation was officially issued.
As otago's Chinese population grew so did Eur-opean hostility. Nevertheless,
while the response was, for the most part, neg ativ e there were those who came
to be impressed by the Chinese character, describing the immigrants as 'a
splendid type of manhood, fearless, conservative and perfectly independent and
men, gener-ally speaking, whose word

WdS

their bond.'43 However, the existence

of more enlightened attitudes by no means alter-ed the public's general
antipathy towards the Chinese miners. Ill-feeling continued to grow throughout
the late 1860s and well into the 1870s. In 1871 the Arrowtown District Miners'
Association circulated a petition throughout otago which stated that unless
per liement put e stop to the influx of Chinese, the province would see

'bloodshed and anarchy or the total exodus of your petitioners from this
colony.'44 Moreover, antipathy towards the Chinese was not limited to petitions
and angry public meetings: often that anger would spill over into verbal arid
physical abuse. For example, a West Coast mining town drove away a group of
Chinese newcomers to the district. A mob gathered, stoned them and chased
them out of the township, so the Chinese sought the relative safety of a campsite
some way from town. Unfortunately, that night heavy rains caused the river to
br-eak its banks and the Chinese were swept away in the ensuing flood. 45 In
anofher incident a group of miners set upon a lone Chinaman: they cut off his
queue, forced him into a barrel and proceeded to roll him around town. The
occupant only escaped when the barrel finally burst but the harm was already
done. Although his body everrtually recovered, his mind did not and he was

42 C. Pri c e,
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subsequently incarcerated in the Lunatic Asylum.',6 Such incidents were even
encouraged by some members of the public. Indeed, a speaker at an Invercargill
meeting said that although 'he did not say to them [the audience] that

were

to kill a Chinaman when they met him, ... he did say that the Chinese had a right
to pay for coming amongst them.'47 Although the violence was on a limited scale
in comparison to that of America and Australia, there was sufficient persecution
of the Chinese for the Superintendent of Ot.ag o, James l\tlacandrew, to issue

El

"Proclamation of Police Protection over Chinese Miners" in 1868.

Notice is hereby given, that the Chinese having come to Otag o
under a promise made by successive Superintendent.s, that those
who came will be fully pr ot.ected, the Provincial Government is
determined to fulfil that promise, and the police are en joined t.o
keep prot.ective watch over the Chinese population in their
respective districts, and in case of their being made aware of any
injury having been illegally inflicted on any of t.he Chinese
population, to lose no time in bringing the perpetrators thereof to
justice. 48

Unfortunately, this proclamation did little to prevent further persecution of
.
bP
C hlme se miner-s.
,1
The reasons behind such widespread public antipathy were many and varied.
It is not alt.ogether surprising t.hat the mining community was responsible to a

large extent for the anti-ohine se agitation. They had been much influenced by
the Australian miners who provided negative commentary concerning the
Chinese character and their impact on Australian society. Moreover, concern was
voiced regarding Chinese competition for a gold supply that appeared to be
dwindling. 50
Among non-mining sectors of the community the apprehension became just
as strong. It was widely believed that the Chinese were unclean, uncivilised
heathen, harbouring diseases which would infect their European neighbours and
holding morals detrimental to the youth of this fair colony. Indeed, one of the
strongest fears was t.he effect their allegedly vile and alien practices would
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have on the colony's morals. As the Chinese community was exclusively male,
they were accused of homosexuality and sexual perversions, especially with
regard to children, although there was little evidence to support claims. 51
Certainly there was much concern over the issue of intermarriage and the
detrimental biological consequences of this. 52 Fears were also voiced regarding
the perceived Chinese addiction to the vices of gambling and opium smoking.
Perhaps most irrational of all was the argument that the immigration of Chinese
miners was just the beginning of a process that would see mongolian hordes
sweep across the face of the earth,

overwhelming numerically inferior

O~J2QJ1Y_-.:!:imes

warned, 'we know that in past ages,

populations. As the

hordes of the uncivilised have been the means of nearly extinguishing learned
and cultivated nations.'53
Many newspapers only served to encourage these irrational fears. The
goldfields' papers almost universally demonstrated a strong dislike of the
"heathen Chiriee ", The Westland Observer was 'well aware that Chinamen are not
---_._-,--,.,---~---------,-

desirable neighbours, and can fully appreciate the dislike evidenced towards
them by our miners .. .'54 The

by 1871 had labelled Chinese

miners 'the enemy' and were making their own prejudices clear - 'We would
gladly turn out the Chinese tomorrow, but it cannot be done. ,55 The~"Lak~tiI2
t1~i!

stated that 'the new Chinese immigrants are extremely cunning, and to be

dreaded ... they appear to have been tutored before leaving China, as they seem
prepared for every emergency'. 56 In contrast, the Ota~Dai!y_Ti!ne§. provided
a more balanced approach, reflecting both liberal and conservative opinion. This
was no doubt easier for urban-based newspapers, like the
and the

Q~Cl.lLo

miner readership. While the

Q~1{~PCl.1lY__ :rir!l~.s_,

Witness, than for smaller publications with a large
Ot~2-Dai~Times was

sornetimes prone to racially

inflammatory reporting ,57 there was at least an attempt to provide a more
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balanced view of the issue. Indeed there were serious, factual reports of the
Chinese lifestyle, thereby enabling some European misapprehensions to be
dismissed. 58
The state's response to the Chinese presence was less extreme. Despite the
outcry, otago's Provincial Council was not moved, perhaps due to the fact that
it was less influenced by public attitudes than by the province's businessmen,
who were more than happy with the economic impetus provided by the influx of
Chinese miners. This point was well illustrated when a vocal representative of
the miners, Charles Edward Haughtcn, argued that the introduction of Chinese
was detrimental to the colony and should be restricted: his opponents in turn
moved that the introduction of lawyers and Scotsmen was equally detrimental
to the colony and should be reduced!59
Nevertheless, from 1868 the central government kept a close watch on
immigration numbers, as well as the activities of the Chinese and their relations
with Europeans in otago. 60 By 1871 anti-chinese sentiment was so strong that
a Select Committee was established to investigate the nature of Chinese
immigration, its effect on the colony and whether restrictive legislation was
necessary.61 Thirteen members were elected to the Committee, including Charles
Haug htcn, Member of Parliament for Wakatip and the main anti-chinese agitator

in parliament. The evidence presented to the Committee was of a largely
subjective nature, except for some Wardens' reports and official police
figures. 62 Nevertheless, few witnesses condemned the Chinese outright. Doctors
gave the Chinese a clean bill of health by confirming they were no more likely
to spread disease than any other group of immigrants. Moreover, Wardens'
reports largely agreed that the Chinese presence seemed to have had little
adverse effect on law and order: indeed disturbances were more likely to be
initiated by Europeans than Chinese. Most adverse comments were based on the
serious racial conflicts that had arisen on the Californian and Victorian
goldfields - however those whose statements were based on observations of the
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Chinese in New Zealand made few negative comments. 63 As a result, the
Committee found that the Chinese were industrious and frugal; that their
presence entailed no special risk to health, morality or security; and that no
considerable number were likely to settle. M Thus, a mere two months after the
Select

Committee

was

first

established,

it

reported

to

the

House

of

Representatives 'that there have been no sufficient grounds shown for the
exclusion of the Chinese; and that no sufficient case has up to the present time
been made out to require the Committee to propose that legislative action should
be taken having for effect the exclusion of the Chinese or the imposition of
special burdens upon them.,65 However, it is interesting to note that despite the
Committee's findings anti-ichirieae sentiment was growing within parliament, as
the report was only adopted by a small majority.

(A~lg),
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II THE CHRISTIAN MISSION TO THE CHINESE

(0 The Church's Initial Reaction to the Chinese
Otago had been colonised under the direction of Reverend Thomas Burns and
Captain William Cargill, who sought to make the province an essentially
Presbyterian settlement. Ho st colonists at least professed a belief in God and so
the prominence of the Church gave Otago much of its early character. Although
the arrival of miners in the 1860s somewhat disrupted this Puritan-type
settlement, much to the consternation of conservative colonists, the level of
church attendance continued to increase throughout the remainder of the
century.66 Indeed, over 90% of the population acknowledged some degree of
religious affiliation, although it is likely that the majority were not actively
involved in church life.67
The arrival of the Chinese in the mid-1860s was met with mixed reactions by
the Ot.ag o church. Many simply denounced the immigrants as "pagans",
"heathens" and "idolaters" whose presence could only be detrimental to the
moral standing of the province. 6B On the other hand, there were those within
the Church who were motivated by a missionary desire to spread the message
of Christ to the heathen of the world - and what better opportunity than when
they were on your very doorst.ep. It proved t.o be this evangelistic movement.
which event.ually prevailed, although the attitude of self-righteous horror was
by no means dest.royed.
The Church had t.wo main aims with respect t.o the Chinese. The first. was
spiritual salvation: it. was t.heir duty to convert the Chinese to Christianity or
at the very least raise their awareness about the Bible. As t.he Chinese were
removed from their homeland and regular "pagan" influences, it was hoped that
an increased responsiveness to the Christian gospel should logically follow.
Moreover, the Church was not. only int.erest.ed in t.he spiritual welfare of the
immigrants but their social acceptabilit.y as well. 69 In other words, the concern
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to civilize was as strong as the need to christianize. As
explained, the Chinese were 'a sphere of wor-k which demands the earliest
attention of Christians', and if due attention was not paid, then 'the results
arising from such a heathen population in the midst of us may be most
disastrous to the morality and religion of the rising generation'. 70 Thus, the
motivation behind Church interest was not merely the evangelistic spirit; there
was also an element of self-preservation.

(Ii) China's Traditional Religious and Cultural Outlook
In a comparative sense, it could be said that the Chinese were not a religious
people. Institutional religion,
traditionally played

Cl

with divinely ordained rules

of conduct,

much less significant role in China than in most Western

civilizations. Religion, as such, focused more on the world of nature and
relationships between fellow men, rather than the elusive world of the
supernatural. The Chinese did understand the idea of divinity but such sacr-ed
character was usually bestowed on forms of nature, such as mountains. Thus,
it was rather an abstract concept, seldom personified.
There are four identifiable parts to traditional Chinese religion, each
separate and yet interrelating to a certain extent. The first of these is ancestor
worship, one of the most influential and extensive of China's religions.
Ancestral worship is the only one that is entitled to
the name of the national religion of China, as the dead
are the object of worship by rich and poor, young
and old, throughout the length and breadth of this
immense empire. The Chinese are willing to relinquish
any other form of religion and worship, but this is so
interwoven with the texture and fabric of their
everyday life, and has such a firm hold on them, that
scarcely anything short of the miraculous forces them
to give it up.n

Veneration of ancestors was a regular ritual in family life. Small shrines were
established in homes and food was regularly left for the dead. Festivals were
also set aside to worship ancestors as in, for example, the All Souls'

70
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purpose of which was to feed and clot.he doubles of t.he dead. 72 This type of
religion meant. the system became family-centred rather than orientated towards
an external God. However, veneration of ancestors was by no means motivated
by reverence or affection for the dead, but rather fear of the spirits' power for
evil. Family prosperit.y depended on the happiness of deceased ancestors in the
spirit world. Thus, such ritual was designed to placate the spirits and ensure
good luck. As one contemporary observer noted, 'they are kept all their lifetime
in fear, not of death, but of the dead.'?)
In addition to ancestor worship, there were three philosophies that largely
dominated Chinese thinking and had an enormous effect on China's cultural
history. The first of these, Confucianism, had perhaps the most profound impact
of all. Little is known of Confucius himself, since he left virtually nothing of his
ideas in writing. However, his followers recorded his most important sayings and
the result was a code of ethics which came to dominate Chinese philosophy. This
provided a detailed plan for human conduct which would lead to harmonious
relationships and a peaceful society. Family relationships were especially
emphasised, as were virtues such as benevolence, righteousness, wisdom,
propriety and fidelity. Thus, the philosophy stressed the practical, day-to-day,
mundane aspects of life; it was not a supernatural religion. Confucius seems to
have worked on the theory that man could not fully understand life, therefore
it was illogical to suppose that he could understand the afterlife. 74 The Chinese

developed a very pragmatic outlook and, as a result, the Christian message of
rewards in Heaven or punishments in Hell had little effect on

cl

people

principally concerned with the here-and-now.
Nevertheless, the Chinese population, especially the masses, were not wholly
satisfied by an essentially rational, this-wordly philosophy alone. The spiritual
dimension was satisfied by two other systems of thought - Buddhism a.nd Taoism.
Founded in India by Guatama Buddha in the sixth century B.C., Buddhism spr-ead
to China in the first century A.D. The original Buddhism found little place for
God or gods and was primarily a system of ethics. Enlightenment consisted of
acquiring the Four Truths: the fact of pain or ill; that pain has a cause; that
pain can be ended by practising the Noble Eightfold Way (right views, right,
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intention, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effor-t, right
mindfulness, right concentration); such spiritual perfection leads to Nirvana,
a blissful state of insight and release for the bonds of self. Included. in this
doctrine were two fundamental beliefs: that of karma, where all deeds exact
reward or punishment either in this life or the next; and that of reincarnation,
according to which one is reborn in a happy or painful existence based on past
deeds. The purpose of Nirvana is to finally break this chain of karma. Latter
variations of Buddhism developed an elaborate hierarchy of demons, the ritual
of which appealed to the masses, as did the existence of a supernatural power
to which to turn in times of need and the reassurance of life after death. 75
Taoism, originally a mystical and rather complex philosophy, also developed
into a more supernatural religion. Indeed, it affirmed that every human action
was affected by the supernatural realm, either for good or bad, and so

Cl

whole

system of magic, myths, charms, spells and demonology developed. This
philosophy, with its emphasis on the spiritual world, developecl a close affinity
with ancestor worship, as did Buddhism, with its explanation of life after death.
Therefore, the Chinese did not lack an understanding of the s uper-nat.ural; on
the contrary - they had a vast number of gods, heavens and hells to believe in.
The problem confronting Christian missions was the lack of a monotheistic
philosophy. There was no concept of one omnipotent deity; no divine creator; no
idea of an exclusive god.
A further obstacle to conversion presented by the multiplicity of Chinese
philosophies

was

a

remarkable

religious

tolerance.

Ancestor

worship,

Confucianism, Buddhism, and Taoism complemented rather than competed with
one another. Thus, to the Chinese mind, different religions were not necessarily
exclusive and so tolerant compromise was typical of their attitude. Firm in the
belief that mutual forbearance would be observed, the Chinese migrants
continued to

practice their various forrns of religion in

New

Zealand,

establishing shrines and jo s a-Itouse s, and continuing to observe festivals such
as the Winter Solstice, the Chinese New Year and the Moon Festivals. 76 While
Christianity was perceived

{'IS

largely ineffective and irrelevant, there was no

thought of spreading the teachings of Confucianism or Buddhism, as this would
only serve to turn father against son as Christianity had in China. But by the
same token, they expected not to be "bullied" for their lack of Christian beliefs.

75 Tbid , pp.23-2/t
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To love what people hate, arid to hate what people love
- in loving and hating outraging human nature - from
the very constitution of things it cannot but happen
that calamity will come upon the person who acts thus
... Why not live in peace together? Those whose ways
(or paths) differ cannot plan for one another. Let us
then rove at ease along our respective ways - you on
yours, us on ours without suspicions. 77

One other long established cultural tradition is worthy of note, especially
with regard to the notion of mutual tolerance. In the 1600s .Ie su it missionaries,
through a process of compromise, initially met with success in China. However,
in 1724 Emperor Yung-cheng commanded active suppression of Chr-ist.iarrity in
response to a growing suspicion of the political motives of the foreign
missionaries. 78 Missionaries and their congregations were persecuted and those
who did not renounce their faith were forced into hiding. Thus an anti-Christian
tradition became implanted in popular Chinese thinking. Alt.ho ugh in 184't and
18'16 the ban on Christianity was lifted, the resulting rise in missionary activity
coincided with a restoration of Confucian teachings and so anti-Christian feeling
was as strong in the nineteenth century as ever before. 79 Thus, while the
Chinese preached religious tolerance, they were as opposed to Christianity as
the West was to "pagan" religions.
This antagonism to Christianity was reinforced by China's cultural attitudes.
The Chinese figuratively divided the world into two categories. In

OnE)

category

were those states who were members of the Chinese confederacy by virtue of
shared cultural ties - "the Middle Kingdom" - while the rest of the world fell
into a group that was considered more or less barbarous. 80 Chu ng-skuo , or the
Middle Kingdom, was thought to symbolize civilisation at its best and its
superior power, size, resources and history generated an assumption of Chinese
superiority. Indeed, their ettit.udes were as thoroughly ethnocentric as those
found among Victorian Britons. As a result, Western culture and religion was
held to be inferior and so the Church had to confront immigrants with a long
77 Translated by Rev. Don from the ~~~~(fU~!?J:J~J~l}Ji~]C_i:l;~~<1.
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established tradition in various systems of thought, who, while prepared to
tolerate the presence of Christianity, were resistant to its teaching s. Each side
was convinced of the superiority of their own religion arid the encompassing
way of life. The

was set for a profound cultural clash.

(Iii) The Presbyterian Mission

The arrival of a large number of Chinese miners over a relatively short
period presented the Church in otago with a very real challenge. That challenge
was accepted most readily by the Presbyterian denomination, which had
displayed an interest in mission almost from the founding of otago in 18 ifH.
Indeed, as soon as the Presbytery was officially established, attention turned
to the fulfilment of their evangelical doctrine. This interest gradually produced
creative results, in that three new missions were established - one to the New
He brides, one to the Maori and, most importantly, one to the Chinese.
In 1867, only one year after the formation of the Otag o Synod (which also
incorporated Southland), the Minister of Knox Church, the Reverend D.M. Stuart,
directed the Synod's attention to the large numbers of Chinese in the province
and their spiritual needs. Stuart had embarked on a tour of Central otago
mining centres, where the large number of Chinese made him aware of the
evangelical challenge right on the Church's doorstep.81 He carried this
challenge to the Otago Synod and, as a result, a resolution was passed
proposing that a Mission be es te.blfshe d, the purpose of which would be to
cn-rprl(·j

the Good News of the Gospel among Chinese immigrants. The power to act

on this matter was delegated to the Foreign Missions Committee, whose first
action was to advise other denominations of their intentions. Their aim was that
the Mission should be an interdenominational effort

Chinese were to be

converted to Christianity rather than any particular denomination. However,
while

other

churches

offered

moral

support,

tangible

help

was

not

forthcoming. 82 From there, the Committee turned to the successful Presbyterian
Mission in Victoria for assistance. While they could not spare any of their
experienced workers, they did send an appeal to China on behalf of the Synod

81 G. H. McNe ur , .::':_"!:.C__':::..l::':."'-"".<;.'~.'."..__':.1c'...t'-__tJ..::':...E_'::':_'='E'_t, Christc h urc h, Pre s byt erian
Women's Missionary Union, 1951, p.5
82 James Ng , "Rev. Alexander- Don: his \
2:'--':tJ..5..~.-:'~~~._..:!:.~'::'~.' September 2 il, 1983, p. 23

at last",
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for an educated and tr-ained Chinese catechist. Unfortunately, all prospective
candidates were being incorporated into the expanding Christian mission within
China.
It was a further two years before the services of a Chinese catechist who

had been trained in Melbourne were f'irrally secured. Paul (Wan) Ah Chin was
described as 'active ... [with] a very kindly disposition,B3 and was soon based
in Lawrence in the midst of a large Chinese settlement. He not only preached
every Sunday afternoon to a small congregation of around twenty in their native
tongue, but also regularly visited those living in Dunedin. By 1873 he had six
converts, three of whom were baptized, B4 and according to the Chinese fvlission
report the cat.echist was 'labouring with fidelity, zeal and success'. B5 Indeed,
during his short time with the Presbyterian Mission Paul Ah Chin converted
approximately thirteen Chinese in total. B6 At face value, the missionary appears
to have been tremendously successful, and yet by 187 /1 he had resigned. The
cause of this sudden departure is unclear. It has been suggested that Paul Ah
Chin was discouraged by a lack of success, B7 but in comparative terms he w as
unusually successful: indeed it was many years before the Church Missionary
Society could claim even one baptised Maori convert. Moreover, he continued to
labour among the Chinese throughout 1875, although remaining unconnected
with the Presbyterian lVlission. BB The problem may have been caused by
conflicting perceptions as to what "conversion" actually entailed. As the Chinese
were remarkably religiously tolerant, it is possible that they adopted the
message of Christianity without necessarily changing their lifestyle. The Synod
would require a higher standard of commitment and thus dissension may have
occurred. Certainly, conversion rates were unusually high, even in comparison
to those of later Chinese catechists, and Synod reports do indeed admit that
there was some friction between the Church hier-archy and the catechist. 89

B3 Ibid
B/I A. Fraser "The Social Work of the Presbyterian Church in New Zealand Up
Till 1930", MA, Ot.ag o , 1933, p.9S
85 g1£:l:KQ_DaJ:!Y_Iime~, .Ianuer y 16, 1872, p.2, e.3

B6 ,lames Ng, "Rev. Alexander Don: his 'good harvest' reaped at last",
~_:~~L::-_~:~~L_~~:~~~~"-' September 2 /f , 1983, p. 23
B7 Mayhew, p.191
88 Fraser, p.95
B9 G. H. MeNe ur-,
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Nevertheless, as no further details were forthcoming, any theory as to the cause
of the problem must remain speculative.
The Foreign Missions Committee once again embarked on the trail for

1'1

missionary to the Chinese. At the time, Reverend George Smith, who had fifteen
years of mission experience in China, was visiting Otag o. Taking advantage of
this opportunity, the Committee offered Reverend Smith the position and
although he declined, he did offer to lay the matter before his fellow
missionaries in Swatow, China. After another long wait the Committee was finally
informed by a Reverend ILL. McKenzie, the minister at Swatow, that they could
not spare anyone to meet the Synod's needs. However, he did suggest, as an
alternative option, that a young otago minister be sent to

China in order to

train specifically for the task. This proposal met with much support from the
Synod, but was not acted upon at this time as it coincided with an offer of help
from the Reverend Hugh Cowie who, due to his wife's ill-health, was in the
process of returning to New Zealand from seventeen years with the English
Presbyterian JVlission at Amoy , Although Mrs Cowie died during the journey,
Reverend Cowie decided to fulfil his obligations and in 1876 he was inducted as
the Chinese missionary at Lawrence. At the same time, Paul Ah Chin's services
were once again secured. He was encouraged by the prospect of a colleague and
the Synod was encouraged by the prospect of a supervisor. However, once again
the Mission encountered problems. Reverend Cowie could not mak e himself
understood, for while most of the Chinese miners u sed the Cantonese dialect, he
spoke Fukienese. The Committee had been aware of this discrepancy but, in
their ignorance, thought the missionary would simply "pick up" the dialect. 90
Unfortunately, the difference was so great it was comparable to learning
another language. Thus in 1877 Reverend Cowie resigned, as did a frustrated
Paul Ah Chin who severed all ties with the 1V1ission and left for Australia.
By this time, the Foreign Missions Committee felt the only viable option was
to accept Reverend McKenzie's earlier suggestion. Thus, they recommended that
the Synod offer a position for a young student or minister to go to China and
train specifically for the task ahead. The Synod adopted this proposal hut the
vacancy remained open for some time and, as a result, by the late 1870s
Presbyterian Mission had ground to a halt.

90

p.97
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(iv ) Further Denominational Involvement

During the 1860s, the extent of most denominational involvement with the
Chinese Mission was largely confined to moral support for the Presbyterian
Mission. The Methodists, for example, were by no means unaware of the
expanding goldfields population. Indeed, they were involved in Church planting
in the Central Otag o area and acquired an additional five Ministers to cope with
the influx of miners. 91 Nevertheless, they did not develop an official focus on
the Chinese miners, preferring to concentrate instead on New Zealand's native
"heathens" - the Maoris. 92
In contrast, the Anglican Church in otago was more open to the missionary
impulse; indeed they h ad supported efforts in Melanesia, particularly Samoa and
Torig e , since 1849. 93 This evangelical spirit gained a new impetus with the
arrival of Bishop Nevill in the early 1870s. In his address to the Synod in 1874,
the Bishop indicated that attention should be turned towar-ds establishing a
Mission Fund to support missionary activity in Melanesia and that 'to this should
be added the claims of the 4000 Chinese dwelling in our midst.' 94 Unfortunately,
Bishop Nevill had a reputation for trying to do too much too soon an d was
initially regarded as something of a young "upstart".95 As a result, the
resolution was not adopted by the Anglican Synod. 96 Nothing more was said
concerning a Chinese mission until 1875, when an amendment was proposed
during a debate on the Melanesian Mission. It was suggested that 'with a view
to enlarging the area of the mission work of the Diocese the following be adopted
... That the [JVlission) fund shall be appropriated in such proportions as may
from time to time be decided by the Diocesan Synod towards (a) the Melanesian Mission;
(b) Mission to the Chinese;

91 Rev. D. Hickrnan ,
of
Devonport, Ote g o Southland Methodist Executive, p p.o-'?

92 P. F air cl 0 u g h , .J:"E!~~J::..~~::L~}11_~{:?"~y.__~~_"l~!::~:?_lS~E!-:~_!_r:.L.YSQ15~, Dun e d.in ,
New Zealand Bible Tract Society, 1952, p.473
93 G.N. Stanton, "The Bishop of Duriedin , the Anglican Church and Polynesia",
BA(Hons), otago, 1961, p.L
94 Church of England, Dunedin Diocese, 187 f t , Third Synod, Second Session,
p.ll
95 J.B. Meikeljohn, "The Anglican Diocese of Dunedin", MA, otago, 1964, p.1l5
96 Dunedin Diocese, Third Synod, Second Session, p.Ll
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(c) Mission to the Maoris, within the Diocese.'97
After some debate the amendment was carr-Ied as a substantive resolution.
Unfortunately, by 1876 the Standing Committee, which had been delegated
authority to act in this matter, reported that it had been unable to find

1'1

suitable missionary clergyman for the Home Missions. Nevertheless, they
informed the Synod that 'the Bishop has, however, taken initiatory steps
towards the appointment of a catechist for the Chinese, and of a cler-gyman for
the Maoris of this Diocese, and the Committee hopes that the needful funds for
these objects will be provided by offertory or otherwise in the Diocese.' 98 By
1877 the Bishop was able to announce the beginning of a more systematic work
amongst the lvlaor-i under the direction of one of thei.r own race, a Mr Ng ar e,
However, it seemed that plans for a Mission to the Chinese had come to a
standstill.
As a result, Anglican contact with the miners seems to have been limited to
the efforts of individual clergy and Bishop Nevill's frequent t.ours er-ound
Cent.ral Ot.ag o. During these tour-s, he seemed to focus largely on his European
parishioners; visiting, preaching, confirming and baptising. However, the Bishop
did make a point. of visiting his Diocese's first Chinese convert, Le un g Chung,
who was later baptised. 99
The other denomination in Otago capable of establishing a Mission to t.he
Chinese was the Catholic Church. Roman Catholicism made a late st.art in Otag o,
It. exist.ed only in a makeshift. form until 1871, when Bishop Moran arr-Ived t.o

officially establish t.he new Diocese of Dunedin. By all accourrts, U18 Bishop

Wi:1S

somet.hing of an uncompromising individual and his views often roused host.ilit.y.
Indeed, he seems to have been responsible for a wave of anti-Catholic, arrti-Tr-Ish
prejudice among many Protestants. IOO Nevertheless, Moran was not. easily
daunted and in 1873 founded his own publication,

in order to put

across the Catholic view point free of censorship. However, the Bishop was

cl

product of the times and, like most of his contemporaries, was hostile t.o the
Chinese presence. Indeed he encouraged irrational fears, arguing t.hat it was in
the Church's interest 'to be resolute in opposing all attempts to flood those

97 Dunedin Diocese, 1875, Third Synod, Third Session, p.26

98 Dunedin Diocese, 1876, Fourth Synod, First. Session, p.26
99 Bish 0 p Nev ill, g!'().s::"~_~r:tI!.-J."I.Q~~gSLQ!S: Hock.en Library
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colonies with Chinese.'101 Many of the Bishop's attitudes revealed a distinct
lack of Christian love and were certainly not evangelistic in nature. 102 Thus,
while the Church was active in its mission to Europeans and even the Maori,103
there was a complete lack of official impetus regarding a Mission to the Chinese.
The evangelical challenge was ignored by the Catholic hierarchy and so any
mission activity was left in the hands of enterprising individual Catholics.
Thus, in the initial stages, the Presbyterian denomination alone responded
actively to the challenge represented by the Chinese presence. The Methodists
e.ppeer ed apathetic, the Catholics antagonistic, while the Anglicans were simply

unable to put theory into practice. As a result, Chinese traditional beliefs by
and large remained secure, easily weathering the initial Christian tt onslaught ''.

101
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HAPTER
A RENEWED OFl?EN IVE

The late 1870s saw the Chinese population move towards urban centres and
while increased contact enabled some European attitudes to mellow, the majority
became more vehemently anti-chinese largely because of economic competition.
The state followed this lead and embarked on cl campaign of restrictive
legislation. This increase in anti'-chine se sentiment was matched by a decrease
in evangelistic activity among most denominations. The Presbyterian Church
alone gained momentum during the 1880s, largely due to t.he efforts of t.heir
newest missionary recruit, Alexander Don.

I THE CHINESE

0) Demographic Trends
The boom years of Chinese mining reached a peak during t.he 1870s and
1880s, but by the end of this period most of the easily worked surface gold had
been recovered. As cl result, larger scale mining oper-at.ion s , which were
predominantly European-owned,began to dominate the industry. Apart from Sew
Boy, the successful dredging pioneer, most Chinese r-emained isolated from the
more complex, yet lucr-ative, mining techniques. Thus, the goldfields began to
experience a gradual but steady depletion of Chinese miners. Whereas in 1881
the population was still well over 3,000, within a period of five years that figure
was more t.han halved. l
While hundreds returned to China, many more were prepared to stay and
continue seeking their fortune - although not necessarily in the goldmining
industry. Many Chinese began to drift into small business vent.ures which
encouraged an ever-increasing drift towards urban centres. The North Island
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claimed a large number but many simply moved to the city closest at hand Dunedin. Thus, whereas in 1874 there were only 89 Chinese resident in Dunedin
and its surrounding suburbs, by 1896 that figure had. increased more than
fourfold to 384. 2

(H) Social Reaction
This numerical depletion of Chinese miners somewhat mitigated European
hostility,3 as did increasing" contact, caused by Chinese seeking wor-k to
supplement their income. Their honesty and hard work in fulfilling obligations
to employers won them the grudging respect of some Eur-opean.s.J Nevertheless,
these small steps did not significantly erode the anti-chinese sentiment
prevalent among the majority of the population. Volatile public meetings
remained a forum for European hostility and the Chinese continued to suffer
from frequent displays of ridicule and abuse. Young Europeans found a new
form of entertainment, wandering through Chinese settlements jeering at the
inhabitants, smashing windows and possessions as they went, Indeed, even in
many of the newspapers name-calling was commonplace: references were made
to "Celestials" , "the Flowery People", "John Chiriernan " , "Chow s ", or simply "the
heathen Chinese". 5 General harassment was the order of the day, .For example,
in 1884 a petition was circulated in Lawrence complaining about the odour
per-meafin g from the Chinese camp. The petitioners were of the opinion that it
was 'high time the Chinese were taught to adopt civilised manners and custnms,
and to keep from polluting the atmosphere to the danger of t.heir Eur-opean
neighbours.' The Sanitary Inspector d utifully surveyed the settlement and
indeed found it to be in a deplorable state but, as the County Council decided
there was no immediate risk to the nearby European population, no

were

taken. 6 However, harassment could also take a more dangerous form, as

2 Ibid

5 For a more detailed examination of the various forms of discrimination see
N. Ritchie, "The Archaeology and History of the Chinese in Southern New
Zealand during the Nineteenth Centur y ", pp.69-72
6

April 14, 1884, p.

c.3
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demonstrated by a series of o-utrages perpetrated in Alexandra. Mobs of twenty
to thirty Europeans gathered on several separate occasions and invaded the
Chinese settlement, smashing doors, windows and possessions. Miners could not
go outdoors at night for fear of attack. One Chinaman disappeared altogether.
Another unfortunate soul was tied hand and foot while his bed and clothing
were set alight.? It was widely held that the reason behind these attacks was
the firm foothold the Chinese had gained within the township 8, but as the
Reverend Don remarked, the most disturbing element was 'the apathy with which
these fiendish outrages were viewed by the European community in general.' 9
While such behaviour was certainly not actively encouraged, neither was it
actively discouraged. There was a notable lack of action on the part of the
authorities, although language difficulties frequently hampered the legal
process in such cases. lO Needless to say, resentment among the Chinese
community was very strong, but instead of retaliating they simply rebuilt their
settlement some distance away.ll
The Chinese drift to metropolitan centres encouraged a dramatic rise in
urban racial hostility. Although the influx of Chinese miners initially excited
much controversy, the urban population had gradually become ambivalent - that
is until a marked increase in the urban Chinese presence was observed. Hostility
resurfaced once again and the old arguments were revived with even great.er
intensity. For example, there was a long-st.anding belief that. t.he allegedly
insanitary habits of the Chinese posed a danger to public health. This gained
momentum with the rumour that the Chinese were responsible for e.n
outbreak of leprosy in America. 12 Fears of moral
were also
'''-1'·,>:,1-,,,1'

thanks to inflammat.ory statements from newspapers like the

l~~_Vi_f.'.~':!!~:t!tl9:_!!~]~<lJLSly

which declared 'we know for a fact that, as a race, they are st.eeped in oriental
vices of untold evil,and of the most degrading kind, in the presence of which

1896-7, 1'.20
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the foundations of the morality of civilisation would be sapped.'13 The irrational
fear of being overwhelmed by hordes of migrating Asians also r-e.sur-faced ,
finding support among politicians such as Sir George Grey, who argued that if
immigration

W[iS

not soon halted 'the whole of the Pacific wiUbe overwhelmed.'14

Nevertheless, this resurgence of arrti-rchirie se sentiment did not rely solely
on conventional arguments, but was exacerbated by several newer factors.
Economic arguments soon mov ed to the forefront of the anti-chinese debate as
it was in this area that society perceived the most direct threat to their own

personal interests. Indeed, it is interesting to note that an economic downturn
was commonly followed by an outbreak of agitation and restrictive legislation. 15
Essentially, an increasingly urban Chinese population was viewed as competition
in the European labour market. Such arguments were not without validity, for
the Chinese did work for low rates of pay, but the case was considerably
overstated.
It had long been argued that the Chinese were draining the colony of its
wealth by saving and sending their money home rather than spending it in New
Zealand. Arguments like this gained more influence in depression-era Ot.ag o, A
decline in mining returns saw the Chinese competing with Europeans in a
shrinking job market. As they wor-ked for cheaper rates of payment, it was
feared that the Chinese would not only claim European jobs but, as a result of
this competition, cause an overall reduction in wages. It was therefore the urban
working class who moved to the forefront of an ti-ichineae agitation during this
strenuously opposing any addition to the labour sUPJJly, while unions
beg an to agitate on behalf of their members for the total exclusion of Chinese. 16
Indeed, the Dunedin Branch of the "Amalgamated Society of Carpenters and
.Ioirrers " was one of the first unions to advocate that action be taken against
lLl.Jl1t:;:,e

immigration. 17 Restrictive measures were

for the most part,

especially some form of taxation.l 8
Fears and suspicions mounted to the extent that ant.i-rc'hin e se sentiment

13 A.
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sometimes overflowed into public outbursts of hostility. For example in May of
1888 the "Te Anau" and its Chinese passengers arrived at Port Chalmer-s only
to be greeted by an angry group of around 300 to 400

a 'howling and hooting

mob, who hurled stones and strong language with true British vigour' .19 The
Chinese immigrants chose to remain wit.h the ship which soon moved on to
Greymouth. 20 Thus,

the

Depression

years,

and

indeed

beyond,

were

characterised by a growt.h of errti-r-hinese antagonism.

(Iii) Parliament's Anti-Chinese Campaign Begins

Such widespread agitation could not go unnoticed and the government soon
began to take an active interest in Chinese immigration. Leaders of the
parliamentary anti-chinese campaign saw the problem, for the most part, in
terms of economic competition, and its results for the colony's standard of
living, although the need to maintain racial purity was also a rnajor concern.
Parliamentary records reveal that while appeals to alleged moral dangers
received little support in parliamentary debates, such arguments were useful
in manipulating public support for restrictive legislation. 21
The Chinese question first came to prominence in 1878 when Members of
Parliament representing the West Coast goldfields demanded that restrictions
be placed an Asian immigration. Support was also forthcoming from prominent
members such as Sir George Grey, who was eager to see New Zealand become the
guardian of European civilization in the Pacific region. 22 However, the general
consensus at this time was that the Chinese presence did not pose a serious
problem to the colony and the matter was therefore dropped.
Nevertheless, agitation resurfaced once

in. 1880 when cl private bill to

prohibit Chinese immigration was introduced by the Member for Wellington, Mr
W. Hutchin sori. It is interesting to note that it was at this point that Richar-d
John Seddon came to the forefront of agitation against the Chinese

it was to

be a long and distinguished career. The ensuing legislation, the IBEll Chinese

19

May 12, 188B, Supplement

20 IJ)jQ, May 9, 1888, p.2, c.B

21 G.H. Scholefield & T.D.H. Hall, "Asiatic Immigration in New Zealand: Its
History and Legislation", ed. N. MacKenzie, The
Status
in
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London, Oxford University Press, 1937, p.277

22 Price, p.201
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Immigrants Act, was admittedly a much toned-down version of the original bill,
but it did signal the beginning of discriminatory legislation. The Act instituted
a £10 poll tax on every Chinese immigrant and limited ships to one Chinese
passenger per 10 tons of burden. In the following year, the Chinese Mining
Exclusion Bill was introduced with the intention of excluding Chinese from
working the goldfields altogether. However, this proposal gained little support
largely because, as parliamentary records reveal, the government was still
divided over lhe necessity for legislation. 23 Nevertheless, by the late HJ80s
opposition to the Chinese had grown considerably stronger, and in Hl88 the
Chinese Immigrants Act was passed. The limit of Chinese passengers per ship
was raised to one for every 100 tons and penalties for smuggling or exceeding
that limit were also increased. Moreover, in 1888 a Quarantine Proclamation was
issued declaring China to be infected with the dangerously contagious small-pox
disease and, as a result, strict quarantine measures were to be enforced on all
passengers who touched at this port. 24
These first steps in what was to become a series of legislative restrictions
quickly began to have the desired effect. The Chinese population was naturally
diminishing as the rush of the gold era drew to a close, thus it was a case of
shutting the stable door after the horse had bolted. Nevertheless, the legislation
did drastically affect the level of Chinese immigration into New Zealand.

23 T.D.H. Hall, "New Zealand and Asiatic Immigration", N~~.:'::'l__~l~i!:~ls!~t!j?-l!:§.
Christchurch, Institute of Pacific Relations, 1929, p.93
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II THE MISSION CONTINUED

--------~-----------

(i) The Lack of Impetus

The Church's Mission could not escape unscathed from the increasing
opposition to Chinese during the last quarter of the century. Indeed the wave
of anti-chinese agitation, both in government and society, had a dampening
effect on chr-is tian evangelistic enthusiasm. While many denominations in America
and Australia had active Chinese IVlissions during this period,26 New Zealand
churches were, on the whole, only making half-hearted attempts to convert the
"heathen" within their midst. Unfortunately, their faith did not provide
immunity against the feeling of the times and thus the general increase in antichinese sentiment took its toll on congregations, many of whom were not
convinced of the appropriateness of the Mission in the first place. While a
minority were st.ill concerned for the Chinese' soul, the vast majority simply
accepted Chinese traditional religion as yet another incompatible difference with
Western society. This increasing apathy and lack of support was to result in the
suspension of many burgeoning Chinese Mis sion s.
The Anglican denomination in Otag o , under the instigation of Bishop Ne vill ,
intended to establish a strong Mission both to the Maori as well as the Chinese.
However, while the Maori Mission was placed under the leadership of IVIr Ng ara,
plans to employ a Chine se catechist stalled. It seems that the Anglican Diocese
was under severe financial strain, which was only made worse by the onset of

the 1880s Depression. Thus the Mission fund, which supported the New Hebrides,
Maori and Chinese missions, was in a very poor condition. Few Churches or
Parishes were financially able to support Synod resolutions by contributing to
the Fund. Moreover, the Church Missionary Society's
to the Mission Fund
27
of £35 per annum was discontinued. As the Diocese was under such financial
strain, priorities had to be reassessed and the impetus to Home Mission was lost.
An attempt was made to continue the work of the Maori IVlission but it proved too
heavy a burden and before long the stipend set aside for Reverend Ngara fell
into arrears. In 1881 it was abandoned. 28 Although the Chinese Mission

27 Church of England, Dunedin Diocese, 1879, Fifth Synod, First Session, p.32
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remained a part of the standing resolutions, it was deprived of its initial
emphasis and lack of finances meant the idea was abandoned for all intents and
purposes.
While the Anglican Mission was in part thwarted by the lack of financial
support from its parishioners, there also seemed to be a corresponding lack of
enthusiasm among the

Church hierarchy.

These r-eser-vation s

may have

originat.ed in part from the turmoil that followed the founding of the Maori
Mission, when it was claimed that Bishop Ne vill had" jumped the Presbyterian
claim". No little hostility was raised and the issue was argued back and forth in
local newspapers. Therefore, it is possible that the Synod was not eager for a
repeat occurrence with the Chinese Mission, which was becoming increasingly
Presbyterian dominated. 29
Thus, a number of factors combined to undermine the best of Anglican
intentions, with the result that their Mission to the Chinese never really got
under way. By the time Anglican finances improved, the Chinese population had
not only dwindled, but the Presbyterian Mission was adequately energetic to
render an Anglican Mission unnecessary.
Although the Anglican Mission to the Chinese proved to be less than
effective, they at least accomplished more than many denominations during this
period. The Methodist Mission, for example, confined itself to social work and
evangelistic outreach among Europeans. All thoughts of converting heathen
were directed towards overseas rnissions, where financial ccntr-lbutiorrs were,
for the most part, the only requirement.
The Catholic Church was also isolated from the Chirie se , largely by the wall
of prejudice so prevalent during the latter decades of the century. There was
little contact, little understanding and, despite the verbal, physical and
legislative attacks

directed against the Chinese, the Catholic Church
never once raised its voice in their defence. 30 Indeed, the Catholic magazine

--------------- fully supported such attacks, describing the Chinese presence as a

dangerous threat which would necessarily result in the degradation and
destruction of the colony.31 Catholics did not appear to perceive any
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opportunity for evangelism, but instead encouraged agitation against Chinese
immigration.
The prospect is a very unwelcome one, for not only is
the Chinaman an unprofitable, and unclean, and most
uninteresting neighbour in every respect ... (but he
must] exercise a most degrading influence over the
tone of our colonial society generally. It is in the
interest of us all the to be resolute in opposing all
attempts to Hood these colonies with Chinese. 32
Thus it appears that the Catholic leadership did not merely ignore the
evangelistic opportunities, but actively encouraged anti-chinese sentiment. Yet,
in spite of this, a small proportion of Chirie se miners registered as adherents of
the Catholic faith. 33 No doubt this paradox may be explained by the active
mission within China itself: a mission which extended more deeply into the
hinterland than the Protestant equivalent. Following the precedent set by
pioneering Jesuit missionaries, they adopted the Chinese language, dress and
lifestyle. As a result, Catholics presented less of a cultural challenge to the
Chinese and were thus greeted with more success, although by the latter
decades of the nineteenth century Protestant missions were making more of an
impact.3" Nevertheless, Catholicism was the strongest, if the least demanding,
of denominations in China during the period that many emigrants were
preparing to leave. Thus, the success of this mission may account for the
apparent adherence of some Chinese immigrerrt s to Catholicism - it appeared a
little

foreign and a little more familiar, thus encouraging denominational

<)Uachment. Nevertheless, such adherence was by no means encouraged by
otago's Catholic Church.
As a result, much of the Church's mission to the Chinese during this period
was unofficial, intermittent work carried out by individual clergymen or willing
helpers. For example, a few Salvation Army members succeeded in attracting to
their meeting some of the Chinese they had come into contact with. 35 Moreover,
various clergymen often took an interest in the Chinese miners within their
32
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parish and sometimes were able to accomplish various tasks on their behalf. 36
Nevertheless, despite such isolated outbursts of goodwill, there was no official,
concerted Mission from the majority of Church denominations.

(ii) The Presbyterian Mission Enlists Alexander Don

One denomination alone voiced concern, even resentment, over the apper-errt
ambivalence and inactivity of Otago Churches. As other Missions faltered, the
Presbyterian Mission was left to shoulder much of the burden for the Chinese.
The means of supporting the missionary have been
derived almost exclusively from the Presbyterian
Church,whiletheotherchurches,assuch,havedone
nothing. We are only aware of one instance in which
any of the chur-ches but the Presbyterian have
contributed to this purpose. Surely the other
churches. which are all equally interested in the
work, might lend their help. If they cannot undertake
the support of missionaries by themselves, they ought
at least to send their contributions to the
Presbyterian Church, and encourage them to engage
more labourers. 37
The Presbyterian Mission had ground to a halt in 1877 as the call for a
missionary to be trained in China remained unanswered.

Nevertheless,

persistent planning and heavy expenditure guaranteed their continued
dedication to the project, unlike many other denominations. Their eff:orts were
rewarded in mid-1879, when a young teacher by the name of Alexander Don
volunteered to take up the position and, as the Mission Committee deemed him
to

'in all respects suitable', his off:er was accepted. 38 It was this young man

who was to become the backbone of the Presbyterian Mission and the leading
exponent of Christianity to New Zealand Chinese.
In many ways, Don's background prepared him for the Mission he was to
undertake in later life. He was born in Ballarat, Australia on <January 22 1857,
the eldest in a family of ten. His father, <John Don, had first been lured from his

36 For example, .Iame s Morris. See A. Don, .1~.I::!!!Q!:Le..§.J21.1t:Jl~._.~i.~)~SI~e..rl..l~2~!_S!,
Dunedin, A.H. & A.W. Reed, 1936, pp.303- l t
37 P. Butler, Q..QIlll1}~Q!~1 Gold, p.83
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home town of Auchterarder, Scotland in the early 1850s by the golden reputation
of the Victorian goldfields. Thus, Alexander Don spent his early years in the
neighbourhood of Ballarat and was reputedly a bright child. By the age of four
he had tackled the alphabet and before he turned six was apparently absorbed
by such classics as

He was soon attending a. public school and

by the time this young man was eight his attention had been captured by the
mathematical and scientific branches of learning. Yet merely a year later, having
just passed the sixth standard, Don left his school days behind. 39 The family
had fallen on hard times and Don, as the eldest, was expected to contribute.
Thus, for some years the young boy found employment in a variety of jobs, all
involving hard toil. For the first eighteen months, Don was employed on his
grandfather's farm, while the next year was spent cutting timber in the
Bullabrook forest. This was followed by six months work in a foundry, at the end
of which time Don found employment in the mining industry, stamp-feeding at
a Bendigo mining battery. Mid-·nineteenth century mining condit.ions were not
only dangerous but arduous, especially for young boys. While the men only
worked an eight hour day, the boys worked eleven hours on the day shift arid
thirteen hours when on night dut.y, every alt.ernate week. The only break in

fl

shift was the twenty minute meal time. Although exceptionally strenuous, this
work was to provide Don with valuable experience. He not only underst.ood, but
had first-hand knowledge of the type of life a miner led. Thus the Presbyt.erian
Mission to t.he Chinese was not. led by some upper-class do-gooder who had little
idea of the Chinese miner's lot. This was a man who could relate to their working
lives.
During this period, Don cont.inued to exercise his intellectual faculties by
means of t.he "r-iddler-" column in a weekly publication the Melbourne

. To

find the solutions he would search through dictionaries, encyclopedias and
and in this way his education was continued after a fashion. 40
The turning point in Don's life came when the stamper battery in Lower
Huntly at which he was working was visited by t.he Reverend W.H. Fitchett, who
conducted a series of evangelistic meet.ings over t.he lengt.h of a week. It. was at.
fhis point. that Alexander Don was converted to Christianity. He

to

regularly att.end Church as well as the Bible Class meetings conducted by Mr
Lach1an Fraser, the local bank manager. Under his influence, Don
attend night school where he caught the attention of Mr

39
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Blyth, t.he

schoolmaster at Hurrtly, After a brief acquaintance, during which time Don's
eagerness to improve his education grew, Mr Blyth went to Don senior and
C'l1(Hl'·CH7TC.'-'

that his son was more than capable of undertaking teacher training.

Arrangements were quickly made and at age fifteen Don returned to school.
After three months of study he passed the examination entitling him to
become a trainee teacher. Within six years Don, a fully qualified teacher, had
taken up the position of assistant teacher- in Bendigo's largest school. During
the intervening period, he ha.d continued to develop a good memory as well as
analytical skills, especially by means of various scientific pursuits such as
entomology.41 The methodical ha.bits established during this period proved to
be invaluable in his subsequent study of the extremely complex Chinese
language. At the same time, Don found opportunities for christian service in the
/l2
Hurrtly Sabbath School and as precentor of the local church. A Young Men's
Christian Association (YMCA) was also established in Bendigo and Don not only
served on the first Board of Management, but was later elected corresponding
secretary.
The next turning point in Don's career came in 1877 when he heard Dr John
G. Paton speak on the impact of the New Hebrides Mission. This generated in Don
an enthusiasm for mission work and when Dr Paton later visited Victorian
churches appealing for volunteers, Don offered his services. He was advised to
go to Otag o, as the local Presbyterian Synod was looking for a missionary to
send to the New Hebrides. Don event.ually accepted t his advice and, after much
correspondence with the Otago Education Board, he finally arrived in Dunedin
on .Januer-y 12, 1879. Don took up t.he position of second assistant at the Port
Chalmers school, with responsibility for a Standard III class consisting of 71
pupils! He also became involved in various field spor-t s, such as cricket, foot.ball
and running, as well as writing regular

on New Zealand life for the

13

Australian pr-e s s,"

However Don's original purpose in coming to Otago had been hindered in t.hat
the position of missionary to the New Hebrides had been filled by a Mr O.
]vlichelson. Nevertheless, he was informed that. the Synod was also seeking

Cl

young missionary willing to be sent to China in order to learn Cantonese, that
he might then return to establish an effective mission to the Chinese in Ot.ago.

42 The precentor lead the choir and congregation during the worship
43
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Don was by no means unaware of the christian mission to the Chinese. The
Sunday School he had attended as a child had shared quarters with a Chinese
catechist and as an eight year old boy he had been witness to the baptism of
seven Chinese by a missionary from the New Hebrides. 411

Don's mining

background had helped educate him as to the character of the Chinese miner,
as wen as

the considerable racial agitation that followed them.

These

experiences, combined with an ardent enthusiasm for mission work, prompted
him to offer his services to the Foreign Missions Committee, who quickly
accepted him.
Thus, within the same year Don was on the move once more. He arrived in
Canton on October 29, 1879 and remained there for sixteen months training
under the guidance of the American Presbyterian Mission. Essentially, the
dilemma confronting Don was the exceedingly complex nature of the Chinese
language. China has two distinct languages - one written, the other verbal.
While the written language does not vary over the empire (although its
complexity makes it almost a life-long study), the spoken word varies from place
to place. Thus, for example, a person speaking the pure Cantonese dialect might
not be understood a mere hundred miles away. The difficulty caused by the
variation in dialects is further exacerbated by the use of tones in the Chinese
language, to the extent that one word can have many different meanings. For
example, the word "wan" in a high even tone means "warm"; in a low even tone
means "clouds"; and in a high rising tone translates as "sure". Taking these
difficulties into account, Don initially calculated that the language could be
fairly weII acquired in three years. Unfor-tunetely, a succession of trips into the
hinterland and a dangerous attack of small-pox in 1880-1881, reduced his study
time to ten months in total. As his grip of the Cantonese dialect was by

IiO

means

sure, the missionaries in Canton advised him to employ a Iang uag e teacher as
the only practical way of expanding his knowledge. Mr Ng Pirig Lun was
r

subsequently appointed, on behalf of the Foreign Missions Committee, to
accompany the missionary back to New Zealand and assist him in his studies.
During his three year tenure, Ng Pirig Lun was to provide invaluable assistance
r

not only as a teacher but also as a translator. 45 In the meantime, however, Don's
musical ear, methodical habits, good memory, tr-aining as a teacher and
established patterns of hard work enabled him to make the most of his time in
China. While his primary aim was to acquire the basics of the Cant.onese dialect,
----------_.
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Don also wanted to

a

understanding of Chinese character and

customs. His desire to immerse himself in their way of life ran so deep that he
even went to the extent of becoming a volunteer member of the Shameen Canton
Fire Brigade in 1880. His time in China made a lifelong impression on him and
encouraged a sympathy for the country and its people which would continue to
sustain him throughout his Mission.
On March 20, 1881 Don left China and headed for Victoria. While in Australia,
he gained some practical experience by accompanying a Mr Youngman, who rem
the Wesleyan Mission to the Chinese. He also made time for an important visit to
an old friend in Bendigo. Both had been members of a united evangelistic choir
and, after the settlement of

(1

certain important question to their mutual

satisfaction, Don returned to New Zealand. By then it was autumn of 1881 arid
time to enter the Theological Hall for further training. As this was the only
formal theological training Don received, his religious education was somewhat
meagre. After a brief year's study the real task began.
In January, 1882 Don began his mission amongst the small Chinese population
based in Dunedin, preaching to them in their own tongue. However, the
Reverend James Cameron, Minister at River-ton, had begun to take an interest
in the Chinese population at nearby Round Hill which, with a population of
around five hundred, was one of the biggest Chinese mining centres in New
Zealand. He therefore made a submission to the Foreign Missions Committee
requesting that the missionary be stationed at Riverton. The Committee, having
established there was indeed a sizeable Chinese population in the area, accepted
the proposal and within a few months Don found himself stationed at his first
Mission post. 46
One of his first actions was to firially settle that important Australian matter
by bringing his bride-to-be to New Zealand. In 1883 Alexander Don and Amelia
WatTle, daughter of Francis Warne of Bendigo, were married at Warepa.
Don was stationed at River-ton, eleven miles from Round Hill which was for all
intents and purposes a Chinese town. He quickly established weekday
in River-ton, as well as a Sunday

'"6,~"·ir,,,

three out of every four weeks. Hound

Hill meetings were held in the upstairs room of a Tea House, where there was a
weekday service three weeks in the month and a Sunday

every fourth

weekY Initially, interest seemed high - indeed one Sunday service saw an

46 A. Fraser, "The Social Worl>:, of the Presbyterian Church in New Zealand up
till 1930", pp.99--100
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impressive attendance of 150 Chinese. 48 Attendance was also good at the
English classes Don established in Riverton. Indeed the local Chinese were soon
volunteering to subscribe money to build a permanent meeting house in
Riverton.'l9 By March 1883, a mission house and Church, easily accommodating
a hundred hearers, had been opened. This coincided with the baptism of Don's
first convert, James (Cheun) Ah King, thus the first Mission report painted an
encouraging picture - 'at both places [Riverton and Round Hill] he has found
ready access to the Chinese, several of whom have shown a great desire to
become acquainted with Christianity.'50 Once the Church was opened more
services were established in Round Hill with meetings now held each alter-nate
Saturday and Sunday. However, it seems that from mid-1883 the initial
enthusiasm generated by the arrival of the missionary and the opening of the
Church had died down. As a result, attendance began to drop, although

d.

corresponding decline in the overall population of the settlement must also be
taken into account. 51 Nevertheless, after two and a half years of mission work
the average e.ttende nce at services was only seven. 52
Don encountered many problems during this initial stage. On a personal
level,

[le

was still in the process of perfecting his understanding of the

Cantonese dialect, while also acquainting himself with Chinese cu storns and
mindset. On another level, Don's "per-ishioners 11 were well ensconced in their
own traditions and philosophies, thus Christianity curried little weight. Indeed,
as one honest miner explained it 'Ah Don no good - him not belong my church.' 53
To make matters worse, Chinese disdain for the West had turned into bitter
hatred, as memories of the recent Opium Wurs were still fresh in their minds. Nor
did the missionary's pas sicriate involvement in the temperance movement make
the relationship any
1l

diet. 5 As

d

as alcohol was often an integral part of the miner's

result, the response to Don 's rues sag e r-an g e d from ape thetic
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indifference to almost open resistance. This opposition was displayed in a
variety of ways, but often in a very subtle manner. For example, it may have
appeared that the construction of the Church in Round Hill was prompted by
Chinese enthusiasm, however the miners later confessed that they 'did not like
Mr Don to be preaching in their shops, and so built a church to get rid of him'.
Don, who was not altogether surprised by this information, merely viewed it

CiS

the roundabout lengths to which the Chinese would go in order to avoid conflict
and yet still achieve their own ends. 55 Opposition also surfaced to Don's wee kIy
news-sheet, which consisted of translated news paper: it.erns concerning China:
because the Empire's weaknesses were described, the miners decried the news
as deceitful Western propaganda. Moreover, hostility was also generated when
Don became a Court interpreter. The missionary often acted as translator for
Chinese defendants in leg al or mining disputes, and his ability to understand
Cantonese meant that the Chinese who spoke English were unable to tr-an slate
as "freely" as before. This caused much hostility in some sectors of the
community, but many had long been suspicious of the honesty of these
interpreters and so Don came to be frequently called on in this capacity. 56
Nevertheless, the missionary continued to encounter animosity, sometimes
subtle, sometimes direct. Indeed it was this honest approach that he preferred:
'open opposition, as being something tangible, is preferable to secret opposition
or even to indifference. ,57 Thus, the lack of progress essentially stemmed from
an inflexible conviction, on both sides, in the rightness of their own beliefs,
which ultimately doomed the Hiverton Mission to failure.
In the meantime, the Foreign Missions Committee had been active on Don's
behalf in securing the services of

et

Chinese catechist for the Mission. In IBB6

Kwok Wai Shang arr-ived from Canton and

WCiS

immediately stationed in the

River-ton area. He was paid £75 per annum, just over a third of which came from
Don's personal income. Kwok Wai Shang proved to be an extremely diligent and
errthu siestic worker, earning favourable

from both his own people and

Christians in the district. 58 However, it is interesting to note that the catechist
initially encountered much opposition from his fellow countrymen: opposition
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packed and dispatched to central places so that necessary items were never far
from reach. Don's tours always had a Biblical theme running throughout and
thus text and sermon topics had to be selected well beforehand. The missionary
was a strong supporter of audio-visual evangelism, in that he carried a series
of brightly drawn Biblical pictures, at the top of which were sermon headings
in large Chinese characters. Don also carried with him an umbrella, which
doubled as a walking

a camera, thereby providing an important pictorial

record of the times; and a strong leather bag weighing between fourteen to
twenty pounds, which contained items such as an almanac, tracts, a small medical
chest, compass, barometer, notebook and, most importantly, Don's own directory
of the Chinese in Otag o. .Just before the missionary entered a mining camp he
would sit down, bring out this directory and refresh his memory about the
names, family information and other newsworthy items of the settlement. He
would then sally forth greeting the Chinese with their pro per' names and
amazing them with his incredible feats of memory162
Each tour covered a distance of approximately two thousand miles, some of
which were travelled on trains, some on horseback, but over half were
undertaken on foot. The journey encompassed all types of terrain and all types
of weather from blazing sun to fog, hail, sleet, rain and sometimes even snow. 63
As Don testified, 'let me dispel the notion some folk have that this Tour is a sort
of picnic. ,64 Once the missionary arrived at a mining camp, arranging a meeting
could take hours or even days of walking to find outlying miners, unless an
interested party had already made the arrangements. Each individual had to be
given a personal invitation to the service, in keeping with Chinese tradition, an d
as many had to travel a sizeable distance in order to reach the central meeting
place, often Don did not begin until as late as 9 p.rn. The services were held in
a variety of locations, ranging from miners' huts, to Chinese

to inns and

opium dens,65 although seldom in European churches as the Chinese had a
strong objection to this, as did many Europeans. 66 The lesson usually went for
an hour, after which time the Chinese assembled for what was for many the real
reason behind their attendance, a chance to gather round Don and discuss items
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of interest, personal or genera1. 67 The miners lived isolated lives and relied on
visits from the missionary for news of the outside world,
China. Don also relayed messages between friends in different camps, as well as
letters to and from China. Indeed, he often wrote letters for the miners, who
were largely illiterate.
As there were a number of obstacles blocking the path to Christian
conversion, the cultivation of a strong, trustworthy relationship between the
missionary and his chosen flock became one of the most important methods Don
used to overcome resistance. Following the advice and example of the apostle
Paul, he became all things to the Chinese in order to win them over. These
efforts soon produced results and before long the miners had affectionately
named him ":Jesus Don" and "Teacher Don". As Reverend George McNeur, pioneer
missionary to the Canton Villages Mis siou , testified in 1883, 'few men thus set
apart for Christian service have so thoroughly taken the form of a servant as
did Alexander Don in dealing with his scattered parishioners. ,68
Initially, Don held encouraged a strong relationship with the Chinese so that
his message might have a wider, less hostile audience. However, this developing
relationship had a further unforseen effect in that Don began to experience a
deeper understanding and sympathy for the Chinese, their culture, and their
situation in New Zealand. This increased understanding significantly affected
many of his attitudes and reactions to the Chinese and their way of life. For
example, while Don stood firmly against the widespread addiction of opium
smoking, he was able to

that many 'resort to the

to soothe the

pangs of despair,69 caused by their hard, isolated mining lifestyle. Therefore,
he turned to attacking the cause of the problem rather than simply berating the
effect. Don not only performed personal tasks for the miners, but also provided
a sympathetic ear and his
listened to the stories of the 'childless,

of the Chinese grew further as he
aged and poor, in a d ist.ant

foreign land' .70 Don also became the champion of Chinese rights, helping the
miners deal with the intricacies of the

system and its red tape. For

example, even after death, he would represent their interests by
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sefe transfer of any mining profits to their families. 7! The missionary also
displayed commendable cultural sensitivity in supporting those traditional
Chinese

, such as wearing the q ue ue, which did not directly

with the success of his Christian message.

I very strongly advocate the retention of the queue.
I believe that its removal creates a
barrier
between the Chinese Christian and the
and
gives the latter occasion to object to Christianity,
because it destroys his nationality.72

Hard experience and a deepening relationship with his flock t.aug ht Don to
appeal to Chinese culture and tradition r-ather' t.han at.te.ck It. In order to
provide a bridge for communication between the different faiths, he suggest.ed
that Christianity and traditional Chinese religions contained certain common

elemerrts, One such example was the philosopher Mo Tzo, who est.ablished a
doctrine condemning war and expounding universal love. He also introduced the
idea of supernat.ural gods who rewarded good and punished evil. This doctrine
was

largely

forgotten

until

nineteenth

century

missionaries

in

China

resurrected the philosophy in order t.o show that Christianity and e ncient
Chinese ideas were not diametrically opposed. 73 Don was well acquaint.ed with
this method and used it to much effect

indeed, he was told by one miner that

a sermon had been especially effective 'because you spoke of Sun S'huh-Ng ao
and ot.hers of ancient history.' 74 As the Chinese did not recognise the authority
of the Chri stian Bible, Don was often forced to find proofs from ancient Chinese
philosophers supporting his message. During one sermon, for example, the
missionary emphasised that. suffering helped both individuals and netioris
become

This idea eau sed much disagreement among the congregation and

it was not. until Don quoted the Chinese philosopher Mencius in support of his
ar-gumerrt that the miners were satisfied. 75 Moreover, Don silenced many an

opponent to Christian doctrine by quoting from Confucius, who acknowledged
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that 'the people of the West have their sages,.76 Thus, by drawing on ancient
Chinese philosophies, Don was able to assail the belief that Christianity was
irrelevant because of its comparative youth and Western
Of all the methods used by Don to counter Chinese hostility, perheps the
most effective of all was simple persistence. Even when he had a congregation
of one, which was not an altog et.her infrequent occurrence, that single miner got
the full sermon. 77 Indeed, the missionary's unflagging energy and capacity for
work was a well-documented characteristic.

Very few are his equals in ste.ying power. Only a calm
and steadftlst faith in .Ie su s Christ and His Gospel ...
could have nourished in him amid his singularly
difficult work a zeal that never tires, a courage that
never falter-s, a hopefulness that is always radiant,7fl

High praise indeed, but the length of the tours, the mileage covered and the
extremes he went to in order to reach as many Chinese as possible testifies to
his devotion to the task. It was t his perseverance t.hat began to earn him the
grudging respect of the miners.
No matter how effective these methods may have appeared on a surface level,
the real test lay in whether the miners became more accepting of the Christian
Gospel. Don's diaries, which give honest, detailed and relatively balanced
accounts 01' the Inland Tours, certainly show an increasing interest, respect and
friendliness towards the rrus siorier y himself. As a result, each year there seemed
to be less and less hostility and more and more readiness to hear his )'I<:;'",,,,,ag 79
Contemporaries who accompanied Don on various tours testified to this growing
Reverend WilliamMawson, who later became an active member of the
Chinese Mission, remarked 'How the faces of these lonely souls would light up
when they saw "Teacher" Don!,.80 Reverend IVlcNeur, testified that 'to hear the
shout of welcome and see the lighting up of Chinese faces as he appr-oached
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claim or hut, revealed the place he had won in their lives .'81
While the cultivation of this relationship of mutual respect enabled Don to
gain further access to the Chinese, it did not guarantee that the Christian
Gospel was received with any more enthusiasm. His persistence and obvious
concern for the miners certainly encouraged higher attendances at his
meetings, but this was by no means an indication that they actually accepted
what they heard. Indeed, the Chinese response varied widely and such a range
of excuses were employed to avoid the services that Don even made a note of his
admiration for one miner who, instead of

a false reason, which, under the

circumstances nine out of ten Chinese would have done,82, was honest enough
to admit that he simply did not want to attend the meeting. Thus, the Mission
services could vary from 'the two or three gathered together in the Master's
name, [to] the thirty or forty, of faces ag low with interest or devoid of passion
or marked by disapprovaL'83
Therefore, despite the r-elaticnship Don had worked to build up with his
Mission flock, even after some years of diligent toil there were only a handful
of Christian converts. Numerically, the Mission was not achieving cl high rate of
success. Nevertheless, churches in Dunedin continued to provide the necessary
fin ancial support arid were satisfied that the Mission was going well, per-haps
due in part to Don's undoubted abilities in the public relations de par-trnerrt.

Mr Don .. , is diligently and we believe successfully,
operating on the Chinese residing within our bounds
... [and] his work is bearing visible fruit. One
Ch.inaman is about to be received into the church by
baptism, and two more are candidetes for the
ordinance. 84

However, while churches were in per-t supportive of t.he Mission, there was still
a

deal of prejudice
, which

the Chinese, e speciauy among Central Otago
in either a lack of support, complete ernbiv alerice,

or sometimes outright hostility. For example, objections were raised in

see p.9

83n~i.<l, 1892-93, p.l
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to Chirie se services being held in the new Presbyterian Church on the grounds
that they were not baptised.
I think our leading churchrnen ought to see into this
matter; if they do not, they will find a
many who
will rather stay at home them mix with a set [Le. the
Chinese] who on~y go there [Church] to cloak a host
of hideous sins. 8J

In the ensuing debate, Don attacked the Church's decision as ignorant and
uncharitable, stating that he felt ashamed at the 'rarity of Christian charity'.
His opinion was ridiculed in the

86 and even the

carried his objections 'with some reluctance' and advised the
'acceptance of the situation' .87 However, Don eventually gathered enough
support in the Christian community for the Church to reverse its earlier
decision. Nevertheless, such opposition created much resentment among the
Chinese - and their missionary.
When we got the resolution of the session
arid
heard the r-emar-ks of the Chinese, we felt as if our
own flesh had been pierced, knowing that much harm
had been done to the work. 88
n.

Debate erupted once again in 1885 when there was some controversy over

Several
readers expr-e ss mg racist sentiments, repeatedly asked for it to be omitted as
regular reports on the Chinese JVlission were felt to be inappropriate and
unnecessary.89 Moreover, editorials reveal that the publication itself seemed
t.o be ag ainst the Mission.

85

C-'-'::O'=-::.=_=_=--=.=::.. r

September 6, 1882

86 Ibid
87

:~~."'-_'::'.':O~J~~"'.~..:!: .. ~::'5:~'--l...:~_::'''' ...~~!:' December 1, Hl82, v 01.IV, no. 6, p.I 06

88 Ibid
89

January 1, 1885, vo1.VI, no.?, p.23
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We cannot hide from ourselves that really nothing is being
accomplished - scarcely, as far as we can see, an impression made.
The Chinese mind seems to be pr-e-reminently difficult to access ...
to be totally out of sympathy with European and Evangelical ideas
... the Chinamen there are
to the very eyes in spiritual
apathy, ignorance and superstition ... little better than animals,
with appreciation of nothing but money ... men into whose dark
natures there cannot enter a glimmering perception of the idea or
spirit of the mission which has gone in search of them. The
probability is that we have among us the very dregs of the Chinese
towns and villages ... There seems at least room for considering
whether we should longer devote the funds ... to so desrerate an
undertaking as reaching these impenetrable natures ...9

in the midst of such opposition, was at least
right about one thing - the Presbyterian Mission was hev ing few practical
results. While at the forefront of what was easily the most active denominational
Mission, Don was still encountering not only opposition but, what was perhaps
even harder to combat, apathy

both from the Chinese and the Church.

Moreover, it was clear that the Chinese population was becoming increasingly
urbanised, thus cl goldfields' mission, which had never met with much success,
was in need of review. It

90 Lbid

WCl.S

time for a change in tactics.
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FIGURE 1: Reverend Alexander Don Outfitted For His
First Annual Inland Tour, 1886
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CHAPTER 3
THE URBAN BATTLEFIELD

I THE URBAN CHINESE PRESENCE

(i) Demographic Trends

The 1890s saw the structure of the Chinese community altered by a number
of demographic changes. The initial transformation was a rapid decline in the
colony's Asian population; a factor especially noticeable in the otago region.
GRAPH 1 The Population of Chinese in New Zealand!
Population
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The second modification was a significant shift in occupation. As the
goldfields were largely exhausted, the v ast majority of Chinese were forced to
abandon their claims. The lucky ones had sufficient

s to return home, but

others chose to supplement their earnings by remaining in New Zealand.
Unfortunately, the range of options were somewhat limited. As one contemporary
noted, 'the Chinese were waiting for jobs, any jobs ... Most of the jobs were
labouring arid the wages were lower than the white people's ones. Jobs were
always part time. If you could get a full-time job, you were lucky,' 2I n the face
of such scar-ce employment prospects, many Chinese decided to establish their
own small businesses. Typical er ee.s of speciality 'became mar-ket gardening,
laundering and fruit and vegetable retailing.
This change was both aocornpunied and encouraged by an urban northward
drift, resembling that of the population as e whole. By the early years of the
twentieth century, few urban centres which did not have at least a sme.Il
Chinese population.I Northern areas, per-ticuler-ly Wellington and Auckland, were
beginning to experience for the first time the effects of such a population in
their midst.
Due to both a lack of finance and a poor knowledge of English, t.he urban
Chinese population tended to congregate in one area - usually low rent and sub-:
sterider-d. Thus businesses, foodhdlls, gambling houses, opium dens and

accommode tior, (usually Chines e-r-un boar-ding houses) would all confine
themselves to one small area. 4 In Dunedin, this precinct was colourfully known

as the "Devil's Half-Acre". The Maitland, Maclaggan and Princes
formed

il

area

concentrated zone of slum housing, at the heart of which w e s the

Devil's Half-Acre centring on Wdlker (now Carr-olf), Hope and St.afford streets.
It is int.eresting t.o note that t.he concerrtr-at.ion of Chinese in the area was not

responsible for this notorious appellation, as it had long been d centre of
brothels and criminal activity. After the gold rush era, the section was largely
unused except. for veg et.able g ar-den s. Nevertheless, its reputation remained and
was subsequently encour-aged by the evolution of Dunedin's own "Ch.inat.own

~

vv '

2 N. Pawaknpan, "The Chinese in Dunedin Bet.ween the 1920s and the 1940s",
MA, otago, 1987, p.53
N. Ritchie, "Ar-chaeology an d History of the ,"""C.Lu,,,e;", in Southern New
Zealand During the Nineteenth Century", p.12

"Ufe in the Devil's Half-Acre" .,=,,-.':C:,"':."'_':'~':.,". .~.~:".l_._J~.J.':.'~..v\~.'::'_~:::..rc::' February 13, 1991.
p.ll
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However, the population of the Devil's Half-Acre was not exclusively Chinese: the
area also accommodated Lebanese and European families, both the very poor and
the very wealthy.
Walker street, in particular, housed Dunedin's Chinese population and was
described by the

ss in Hl94 as 'a

----'--'-',-----'-":-'-'--'--'-'

ugly street ... On either side

are dingy dirty shops and warehouses - many of them Chinese shops and e at.rn sr
houses.

What dirty, wretched, squalid little houses, what rotten old

tumbledown shanties bulging onto the street ... ,6 Parents warned children of
the dangers of the area, thereby passing prejudices on to the next generation,
for as one contemporary remarked, 'a lot of people thought that if you walked
up Walker street it was very dangerous. You'd never come out alive'. 7A plague
scare in 1900 only encouraged such preposterous rumours, as Health Inspectors
focused media and public attention on this section of town by identifying it as
Dunedin's slum area and a likely cause of

8 An

reporter

visit.ed a Chinese boarding house in order to report on the exact nature of the
problem.
Leprous-looking paper, stained and mildewy with
damp, peeled from the walls, grime and grease
blackened the ceilings, while the warm sickening smell
from the cook house poured through the dingy
passages. A dozen cook houses were passed through,
and in many cases the Chinamen were sitting down to
tea. In every kitchen there was a bed, and down in
the cellar, where daylight never penetrates, more
cook houses and bedrooms were found to be
inhabited. 9
While the report could not verify these living conditions as the cause of plague,
it does indicate t.he extent of overcrowding and the squalid

conditions

under which the Chinese suffered.
In 1916 Walker street becarne Carroll
undoubtedly an attempt to
change its irnage by changing its name. lO However, only time could
such
an alteration and indeed decades of development have seen the area become

6

8 Pawakapan, p.2/-j
.t:J..':Q.g.2._."!!..~.!.!.~~.~' June lA, 1900, p.25

cl
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typical

suburb, although a surprising number of original buildings

remain. However, the long-standing reputation of the Devil's Half-Acre was quite
contrary to the reality, as many former residents testify. For example, the
memories of one contemporary who spent her childhood in the area defy the
widely-held image.

Oh it was so colourful, it was lovely ... Growing up in
the community amongst the Chinese and the Lebanese
was something - something I don't t.hin k I'll ever
experience so lovely in my life and I'm 8 i t y ear-s old.
The Chinese were lovely, they were very, very
nice. 11

However, another one-time resident noted how the Chinese' lack of English
helped to exacerbate urban transitional difficulties.

The Chinese would be talking in their language, we'd
be talking in our language. They just couldn't
understand people with different languages, and it
sort of got at them I think. 12

Thus, while a certain amount of neighbourhood closeness developed, the Chinese
still remained isolated behind cultural obstacles that could not

be

overcorne.

(in The

Ur-ban Social Reaction

The turn of the century saw an alarming development in society's reaction
towards its Chinese

in that a cult of white supremacy

to emerge.

Intrinsic to this belief in white superiority was a presumption of the inferiority
of alien races. These overtly racist attitudes were prompted to a

extent by

a rapid decline in the white birth rate. In the 1860s, average New Zealand
families saw eight births, but fertility rates fell so markedly that by the 1920s
couples were only producing 2.5 children. 13 This decline
many and

11 .Iamelee .Iuseph,

1VI"rl,."cc,

12 .Ie s s ie Ge org e Milne,

::-::::._::=-'-'._.=-"'_::C.'

p.Ll

13 D. Tho mson, '::'_"::':!:_:".:"_"~_':'-~_J:_l_"'_:':._'.':_':c'c'.)--,-,'~~,'Wellingt on, Br-id g et WIlliam s Ho 0 k s Lt cl,
1991, p.35
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encouraged fears of "white race suicide" which would inevitably
the
nation. 14 These fears
the promotion of whites at the expense of
alien races, the Chinese included. As a result, they were denounced, alfhough
not for the first time, as immoral, unclean, degenerate and, most tellingly, as a
threat to white racial purity. Comrnerit.s from various Members of Parliament were
indicative of the prevalent attitude at this time. For example, Canterbury's
M.ember of Parliament, the Honourable Mr W.C. Walker, stated

I must say that modern opinion, more highly trained
in the doctrines of heredity, shudders at staining any
innocent stock with pollutions of that kin d n ' We
5
nl"'ctCY' to keep our sources of population pure .. .1
Moreover, Seddon was reported as saying that he 'would as soon see his
offspring in her grave as see her united to a Chinaman.'16 Thus, the Chinese
presence was seen to pose the threat of interbreeding and

Cl

loss of the nation's

racial purity.
In order to counter these alleged dangers, various organisations were
formed with the specific purpose of drawing attention to the "Yellow peril" and
"cleansing" the colony of its heathen elements. Organisations such as the White
Race League, the White New Zealand League and the Anti-Asiatic Society were
established throughout the country, and engaged in var-Ious activities ranging
from circulating petitions to boycotting Chinese businesses.
The Anti-Chinese

was founded in 1895, with the support of many

prominent Members of Parliament, including the Premier, Richard Seddon, and
the M.inister of Education, William Pember Heeves. 17 The mani.festo contained
this central objective This
the time has now arrived. that
action should be taken to remove from our Colony
what is known as the "Yellow Peril" believing that if
left alone it will become a menace to our Country, and
for the purity of our Race those rules have been
framed. 18

14 Tbid , p.219

16

1880, vo1.36, p.99
1895, p.2, c.5

18

The rules encouraged public agitation to not only raise the poll tax but to
nr't>'j't>r"

in

the

unfair competition in business. They also aimed to bring about cl decline
Chinese

population

by

deporting

Asians

who

were

deemed

'undesin'1ble,.19 However, these objectives s eemed to have little effect and as
one observer noted, 'if in the Ant.i-Chirie se League there was
11

do" it would be more

talk and more

to all. ,20

A similar example was the White Race Leag ue , established in Wellington in the
last years of the 1890s. Its founder, a Mr W.A. Lloyd, visited Ot ag o soon after,
he found many willing listeners. His argument that the purity of the white
race was under threat found favour with the audience which passed a resolution
to the effect that 'this meeting, representative of the fruit industry anc1laundry
businesses of Dunedin, emphatically

itself in favour of a white New

Zeclland.'21 The nature of the proposal reveals that while arguments concerning
racial purity were very strong at this time, the old fear of economic competition
still underlay much agitation.
during the early years of the twentieth century, the alleg ed
inherent superiority of white Europeans and the manifest inferiority of the
Chinese was supported not only in public rneetings but also in the media and in
Parliament. This obsession with the idea of a "Yellow Peril" was taken to its
extreme in 1905 by Lionet Terry, a well-educated European, who shot dead an
elderly Chinaman - .Io e Kurrr-y ung - in Hairiin g street, Wellington. He apparently
took a keen interest in the issue of alien immigr-ation and decided to act.iv ely
protect not orily his own rights, but t.ho se of his fellow co untr-yme n by helping
to keep New Zealand white. While few could agree with the action, most could at
least understand the motivation behind

(Hi) The state

n.n

White New l.t::jua.nu

By 1893 the colony had a new Premier, Richard .Io hn Seddon, otherwise
known as "King Dick". Seddon was parliament's leading proponent of restrictive

19
20 Lady Anna Pater-son stout, Collection of newspaper clippings c.Hl96-1913,
vol. B
21 Butler, p.18
22 D. & P. Beetson, ~_EllI:~. .~>.~_l\l.f'~ . ..!:f'~~.!~]~S!!~t.:~, Hong Kong, Heirieme.nn , 1990, p.1'+
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legislation against the Chinese; indeed one of his first actions as Premier

WdS

to initiate the Asiatic Restriction Bill. As a result, he has been described as cl
'quite savage racist,23 and many of his attitudes seem to verify this view. For
example, he declared that 'the Chinaman is inferior in every way, shape and
form; and I hope that such an inferiority will never be tolerated here.' 24 Yet
paradoxically, even as late as the 1880s Seddon was er-g

that Chinese in New

Zealand ought to have the same personal freedom as immigrants of other
2' This apparent balance has encouraged the argument that Seddon, in
nations."

terms of the political arena, was neither more nor less racist than any other
Member of Parliament. 26 Perhaps this was the case earlier in his car-eer- but by
the 1890s, and certainly by the time he became Premier, Seddon had become
thoroughly discr-iminator-y. In fact his prejudices were g aining an irrational
_. for example he countered the ar-gument that the Chinese population was
steadily decreasing with the unlikely

that the Chirie se were 'too

cunning' to declare thernselves at census time and thus the population was in
fact rapidly increasing. 27 While undoubtedly a product of the prejudices of his
time, Seddon was in turn helping to generate those very prejudices.
The year 1895 saw Chinese residents petition parliament asking that no
further discriminatory legislation be ratified. 28 This was an unusual
indicative of the intense racist pressure the Chinese were suffering under. As
a rule, they did not. become involved in colonial politics, despite their need for
protection against restrictive immigration laws - such discrimination was usually
philosophically.29 The effect of this initiation into New Zealands
political system could well be said to be negligible, since in 1896 there was
further Amendment Act. It increased the poll
an almost impossibly high

while also

from £10 to a

~>V'"'"AF.'~L

11

£100,

passenger limits to one for

23 P.S. O'Connor, "Keeping New Zeelan d White 1900-20", ',,-,:,~__ ~:,-C~':'0~':'0~~~:"""cJ_'::'._':'-_~".!:,:.l':.:':"
Apri11968, 2, 1,
24
25

1880, voL36,
-:_c:_-~=:_,

1888, vo1.63, p.358

26 Pawakapan, p.8
27

1888, vo1.60,

28 G,H. Scholefield & T.D.II. Hall, "Asiatic Immigration in New
in
Hi st 0 ry an cl Le g isletio n ", ed. N. MacKen zie , L~!::::"'_~'::"~5.~._~~:_~~?-.~~=-.::'.c':L~-'c2.~....c':L.~
p,268
29 Butler, p.90
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every 100 tons. Debate over this issue was kept to a minimum, as there was
within parliament on the need for further irnmig r-ation
restrictions. However, it

widely acknowledged that the legislation was little

more than a "paper tiger" to the extent that many aspects were difficult to
enforce. The poll tax was a prime example of this for, as a landmark Court case
in 1899 held, 'there was reason to believe that a systematic evasion of the
on' .30 It appears that many new arrivals simply

poll tax was
slipped through the

of enforcement authorities, although such culprits

were heavily fined if detected. 31
Originally designed as a mere st.o p-g ap measure, the H396 Amendment Act
was to be superseded by the eventual
Restriction Bill. This proposed
of white
UUpU,l1C;OL-

into law of Seddon's Asiatic

of legislation was based on the argument

pur-ity and was thus aimed not only atUIe

but at

and Indians as well. However, while the House of Repr-e serrtat.ive.s had

become more convinced of the desirability of immigration
Legislative Council

the

the last remnants of opposition to such

measures. During this period, the average number of departures superseded t.he
number of

yet the colony and

government representatives had

fallen into the grip of a White New Zealand policy, thus the demand for further
restrictive legislation strengthened. In the face of such determination, the
Legislative Council's best. means of defeating this severe Bill was to lay a
protest before the Governor General for submission to the Queen. 32 As a result,
the Act failed to receive the Roy al Assent. 33
In 189fl the course of discriminatory legislation took a new direction with the
introduction of the Immigration Restriction Bil.l. It was concerned primarily with
t.he quality of immigrants, rat.her than t.heir race. The Act not only provided for
immigration limits to be raised to one Chinese passenger per 200

but more

important.ly, it. also implement.ed an education t.est. While not specifically aimed
at. any particular race, Eng li sh-iapeak.Ing migrants were much more likely t.o meet
the prescribed standards than

Moreover, an amendment. was

quickly added t.o the original Act, which prohibited any further natur-ali setion

30

September 20, 1899,

31 Ibid

33 Scholefield, pp.69-70

c.5
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immigrants - this stipulation was not lifted until 1952. 34 Thus, the

of

policy of a. White New Zealand was increasingly finding legislative

~"Vt'''~

Antt-chinese sentiment continued to make itself felt in various
legislation throughout the

of

years of the twentieth century. In HI9B the Old

Age Pensions Act specifically excluded New Zealand's Chinese population from
its scope. Moreover, the Opium Act of 1901 gave police the right to search
without a warrant any Chinese dwelling in which they suspected opium might
be found. It is interesting to note that this Act was introduced as a result of
>u.u'.",,,,

petitions to parliament. With the decline of the gold mining era, many

Chinese found solace in opium addiction. Thus, t.he Act was cm attempt by the
Chinese to prot.ect t.heir own. 3':J
In 1906 Seddon's distinguished career came to an end, but his legacy helped
t.o ensure t.hat parliament.ary ant.i-ohine se agitation continued well after his
deat.h. For example, an amendment. to the Factories Act Amendment. Bill was
proposed in 1907 wit.h

to restricting the nurnber of hours worked

Chinese in laundries. Support for such rest.rictions was

as legal

favouritism t.owards European businesses would further reinforce the policy of
a White New Zealand. As wad, for Chinese laundries was intermittent., the nature
of the proposal signified disaster for their livelihood. However, the amendment.
was rejected narrowly by parliament, for as one Member t.est.ified, 'he had no
brief for t.he Chinese, and wished t.hey were out. of the country, but. he wished
t.o see t.hem t.reat.ed as human beings.'36
Nevert.heless, parliament.ary anti-chinese sentiment was as forceful as ever.

To begin with the Asiatic is a Iatali st: he knows
not.hing, and car-es
about. our canons of cond uct,
and he seeks out a deeper deep t han has yet been
plundered by even the lowest and most. degraded and
abandoned of the European people. Wherever he goes
he blights and ruins everyt.hing he touches .. .37
of such opinion encouraged the Premier, Sir .Io se ph Ward, to

The

introduce the Chinese Immigr-arrts Amendment Bill with a view to virtually
ridding New Zealand of further Asian influence. The Act

the

34 Rit
. 1 C hile, p. 2"o
35 .]. Ng,

11 Wh 0

are the New Zealand Chin ese? 11

:-~:.:.::~'::.::. 1972

. .:. .:::.:.:."'!. z:.. ::::.:::.:.::,L.....

36

November 15, 1907, p.o, c.6

37 MT Hornsby,

1907, vol.142, pp,923-4
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only transitory migrants 40 - although this very knowledge should have
logically negated the need for any restrictive legislation. Thus, the governrnent
did not restrict the existing Chinese population in any way. The United states,
for example, passed a series of laws to exclude Chinese from employment as
labourers. Stringent regulations regarding what class of Chinese might enter
the country were also put into place. 41 New Zealand's legislation was a less
harsh reflection of overseas restrictive measures, as the government did not
lose sight of the basic rights of humanity.
Nevertheless, the State

in virtually closing the door on

immigration. As a result, the Chinese population was less than half the number
reached during the gold rush days and immigration levels were sufficiently low
so as not to add to the population. New Zeelan d was well on the path to ridding
itself, or at least controlling, the unwanted alien presence, thus maintaining its
high standards of racial purity.

40 A.
"Ant.i-Chine.se Agitation in New Zealand 18fJ7-89. Its Re s ults and
Causes", p.35
III M. Moore, "The Chinese in New Zealand",

5
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AND THE

(i) The Church's Attitude to the Chinese

The Church could not entirely isolate itself from the
attitudes of the day, for indeed the
members, and sometimes

w e aker-,

social

is only as strong as its individual
Thus sermons

were preached warning

congregations of the formidable Chinese presence and. its effects on the moral
st.an d in g of the colony.42 For example, the Hight Heverend Dr K.
expressed support for antf -chine.se legislation on the grounds of racial purity
'the highest function of a nation was to make its gift towards the elevation of
the race ... [toJ maintain the tr-aditioris it hud

and to preserve its

race' ./13 This type of scaremongering w e s further encouraged by events in
China. The Church had always been supportive of

missions, including

those established by v ario u s denominations on the Chinese mainland. However',
the 1890s saw a decade of civil unrest within Chiria and in 1896, during the Ku-:
cheng massacre, several missionaries and their fernil ie s were slaughtered. Yet
again, in 1900, supporters of the Boxer Re.bell.io n murdered Christians, both
Chinese and European, and razed missionary institutions to the ground. 44
These events predictably caused something of a backlash within New Zealand,
whereupon many began to express hostile opinions and criticism of Chinese
Missions. 45 An example of contemporary opinion was
in cm . .
....
:'-.:.='Q'-=:._:=-"=~c.

.':.:cc:::,:,=--=:.

editorial which came out strongly ag amst rnissionaries being sent to the

Chinese mainland. 'Do they imagine that Christian doctrine justifies the most
wanton offering of

to the Moloch of Chinese barbarity and impurity.,46

Such attitudes not only affected the public's view of
home outreach as well. Over time hostility mellowed,

missions but
a somewhat whimsical

attitude to the Chinese r-emained, as one selection from the
reveals.

42 For example '!_~.'-':15,~_:':::(:'=:'::':.JI. _-":!~I."'~~' November lit, 1907, p ,?', c.I
43 White New Zealand
"Citizens of the Future are the Children of
Today", c.1926, Hocken Libr-ar-y
44

a.K. Fair-bank & B.O. 1{elsc:na:ue,r

45 Q'!:t:LC>.()l,:, April 25, 1896, vol.13, no.3, p.1 it8
46
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"Chinese Perversity"
The Chinaman shakes his own hand instead of yours
He keeps out of step when walking with you
He puts his hat on in salutaticn
He whitens his boots, instead of blackening them
He rides with his heels in the s tirr-ups, In stead of
his toes
His compass points South
His womenfolk are often seen in trousers, accompanied
by men in gowns
Often he throws away the fruit of the melon and eats
the seeds
He laughs at receiving bad news (This is to deceive
evil
His left hand is the place of honour
He says we.st--rior-th , instead of north-west,
and 6-4ths instead of 4-6ths
His favourite present to a parent is a coffin
He faces the bow when rowing a boat
His mourning colour is white
11e stands with his back to the teacher when reciting
a lesson
He studies at the top of his voiceY
CY),IY'l,TC

Thus, while the prevailing attitude was one of distrust, there was also cm
element of curiosity, in that the Chinese seemed to symbolise the exact anti'the sis
of all that was European. As a result, many Church members were mot.ivat ed to
support the Mission less from cm evangelistic spirit, than by a desire to
asairnilete these curious aliens and, in the process, remove any threat they
might pose to the colony's well-

(H) Denominational

HE~SI)Ol[lSe

to the Urban Chinese Presence

The demographic trend towards an increasingly urban Chirrese population
a direct challenge to city churches. Up until the 1890s, the Chinese
had largely

in the Central Otago area and were thus beyond the

immediate reach of urban chur-ches. Any pangs of conscience were soothed
the thought that the Christian message was at least

the

largely through the efforts of Reverend Alexander Don. In any case, most
churches were too financially incapacitated to

Y,rH,y't

their own missionary.

However, such arguments held less weight once the Chinese became established
within the city. The "heathen Chinee" were no longer in their back paddock -

117
_C,._,._,cc...c.:.:_,,-,,:c_,-,c'

October 31, 1903, v ol.X, no.40, p.:Vl
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they were at the very front door! Thus, the opportunity for an urban
mission had surfaced, but would the challenge be accepted?
The Salvation Army with its long history of social work among the less
fortunate members of society, seemed to be a likely candidate for work ernongst
the Chinese. The Dunedin branch of the Army was opened on April 1, 1883 and.
soon after the first of many Social and Rescue operations were put into
motion. 118 They not only performed a very necessary role among the urban
needy, but also became active supporters in causes such as temperance. 49 The
Salvation Army did not limit itself solely to a mission among Europeans and in
the early years of the twentieth century an official mission to the Maori was
initiated. 50 However, no comparable evangelistic mission was directed towards
the Chinese population. There seemed to be little impetus to move the Corps in
this direction, indeed the upper ranks encouraged the liberal view that 'the
Chinaman will Christianize himself.'51 Nevertheless, although no official mission
was implemented, the Army's rescue operations brought them into contact with.

many urban Chinese. Community-based schemes such as Old Age Homes, Men's
Shelters and Rescue Homes provided the means of practical outreach through
which the Chinese could be influenced. It was this form of mission which best
suited the talents of the Salvation Army.

The Congregational Church also exercised an influential role in the city.
Established in Dunedin by 1862, a missionary was appointed in 1866 to visit
nearby districts, hold meetings and help organise regular Congregational
h"Y'".-.r<c'

52 Within a short space of time, churches were establfshed in Moray

Place, Great King Street, Ravensbourne, st Clair, Port Chalmer-s, as well as
places further afield such as Oamaru and Lawrence. 53 Congregationalism was
based on strict Puritanical ideals and t hus The Church kept a close eye on
members, both in the

and public r-e alms. This righteous fervour

118 Salvation Army in New Zealand, .~i!~~.lr.l.~~~:r::.:_.):.ti.tJ.:!.-::-.~.':L:1~J
..~:?C?.~!. .\:'. ~~DJl!::l ..lLLt::.t}..
Dunedin, 1930
49

v ol.S, Britain, Thomas

51 Tbid , p.78
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encouraged involvement in moral causes such as temperance, which resulted in
the launch of a strong Prohibitionist campaign. They were also

on

various social committees and charitable boards such as the Patient and
Prisoner's Aid Society. Moreover, Congregationalist Churches were responsible
for the formation of the Dorcas Society: a. group of women who met together to
make clothes for the needy. 54 However, the efforts of this denomination
more on moral and social

rather than

endeavour. As a

the urban Chinese population remained outside the bounds of Congregationalism.
The Salvation Army and Congregational Churches were not alone in their
lack of evangelistic impact on the urban Chinese. Many other denorninations
continued to focus solely on European mission, to the detriment of evangelistic
outreach to Chinese. Thus, for example, an urban Catholic mission was never
established; similarly the Brethren, who had made such a strong start in
Dunedin in the 1860s, failed to implement any kind of work among the Chinese,
although a mission to the Maor i flourished in the early years of the twentieth
century.55
In contrast there were those churches who, while not launching full-scale
missions to t.he Chinese, did participate to a limited extent. For example, local
groups of Methodists and Christian Endeavours distributed Christian tracts
among the remaining Central Ot.ag o Chinese. Reverend Don felt this outreach
encournged a growing awareness arid attentiveness to the GOS1)e1, while the
friendliness shown by such distributors also had an important effect. 56 The
Anglican Church was also active among New Zealand Chinese, alfho ug h more so
in centres north of Ot.ag o. Within the province, outr-each was left largely to
individual rather than collective efforts, with the exception of st Matthew's.
This evangelical Anglican church was located in the De vils Half-Acre and thus
could not

the large alien population contained within its

Evangelistic

including visitation and the distribution of

quickly implemented.

was

the mission met with little success, per-haps

because while the Chinese faced mounting social problems in this area, little
social work was undertaken on their behnlfY No doubt

54

pp.1
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Pa1merston North, G.P.H. Society

p.16
57 J.

"T'he Devil's Half-r Acre: 1900 - 1910", BA(Hons), Ot.ag o , 1983,

p p.B & 27

would have been more readily accepted if accompanied by practical help.
Despite a lack of official impetus by many urban churches, the enthusiasm
of a number of willing helpers could not be dampened. Amongst. t.he individual
efforts worthy of note were t.hose of Mr WaIter Pater-son, a somewhat. ag e d
evangelist

Uc;L'J.U5

to t.he Open Brethren. In spite of his advancing years he

entered into the discipline of learning the Cant.onese dialect. This task was
largely accomplished by means of a volume containing bot.h an English and
Cantonese version of the Gospels of Mark and Luke. A note at the end of this
book indicat.ed that the first. reading was accomplished in August. of 1899 and
September 1901 the completion of the sevent.y-fourth was recorded. 58 WaIter
Paterson invested much time talking with the Chinese and providing practical
support, there by earning their friendship and trust. 59 He also

an

integral role in the inception of an urban Baptist mission,60 proving himself to
be a thoroughly tireless and devoted worker emorig st Dunedin's Chinese
population from the early 1880s un til his death in t.he 1920s. 61
Another worker of note was Mr Henry White, a rnember of t.he Morningt.on
Anglican Church. He was involved with the urban Presbyterian Mission from its
inception, and provided invaluable aid. 62 Don lat.er described him as a 'brod<iminded Anglican, who has been the right hand of the Mission .. .'63 When the
Dunedin Mission reached crisis point in 1913, it was Henry White who ensured
the Mission continued by personally undertaking to conduct the Chinese
services - although his inability to speak the language somewhat hamper-ed his
efforts. 6L1
Also worthy of atterrtion was a young Bapt.ist by the name of .Io s ep h Irig s. He
was a conscientious st.udent. of the Chinese Iang uag e in his spar e time, as he
intended to work among the Chinese abr-oad, Over a seven month period, during
1896 t.o 1897, he

peneo the family home every Sunday evening and conducted

59 Ibid

60 A brief account by .Je s sie Buchanan of the Hanover St.reet Bepti st Church
Chinese Mission to be placed under the Missionary foundation stone of the
new church building to be laid on
October B, 1910
61 Moore, p.B8
62 McNeur, p.2LI

64 Moore, p,88
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a
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for a small number of interested Chinese.

later

,.>""u,,,,_

involved

Mis s io n, even accompany lng Don on his trip to China

with the
1898,65

Marry such helpers, both men and women, volunteered their time an d
CQlrUl

to Chinese Missions. The only riece sser-y qualification was an interest

r- cxc:

in the Immigr-ants - any questions as to Church affiliation was largely
irrelevant. 66 Thus, individual efforts were often the most effective contribution
to

from many denominations. For the most part city churches did not

accept the challenge presented by an urban Chinese presence, that is with the
exception of three denominations:- the Methodists, the

and, of course,

the Presbyterians.

(Hi) The Methodist Central Mission

It was to be the Dunedin Methodist Central Mission who undertook to carry
the

to the Chinese on behalf of their denomination. The founder of the

Duriedin branch of the Methodist Central Mission, Reverend William Re ady ,
instigated a Mission to the Chinese in the early 1890s. 67 Meetings were held in
an old tin shed in Stafford street and what the surroundings lacked in comfor-t
was more than made up for by location, which saw the lvlis sion established right
in the centre of the area most densely populated by Chinese. A commitment to
this work was made by a number of Methodists, among the most d e diceted of
whom were Mr T. Patter-son, Miss

Saunclers and of course Heverend

Heady, who fulfHled the role of Superintendent. Their aim was to instruct
Chinese pupils

the

of the English language arid, by means of

1'1

trust and friendship, also instruct them in the basics of the
Christian

Special celebrations were also held from time to time with

success. On one occasion, for example, a

by a

or-che str-e and

choir brought about an impressive attendance of around seventy-five people. 68
Activities such as this guaranteed the continuation of the Class and by 1£l95 it

pp.7-8
66 McNeur, p.49

Whitcomb & Tombs, 1950
68
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had grown to a respectable

with around twenty pupils and fourteen

the majority of whom were women. 69

(iv ) The Baptist Mission

A Baptist Mission to the Chinese was established under the auspices of the
Hanover Street Baptist Church. It had grown from a small gathering in the early
1860s, to a substantial urban chur-ch with a membership of around four
hundred. 70 Initially, outreach focused on establishing Baptist churches in
Opoho, Kaikor ai, Maori Hill and North East Valley, although interest in foreign
missions was also high, thus organisa.tions such as the London Missionary
Society and the Baptist Missionary Society received much financial support. 71
The Church also sent out several missionaries from among its ranks, including
Miss Beckingsale, Mr Charles North and Rosalie

the first New Zealand

Baptist missionary to India. This interest in mission wor-k was to pave the way
for an outreach much closer to home.
In 1897, the Baptist work among the Chinese was begun in an unofficial
capacity by two interested parties

Mr Waiter Paters on, already noted as a

veteran worker among the Chinese, and Miss .Je saie Buchenan, a member of the
Hanover Street Baptist Church. Initially, the Mission consisted of a meeting held
in the Church's vestry every Wednesday evening for about five or six Chinese.
This arrangement remained in place for two years, whereupon it was decided to
present to the Church a proposal to place the Mission on a firmer footing. The

gener-al feeling among Church

was 'that something more should be done

for the Chinese of our city', 72 thus the
to the

official
message

take a prominent

converts would be made.

I."JLI.I.,O\O.

Their

was

to establish an
aim was for the Gospel

in lessons and it was hoped that in this way
the Mission would endeavour to teach the

Chinese to read and write English, win them for Christ in the process, then
merge them into the

thereby allowing the Class to carry on with

69

71

28th Annual Report, .Iu ne

72 A letter
Mission

1892

.Ie s sie Buchanan to i"lr Gibson
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fewer European workers. 73 It was also decided, firstly, to move the Clas s to
Sun day after-noon s and, secondly, to visit Chinese

and laundries in

order to per-sonally invite the men to attend. WaIter Paterson
to bear the benefit of his

to bring

in establishing the Mission but, as

fl

member of the local Brethren Church, was unable to regularly attend the Sunday
afternoon class.?/1 Nevertheless, he was able to

a rneeting

- his

own lodgings above a. shop in George Street, opposite Knox Church. On June 18,
1899 the work officially began in earnest. 75
The Mission received further encouragement in December of 1899 when it was
officially adopted as a "daughter" or-g anisation of the Church arid full support
for the work was promised. A Committee of Management was established and a
proposed "Constitution of the Chinese Mission" was also approved. It provided:
[1] That it be called th.e Hanover Street Bapt.ist Chinese Mis sion.
[2] That it be under the control of a Committee of three nominated by
the teacher and elected by the Church; the Pastor to be President ex
officio.
[3] That all teachers be elected by the Committee and the teacher.
[it] That the officers to be elected by the Church annually.?6

Their current location proving too small, it was also decided that an area be set
aside for the use of the Chinese Mi.s.aiun in the soon to be completed Sunday
School building. 77 In August of 1900, after some t.irne ly reminders from the
Mission leaders, the Chinese were given the use of a lower school room for their
Sunday afternoon meeting. 78
The Mission work continued to progress well; indeed attendance increased
to the extent that the Chinese Class Committee deemed a second rneeting was
necessary. Thus, cm application for permission to extend the Mission to Monday
was made to the Deacons Committee. After due
proposal was

73

",c'""ntc,rj
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the

with the proviso that the lessons continue to be carefully
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74 Tbid

75 A Brief Account of the Chinese Mission
76
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the COl:nm.ittee. 79
The Mis aion also saw

members, many of whom

c:>rahl1Yl

as teachers. For

became

the Mis sion

when !'1rs Alfred North decided to close the
Class so that she and her

(~lass.80

wher-eas t.he

could

fJUf.'H.O

"H,"OL"U

Woman's Bible
staff of the Chinese

t,ac<~,n

teacher-s -Mr Butler, who

IVliss

was ele.cted

the

treasurer - within the first few years a
five
81
added to the Mission team. Enthusiasm for the Mission was

U.'_'

·UHF'.

were
rno.e eo as one

rru s aione.ry to China later testified 'none could question the consecrated zeal of

the workers.'82

AVERAGE
ATTENDANCE

YEAR

1899--1900
1901
1902
1903
190 Lt
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913

MALE
1j

25
17
17
18
18
16
16
16
18
16

'7
8

12
11
11
11
10
7
8

lA

10

12
10
7

7

5

6

ia

teachers who later

teachers had become

TW"(n;'Hioti
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for

82
83

1

2/~

24
20
22
22
21
l/~

11

for many

mission work. By 1910 nine ex-

December 17, 1900

81 Brief account of the Chinese IVlission

16
28
26
25
25
27

a valuable

in overseas

80 Letter from Jessie Buchanen

TOTAL

12
21
18
13
14
16
13
14
13

10
11
7

Involvement in the Chinese Class
of

FEIVIALE

Miss

Isernan, who

79

became Mrs North of India; Miss BUck, later Mrs strong of China; Miss Inglesby
Miss Gamisford who both became missionaries in India; Miss Freeman who
later served in China and Miss Gordon, who was to become the wife of Reverend
Williarn Mawson, an active worker arnorig Chinese both in New Zealand and
overseas. 84
Nevertheless, the majority of workers continued to support the home mission
by filling essential roles on the Management Committee or as
Organist, Librarian or Secretary. Most proved to be enthusiastic, long-term
participants as in the case of Miss Jessie Buchanan, who
a total of twelve
years as Secretary and many more as teacher. 85 The leadership
with Mr
,1. Butler until 1903 whereupon another teacher, Mr R.C. O'Connor, was chosen
to fill his

r~'-~--

He held this position until his removal to Wellington in 1907,

whereupon Mr A.C. Stew ad took over the leadership which he retained until the
Mission work was brought to a c1ose. 86
After the Mission was Officially established in Hl99, Chinese membership grew
while regular attendance rates maintained a

level. Classes were held

every week without fail, except at the Chinese New Year and Easter. 'I'he se
meetings provided a valuable source of social contact, especially as there were
usually visitors from the Chinese boats. In this way, news was exchanged and
first-hand information from home was obtained. 87

84 A Brief account of the Chinese
Buchanan
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& A Letter from Miss Jessie

85 Letter from .Ies sie Buchanan
86 A Brief Account of the Chinese Mission & A Letter from Jessie Buchanan
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STUDENTS ENROLLED

YEAR

1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
190'j
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913

The

AVEHAGE ATTENDANCE

16
16
18

2'-1

31
29
30
31
31
32
30
31
30

lA
1'1
16
16
17
16
15
1'+
12
12
12
9

26
26

24
16
11

problem
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the

one of

differences. Most of the Chinese had only a limited
thus the motivation to attend

Class, while the teachers'

Cantonese was, on t.he whole, even more
the efforts of one man

overcome

was one of the fir-st Chirre.se
corrtempor-er-ie a,
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This
Mr Benjernin Wong

to settle in
with

the family still retained

Colony. Educated in
an d

I:,',""",.T'"

ties to tr-aditional .rune se cultur-e ,

was an avowed Buddhist

that is until

<',0" c.n

the Hanov er- Street

Christian

His father

to New Zealand and,

was well

Chinese classes

of.

n>,vr~cl

Church. His

the way for his

few months he

to at.terid t.he
with
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conversion and within cl
siori. He became

in vol ved with the Class,
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of

also
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for three year-s.":

of the Chinese

won the
also

of the

T11is goodwill was testified to in 1905 when
left
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for

The
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B9 Letter fr-om .Ies sie Buchanan

at the

, Reverend Willimn

81
wrote that the announcement of his departure had been met with real

r"'0"Y'",1·

the conj;:I'i,;j;(atiOI1.. He was al so of the opinion that now it would be much more
difficult for the Church to carry on its work among the Chinese, which Wong
Tape had done so much to build up and sustain. 90 Indeed, the Mission Class
testified that 'his enthusiastic secretarial and teaching ability has been among
... it will be impossible to t ill

the main causes of the Mission's present

his place.,91 On his return to China, Benjamin Wong Tape continued to exercise

his faith, becoming involved in outreach organisations such as the Young Men's
Christian Association 92 and the Chinese Inland JYJission. 93
The Chinese Class continued to flourish during the early years of the
twentieth century. Members made

financial contributions to the extent

that they were able to assist with the support of a newly established church
near Canton. 94 In 1907, they also contributed aid to missionaries dealing with
the widespread famine in China, while finance was also put towards the debt
incurred in the construction of the Church's
School building. 95
Moreover, many of the pupils became teacher-s thus fulfilling initial hopes for
the progress of the Mission. Regular social events were also held and a genuine
sense of warmth and companionship developed. For example, on the deeth of Mr
W.H. Buchanan, a much-loved friend and teacher, six of the scholars pr-e serrte d
the Class with an enlarged photograph of their friend in honour of his
memory.96 Moreover, such mutual regard beg an to include the Church as a
whole. Emphasis was placed on the need to reach out to the "aliens" within their
midst and thus the

Class was viewed as 'one of the most important

agencies of the church.,97 The Chinese noted this interest with plee aur-e and
were reported to be 'exceedlrig l

grateful for all the interest t.e.ken in their

90 Benjamin Wong Tape, Miscellaneous
Rev. William
91 Tbid , Letter from the

CI",r·Y'·",t"y·u

1875-1926, Letter from

of the
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Mission Class

92 Moore, p.91

93 Benjamin Wong
Mr Berijamin Wong

Miscellaneous P"YH::'Y''', Funeral Service for the late
, O.B.E., ,J.P.
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43rd Annual Report, February

96

42nd Annual Report, May 2 LI , 1906

97

46th Annual Report, May, 1910
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1905
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welfare .... 98 As a result, a relationship of trust and mutual respect seemed to
develop between the Chinese Class and European church goers. For example, in
1899 the Class held the first of many teas to which members of the Church were

invited. This invitation was heartily accepted and the meeting of the two
cultures proved to be a remarkable success. 99 Moreover in 1900, on the occasion
of one of these social

the Chinese presented the Church with

silk banner as a means of

cl

splendid

their gratitude for the interest and

sympathy shown towards them. lOO This banner was cherished down through
the years and was in fact recently restored to its former glory. The Church also
included the Chinese on important occasions such as the laying of the

foun dat.ion stone of the new Church in 1912, where Dav id Chin Goon, one of the
first scholars of the Class and an active Church member, led a prayer for the
Church in Chinese. 10l Indeed, a report detailing the history and activities of
the Church's Chinese Mission was sealed behind the foundation stone. 102
Thus, in terms of integration the Mission appeared to be meeting with some
success. This was also tr-ue from a numerical standpoint. By 1910 fourteen
Chinese scholars had been baptized and the list of members was higher st.ill.

98

45th Annual Report., June 4, 1909

99

35th Annual Report, August 24, 1899

100 Letter from
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101 A Brief Account of the
102 Ibid
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NAME

DATE OF ADMISSION

1-1" , r y ' u Chin
Daniel Yat Lee
David Chin Goon
.Iame s Chin
Sam Loo
Lim Foon
Matthew
Boy
Benjamin Wong
WiHiam Yip Chang

23 December, H397
1
1900
1
1900
1
1900
23 August, 1900
23
1900
25 February, 1904
2

.Ioe Gow Hong

Nevertheless, the
an

19()14

24
1905
21
1905
22
1907
22
1907
22 August, 1907
22
1907
22
1907

was not completely free of

n'''n<t<Y'I<

between the Baptist Class and the

Mission,

between the two denominations

Heverend Don first aired the
teachers were

,"eLL'dU

o

W

visits to Chinese in the

invitation notices in South

Walker street area, as well as
the intent of

In

away many of his
invitations to Pre

Class with

for the

had introduced the 'devil of division,' Don

Chinese and
also wrote t.hat 'his

the misdirected z eel of others ". ,105 The
to

indeed made to the Chinese but

were
own scholars and that no attempt

was me de to "lure" away the members of anot.her Class,

would offer

Hanover Street had no desire to
to any Church

felt called to establish an outreach

;rnnese,106

of
abandoned - not because

were excnarig eo for a short time but

103
104

voLIX, no.

105

.July 19, 1902,

106

.July 12, 1902,

that

no

p.12

resolution was reached but to prevent an alienation of potential Chinese
adherents,107 It is difficult to ascertain the truth of the matter: per-he.ps the
were coming to terms with the
monopoly,

Mission to threaten their

in their initial enthusiasm, Baptist teachers may have

overstepped the made
Unfortunately, by 1913 the situation had che.ng ed drcunatically

a once

flourishing Mission turned into an uphill battle. Attendance fell to only two or
three scholars and the commitment level of teachers saw a
decline. With the onset of World War I, many Chinese involved with the Mission
returned home, while others simply joined the drift !!N;orth. 10B Faced with this
depletion in numbers, the Management Committee decided to close the Mission
over the summer period

those st.ill attending the Class could easily attend
109 The Mission would resume after

meeting s run by the

when it was hoped the work would nr'oceec1 with renewed vigour. The matter was
taken to the Church membership who
ministry now found itself in. As a

with the situation the
the following resolution was pe.s s eo.,

That in view of the trying circumstances in which,
largely through the r-emoval of many of our Chinese
friends from the dominion, the Chinese class is now
placed the Church desires to record its highest
appreciation of the constancy and fidelity to Christian
work among the Chinese shown by the leader and
teachers of this class - to assure them of its hearty
sympathy and to express the hope that the
effort to be made on the opening of the class after
next Easter may meet with marked success. 11 0

Unfortunately, by 1914 there was little change in the ait uetion, in fe ct the
exodus of Chinese from the city had incr-eased, Thus the leader of the Chinese
'""1.1,,,",'0, Mr A.C. stewart, reported to the Church that

the lVlission to the
U1
Chinese was not a viable option at this time.
Indeed, the option never did
become viable.
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While an official Baptist Mission lapsed, a Mr Matthew approached the
Minister, Reverend Gray, in 191'1 with the idea of embarking on a Baptist Inland
Tour of mining districts, not unlike Don's Annual Tours. He then approached the
Church for firiancial aid in meeting travel expenses but the decision was
deferred and eventually the idea was abandoned. m Nevertheless, old friends
continued to keep in touch, interest in the overseas Chinese Mission remained
high and financial contributions t.o Famine Relief Funds, in particular, were
significant.
Thus for almost fifteen years, the Bapt.ists succeeded in running a
flourishing Mission t.o the Chinese. It was by no means more successful than t.he
Presbyterian Mission; it had no prominent personalities; it was not even
enduring; but it was significant if for no other reason than the fact that; it was
established, it was long term, and it was effective.

(v) The Presbyterian Urban Mission

Until the late 1880s, active par-tlcipetion in the Pr-e s byter-ien Mission to the
Chinese was

limited to the otago Synod and their

Reverend

Don. This sit.uat.icn was not to change radically in the coming years, but the
implications of a growing Chinese urban presence were not altogether lost on
local Pr-e s byter-ian

While many churches, such as Knox Church,

an interest in the 'heathen Chinee' wit.hin their bOUIHls ll3 , most
practical work was entrusted to

cl

church better suited to this outreach by

virtue of its geographical position. In 1871, st Andrew's

Church

was established in the heart of the Devil's Half-Acre, but it was not until 1879
and the appointment of Dr Hutherford Waddell t.hat the Church was prompted to
concern itself with social issues such as sweatshop conditions. 11 4 The
of urban poverty was addr-essed by the formation of both a Friendly Aid Society
in 1886 and a Mission Hall in Wtllker

which provided

for the

pover-tv-istr-icken, However, these pr-ogr-ams were relatively small in scale and,

because of the predicament caused by language differences, the Chinese proved
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beyond their scope. m Eventually, progress was made in this area

to

in lB92, an

named the

established with the
encouraging

sole purpose of

of st Andrew's was

distributing religious tracts and

immigrants to at.tend e Sun day School class held in the Hall.

Due to a lack of records, little is known of this wor-k although it does appear
that success was relatively limited. The mission was revived in 1906 but failed
to prove its

and within a year the wor-k was brought to a final

close. m
Thus, during this period of increasing urbani sation, the character of the
Presbyterian Mission to the Chinese was not altered in any significant way
the efforts of local churches, which was
was hard

as well, for the Mis sion

to sustain without a diffusion of

. As a result, the

onus for the continuation of outreach to the Chinese remained firmly on
Heverend Don's shoulders.
By 18BB, otago's Chinese po pule.tion was around 2,500, a

number

of whom had chosen to settle in Dunedin and its surrounding suburbs. 117 This
increased urban presence, and a corresponding drop in the goldfields'
population, prompted a change in Synod policy and eddy in 1889 the Missions
Cornmittee

to

move

the

Mission

headquarters

to

Dunedin. 118

Responsibility for continuing the outreach among Central Ota.go Chinese wa.s left
in the

hands of Kwok Wai Bhang, who transferred to Lawrence in 1889

and was thereby able to extend his ministry to Adam's Flat, Waitahuna,
Bungtown, Beaumont and Waipori. 1l9 Urifor-tun at.ely , the mini str y of this
enthusiastic wor-ker: was not without controversy. Opponents of Kwok Wai
nAOrl¥)

as

UUUU5

a rumour to the effect that the catechist had been quoted by newspapers
tha.t all New Zealand Chinese were criminals who did not dare to return

to China. The rumour

c.,.,rOrlrl

and passionate. He was

like wildfire and the reaction was both immedia.te
with violence an d an alrno st unanimous

115 Ibid, p.30
116

pp.37,41
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decision was made not to attend his meetings. 120 Such trials were hardly
conducive to a successful

and in Hl90 the Mission Committee came to the

decision to dtsperrse with the services of the catechist, on the basis that it was
inappropriate for Kwok Wai Shang to be responsible for such a
without the immediate supervision of Reverend Don. 12l

parish

The first priority for the Dunedin Mission was the selection of s uitable
pr-emises. The search occupied the space of some months, for while many tJ".,,,,,oo
were in most

suitable they were situated in areas where 'the comrnunity

could not tolerate the presence of the Chinese.' 122 Thl1S, care for the public's
sensibilities hampered initial efforts to establish an urban Chinese Mission.
Finally, a combined Hall and private

were found on the corner of Lees

and Jarnes Streets. Although further from the nucleus of the Chinese population
than Don had hoped, it was still only five minutes walk from the

stores.

Thus, the lease was signed and on March 18 the new Mission headquarters were
officially opened. m
The Mission proper soon got under' w ay with the introduction of a
Sunday service. The first few meetings were well attended with between
nineteen to thirty-six hearers present. However, as the novelty be g an to wear
off, attendance went into decline, so Don decided to resurrect interest by
establishing classes to teach English. Beginning in May 18H9, these classes were
held in the Hall three evenings a we ek

Sunday, Tuesday, and Wednesday.

Teachers were recruited from the Young Men's Society of st Andrew's Church
and their enthusiastic cooperation soon won t.he

of Don,124 Attendance

at the classes slowly grew to an average of around fifteen pupils and, as Don
had anticipated, this interest caused a corresponding
the Sunday

in attendance at

125 The Mission also expanded in other areas

for example, that tireless individual Willter Pater-son, who held

i1

Sunday School
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service for seven Chinese in the Dunedin Gao1. 126 Moreover, Don made regular
to the homes of his Chinese flock as well as tr-ansfor-ming the Hall
the week into a library and

room, which provided the

access to journals, maps and magazines in their own

with
127 although it

is doubtful how many Chinese had the time or the ability to make use of this
facility.m Indeed, Don realistically a.ssessed that the majority of
services

out of

foe his efforts and to

se were
with

fellow Chinese. 129
Nevertheless, this appar-ent lack of tangible success did not lessen the
rrus s.mn.ar'y s

enthusiasm. Indeed, the Synod

r",nn,ri·c,ri

that the new Mis s ion Hall

had been a r-eal encouragement to Don and there was perceived to be 'a note of
cheer about [Don's address] that had not always been heard in previous years
... He has the true apostolic zeal and unconquerable faith. No difficulties down
him.'13O Thus, for the next eight years Don continued to run the Lees Street
Mission, as well

the continuation of the Annual Inland Tours. He

encouraged the Chinese by any mee.n s possible means even to the extent of
creating his own mission resources by translating English hymns into the
intricate Chinese

producing hymn books in 1097, 1899 and 1902. 131

Moreover his energies, if not always directed towards the Chinese, were u sually
focused on mission. Thus, with a view towards foreign mission, Don enrolled at
University with the aim of completing a medical degree. Unfortunately, the
woekload proved overwhelming and Don contracted double pneumonia,
thereafter forbidden to undertake intensive study for some time. m
By 1896, the Chinese Mis s io n was once again in need of a change in direction.
Don realised that the Mission's

-r-, ....·0<::'01"1'

location contained inherent

126
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firstly, the Hall was too far from Walker street, Dunedin's Chinatown; secondly,
it was too small, providing seating for only thirty to

and

thirdly, it was too expensive to run as the rent alone was a hefty £47 per
annum. m Thus Don proposed that the Mission move from an inadequate and
costly

to a more permanent facility better equipped to handle the

S

l-"-L>.:>.<v.u

needs. He recommended that this facility ti:lke the form of a specially constructed
Chinese Mission Station which, providing the necessary f un.ds were
would be debt free. Ideally a site should be found in Walker Street e s this would
overcome the excuse of distance among his Chinese pupils and would also be
close to st Andrew's Pr-es byter-ian Church, which provided Don with much
practical support and encouragement. The auditorium itself should be capable
of seating a maximum of one hundred people, although for most occasions a
dividing curtain could

used to reduce the

space to seventy. A

Library would also be included in order to provide a resource centre for
translations for the whole of New Zealand. 134

Chinese literature and

Don's proposal met with no few objections, in particular that the Mission would
soon be 'a

without a people', as the Chinese population was

decreasing. 135 However Don argued, rather optimistically, that the Chinese
urban population wa s Iikely to grow as it had in Australia, and in any Ci:1Se, even
if only a remnant should remain the Mission was still worthwhile,136
Af ter due discussion, the Presbyterian Synod eventually agreed to this

proposal, allowing Don to launch into an active fund-raising campaign, Hundreds
of Chinese from all over Otag o contrihuted to the project although

church-goers,

to

Don's

were

not

quite

as

financially

enthusiastic. Nevertheless, a site was duly found in Walker Street and bought
for a modest £250. A w e l l - k n o w n M r J.L. Salmond, was appointed to
the Church and Manse, while the
who were hired to build the small and
under budget

133
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church,

of Crawford and Wi:ltson,
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to

r'orn-"Ic,t

t.he

in 1897,137
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Costs

Costs: Site

PRCkJEC'I'ION:

500

LJ \J. J.J.\.J. J.L II

15 S

1300

Income:

150
650

Synod
1600

Costs: Site
Buildings

ACTUAL:

250
977

Income:

1262

The plain brick Church faced the street while the Manse stood some little
way behind it. The Manse was a comfortable house

of nine rooms, and

CA)"'::"'::;

convenience. The

what it Ie cked in s oaciou snes s was more than made up for
Church itself was 44 feet

23 feet and seated a maximum of 160

could be drawn if necessary to halve the

Cl

a moveable screen was used to sectron off

At the rear of the

which served as a

on

. The colours used in the Church were

contrasted

a vivid dar-k red de do, Other cr-eative
Or-ient.al vases and four

included flower

from Don's flock. An or-namental

in China, had also been ordered
The

OIIICli'll

operung of the

Chinese in Central

the
was

p,167
1, 1897,
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of Chinese

of the Cross,

139

un til Ee s ter

U

CH 1

".Jo.

1897.

were eager to attend the ceremony and Easter

1896, vol
139

green walls and a flesh

in that

little different fr-om the

all

a

northern side, while the western wall

buttresses into four

lanter-ns

s pace of

room and class room.

Five windows were built into the eastern we.ll, two into the
window was

cl

no.1 LI , p.167

p.28 &

1, H397, vol.IV, nc,«,
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both time off work and cheap trains.
assembling a sizeable

in the hope of

, around 300 invitations in red and gold were

to Chinese up-country, and indeed it was reported that Dune din had

po

never before seen so many Chinese gathered together in one
at 2:30 on Easter

and

with the singing of Psalrn

100 in Chinese. This was followed by several more songs
Thomas

The service

cl sermon by Mr

Luk.e from Australia. The congregation listened with

and

the meeting eventually came to a successful end. The second stage of the officie.l
was held on

night. After

<1

fine supper, attended

19 Lt

Chinese and '-/0 Europeans, a meeting was held to address the issue of European
and the positive light
Finally, on

which "true Christians" looked upon

and Thursday

Don held lantern

exhibitions for a total of almost 160 Chinese. Many of the

were of Canton

city and the sight of these familiar views, i:lfter such a lo ng period of separation,
proved to be deeply moving for many in the audience. As Don later
1

'certainly I never saw, in China or out, such emotion among Chinese before. ,1 10
Thus, in this way the DunecHn Chinese Mission Church we s officially opened.
Reg'ular Church services and activities were quickly established. Two
services were held every Sunday - one at 2:30 p.m. and the other at 6:30 p.rn.,
although later both these services were put forward by half an hOllr. 141 While
the first

was conducted completely in Chinese, the second service

a "mixed" meeting, to the extent that two or three short lessons were
cin-,nl"

~UI:)"~U

We1S

In

while the rest. of the service was conducted in Chinese. Reg uler

meetings during the week were also established. A class to teach English was
quickly organised despite a lad; of willing and
members of the

were cater-ed for by

night class for half-ce ste

children who came together for an hour's

Bible Class was established with the aim of
and serviceable

of

141

traditions

for exampte,

Chinese 'a
in their own

displayed admirable cultural

140

by
<':1

and in 1900 a
"';'Ulln.:r

143 Don also

the celebration of merry

"watchnig ht service" was usuall y Ireld

May 1, 1897, vo1.IV, no.Lq, pp.1S7 & 167
1897, vo1.IV, no.17, p.203

142
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School and a

meetings were also held on a weekly

142
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teaching staff. The younger

18, 1901, vo1.VIII, no.16, p.o
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at the Church to welcome in the Chinese New Years
i1-y~'"".""

said

.144 A valuable Mission

was also established, while the Church's Book and Tract collection was

to

contain the best supply of
Chinese li ter-at ur-e in
145
Australasia.
fVloreover, every year the Church, held a service for "outsiders",
community fin idea of how the

in order to

annual event became so popular that at one

too many Eur-o pean slIn order to remedy the situation,

overcrowding caused
it was decided to
exceeded. 146

there were complaints about

tickets although the capacity of the Church was still

The establishment of a Church specifically targeted at the Chinese
population

"Yl'f'r)ll1","'<~Drl

attendance rates t.han the Mission 'had hitherto

experienced. However, there was still a considerable number refusing to attend,
which Don attributed to Eur-opean racist attacks upon the Chinese community,
coupled with the enactment of restrictive leg isle.tion. Never-t.heles s, Don al sn felt
that the

was getting through to those who did attend. 147 Moreover,

1905 the Mission estimated that more than two-thirds of the Chinese in Durie.din

attended services reasonably regulnrly.148
The work of the Chinese Mission was indeed expanding and developing
favourably, not only in the sense of buildings and numbers, but also in terms
of fVlission workers. The responsibility for outreach no longer rested

on

Reverend Don's shoulders. In H:l97 Mr Timothy Fae Loie was engaged to carry
on the work of the Chinese Church for one year while Don went on sabbatical.
Born in China, Loie was cut off from his family after his conversion to
Christianity. Thus, at age seventeen, he left for Austr-alie arid entered into
theological training there. By the time the Otag o Synod employed Lo ie he had
eight y ear s

as a pastor and was currently employed by

cl

Methodist

Church Mission. 149 During his time with the Chinese Church he made
favourable impression on

1411
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he had no tolerance for either the superstitious or wrongdoers. 150 Lo ie
continued to be an effective assistant

on Don's return, proving

during the Armual Inland Tours. Moreover, in 1900 he was

especially

ordained into the eldership of the Chinese Church by Rev ererrd Dr Willimfl
Bannerman. This entitled him to a seat in the Synod and made him the first
Chinese to be thus honoured
the New Zealand
Church. 151
In 1903, Loie tr-an sferr-ed to Auckland to work among the northern Chinese
population. The ensuing vacancy was quickly filled by Wi1liam Chan who
returned from China to take up the position. Chan w e s no

to Durie din ,

having" worked for many years as a gardener and fruiterer in Walker street. He
was baptised by Don, who then recommended that he return to Canton to study
to become a catechist. His training complete, Chan was now qualified for the
position as Don's as si ste.nt

His return caused much celebration and his

former position in the Chinese community made him an invaluable member of the
Mission temn. 152
In addition to these official

Don also had several willing and

committed Christian Chinese who

important wor-k within the Church.

One couple especially worthy of note was Mat.ilrla and .Io se.ph Lo Keorig , With

cHI

eye to business opportunities, Lo Keong arrived in 1865, a y ear befor-e the first
rush of Chinese miners and his wife Matilda was reportedly the first fu11blooded Chinese woman to settle in New Zea1and. 153 Although faithful members
of st Paul's Anglican Chur-ch, they gave eq ually loyal service to the Chinese
Mission Church once it was established.
Matilda continued to be of

Lo

died in 1905 but.

often interpreting sermons given by

Eng Iiah-is peak ing

She died in 1915 and was fareweJJed with much love
and respect by the Church she had done so much to support. 154 Another
faithful and willing

with something of an

Chan. He had made his way to Otago during the
to make his fortune. He did irid eed

11

was Paul
boom in order

sfr-ike it rich" but before he could convert

the gold to hard cash he was robbed

his mining

. His

caused him to squander what little means he had left on alcohol,

150

p.27

151
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opium and gambling. Eventually his mental state reached such a low ebb that he
attempted to k.il l himself. The attempt WdS unsuccessful however

as a

result, he was placed in a lunatic asylum. There Paul Chan heard the
being preached, accepted the Message, and eventually got his life back on tr-ack.
He was

Don in 1899 and thereafter became a willing worker in the

Church. It was said of him dfter his death in 1908, that he was a true
a 'fine

consistent life and zealous

of

... By Europeans he was
«

esteemed as a man of simple and sincere faith and fine Christian spirit.' 1JJ
Thus, the Mission was no longer dependent on Don. The Chinese Church had
evolved from being t.he focus of the lVlission to it.self fulfilling a role in Mission
out.reach. As a

of this progression, the Church sought to

active evangelistic role in the Chinese community. In

a more
terms, it may be

said t.hat the Chinese Church helped to maintain a feeling of unity an d cm
awareness of their own culture and identity in an e lien
they held a

For example,

fortnightly service for elderly Chinese residents of the Old

JVlan's Home, who were now largely isolated from their own society.156 The
Church also worked with those at the opposite end of the age scale by
incorporating half-caste Chinese children into their programme. This was indeed
El

positive step as, in most societies, half-castes were in fact out.ce st s. Thus, the

Church organised activities and provided a central meeting place where Chinese
could gather together, socialise and maintain some sense of cultural identit.y.157
The Mission Church also provided shelter and practical support to those
Chinese harassed by European society and its various institutions. For

"'VAHlT~lc>

in 1900 Dunedin experienced a plague scare which focused public attention on
an area of slum housing, the nucleus of which was Walker Street. Public
vented its fury

Ul"H11U1..1.

the Chinese community. In the w ak e of this out.burst, the

Council declared a

number of

homes to be unfit for habitat.ion

and therefore had them condemned. Walker Street Chinese turned to the Church
for support and Don was more than willing t.o take up t.he fight. He headed a
delegation to Mayor Chisholm, demanding that due attention be paid to the
Chinese situation. Three homes had already been torn clown in compliance with
the Council's order, t.hus
accommodation. The Mayor

the terierrts int.o ot.her, e.lr-ead y overcrowded,
that the Chinese should

155 McNeur,
.
.
r
p.28
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157 Pewake.pan, p.77
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other areas of the city, but Don cited the example of two Chinese who had
arranged accomrno de'tion in the north end of Dune din only to be

t.enancy

when the landlord discovered they were Chinese. The Council then argued that
the Chinese were

for this situation in that their habitations were

damp and breeding grounds for

. The delegation replied that their

homes were necessarily dark and airless as all windows had to be boarded up
to stop young larrikins peering in or breaking the glass. 158 They asked the
Council to either cease the demolition or provide alternative housing for those
made homeless by the project. The Council were persuaded to look more closely
at the issue an d , in time, decided that providing suitable accommodation for the
Chinese was too

a

Thus they agreed to

the order

and allow Chinese to remain in their boarding houses providing they were kept
to certain hygienic standards. m Don, the Church and the Chinese community
had combined their efforts to win an important battle and conquer the short~<;\JU<;"-'" of

the Dunedin City Council. The Church's practical worth had been

proven.
Some Chinese still maintained their hostility to Christianity and refused to
associate with all such influences. Many remained outside the scope of the
Church's mis sion because of geographical distance (market

for

example), while others were simply too busy with their own small businesses to
concern themselves with matters of the soul - e specially when t.ho se matters
were of alien origin. Nevertheless,

fl

significant percentage of the Chinese

community attended ser-vices at least intermittently, although their system of
beliefs did not

under-go radical chang e. Certainly the establishment

of a permanent and central meeting place had seen the rate of attendcmce
increase

how many were there to hear the

were there to socialise is as indefinable as in
and 1900, the afternoon

rn"'u,r'r.

to high forties. In 1902 there was

Churches. Between 1897

saw an average attendance rate in the middle
CUI

to an aver-age of

unu sual

throughout the next few years this
forties. 160 This increase was even more

but

once ag ain rose into the mid-:
cnr',"-,',»"","""

that services were not attended every we.ek

when coupled with the fact

the same small group.

there was a nucleus of loyal members, but a

158

and how many

p.23
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were

oHr,Y"C

who came only on an intermittent be.sis. Indeed, it

was estimated that at least half of the Chinese community in Dunedin would at
some
during the year attend a service. 161 Thus in 1905, de s pit.e a
o

ecr-ee

s r n g

Chinese po p uleticn , the nttendance at services was in fact

m c r e e s r n g

and the Mission could claim that 'the outlook was never more
church has a

This

influence for good on t.he

t.he

Cant.on Villages Mission, on t.he Chinese at. 110me.'162 Financial contributions
were more than sufficient. to meet the Church's

every year saw an

increased n.umber of baptisms and thus the Mission ap peer-ed to be on

Cl

firm

footing.

Alt.ho ug h the Chinese Church was no longer as r-eliant on Rev er-erid Don, the
missionary was busier t.han ever. On the homefront., his family had extended
subst.errtially since his
in 1883, to include three daughters and four
sons. 163 Nevertheless, increased family responsibilities did not slow him down.
While on se bbetical from his regular duties to the Chinese Church in 1897-98,
Don under-took an ext.en siv e inspection of Chinese Missions in

British
Columbia, .Iapan, Shanghai, Hong Kong, Cant.on , Sydney and Tasmania. 164

During his time in China, Don visited former friends and acque.int.ances who had
returned to t heir- homeland. He also personally

0Arr·'t:>"

messages and letters to

the families of his flock who remained in New Zealand. His

was so

and the welcome so warm, that Don was encouraged to look Into the
possibility of establishing a New Zealand
his return, plans quickly took

Mission within Ch ina, On

and in 18913 the Canton

Mission

(CVM) was officially established. 165 Missionaries sent to wor-k in the area found
that much of the Init.ial groundwork held already been laid.

December 6, 1902, vol.IX, no,4S, p.?
162
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163
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.. , he [Don] has won the friendship of many, and the
name of Teacher Don has become an
Sesame" to
many homes in their villages. Thus
trained in New Zealand have found doors of
opportunity to them past whose closed and treblyportals missionaries of older societies have
been travelling for several decades. l06
11

From this basis of trust and friendship, the CVM was able to build hospitals,
schools and Churches within China, all of which initially depended, to a
extent, on Don's awesome fund-raising efforts. His excep'tione.l public relations
skills were put to full use in the creation of what was to become a very effective
campaign. This not only encouraged promising results within
China, but the flow of missionary information back to New Zealand Chur-ches also
had an impact more far-reaching than expected. Letters, reports and slide
shows given by missionaries on sabbatical, as well as frequent articles in
publications such as The Outlook arid
become

1'.1

107 helped the CVM to

central focus of the Presbyterian Church. Moreover, missionaries'
of their work among the Chinese inevitably

cm

increased sympathy and understanding for those member-s of the race within
New Zealand. Thus, Don established an organisation t he t,
a profound effect. on the attitude of the

time, was to have
Church towards the

Chinese.
In 1901 Don was offered a position in British Columbia. The Presbyteria.n
Church there was involved with an extensive Mission to the
the missionary's services to help

OY'(5FIlYI

tempted by this offer but the

'~L'U'.'_W'V

sought

the work more effectively. FIe was

negotiations were bought to a close when

Don made the decision to remain in New Zealand. 16B
In 1907, China found

in the

of

Characteristically, Don was quick to leap into action
relief of

c11.('·h",,1

devastating
""u."u",' ..'.U'.F,

an aIJ'DE)al for the

caused by the famine. Between March and June money poured

in from all over the country. Part of the funds were

eabled to China

to be used for immediate relief, while the rest was used to buy food, w hich was
transported to China free of charge thanks to Don's

168 Q_1:l.:t:.1S'_();Js, October 26,1901, vol.VIII, no.39,

with a
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shipping company. An impressive total of <£2,600 was
months. 169 Many years later, in recognition not only of the
during this crisis but his con srsren

four

In

s

endeavour on behalf of New Zealand

the Chinese government conferred on Don the "Seventh Council
of the Excellent Crop", a pr-e st ig io us honour indeed. 170
'I'h.e s e efforts had not gone

Don's

The

Church noted his faithful work and

on behalf of the

Chinese both in New Zealand and abroad, as well as his help in connection with
and the many other

undertaken for the Church, As a

result, in 1907 Don w as unanimously elected Moderator - the highest honour the
Presbyterian Church

bestow,m Not

emphasised the need to

his

the Church's mission to 'witness for Christ

among the heathen abroad and at home .. :172 During the next few years, until
the outbreak of World War I, this very expan sion took place as new missions
missions were supported more

were established, while

t.he n

ever, Thus, Don successfully provided a unity and purpose to missions to an
extent the

Church had never before

173

In the midst of such activity, Don was still committed to

that the

Annual Inland Tours continued, From the inception of the Tours through until
1897, Don was solely responsible for maintaining contact with the
inland Chinese.

~lr"'AT,(n7"'Y'

between 1898-1900 the

Fae Loie , the

were

PU,,,,.,c<,,.!

to Timothy

of the Chinese Church, while Don travelled abroad

and became involved with
1900-1901 was once

the Carrto n

Mis siori. The tour of

undertaken by Don, this time acoorrrparned by a young

minister and

Reverend

McNeur. McNeur

was to become one of the most influential missionaries involved with the C::VM and
he also came to

support for

1901-,1902 Tour was once

V'"LJ,n""",l.!

urider-tnken by Mr

ULlI,GOC

Church. The

while the following

Don and Wi1liarn Mawson - later Reverend

tour was
to

The 1903-190 1-j tour saw Don and Mawson joined by WilUam

169 Lineham, p.20
170
____ ,_CC",",,'

vol.1, p.217

171
,,::-,:::_=,~

s

. ::..~::'

November 9, 1907, vol.XIV, no.45, pp.ll,12 & 21

his 'good harvest'
24, 1983, p.23

r-eaped at last",
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who was by

time Don's

UD,D"l':'lU,H

at the Chinese Church. The year 190't
n or-t.h, For alrno s t

also saw Don undertake a s pe cteu tour among Chinese
he toured the 'I'ar-anaki and Auckland areas

two

distributing Christian literature as well as

lantern shows three or four

scenes from China. Don also took the
among northern churches

',"Vqr.r<

Mission. m

the end of

T){'r"'nY"rYlpn

year he rested and the

"~.'"',J

1890-1
1891-2
1892-3
1893-4
189/1-5
1895-6
1896-7

Places
Visited

73
90

of

Tours 1890 - 1

Seen

1203
1255

13140

1125
1063
779
1121
1010
1053

176

Chan, From
a

in

1 176

Hearers

81
13A2
59
836
101
1197
91
1130
103
1281
1898-1900 Tours
1900-1
77
820
692
1901-2
68
780
679
1902-3
69
623
550
1903-4
55
1904-5
Statistics Not Recorded
1906-7
49
460
405
1907-·fj
62
',36
399
1908-9
80
710
607
1909-10 49
429
378
1910-11 82
592
525
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in the

was undertaken once

1907 to 1911, Don was involved with every Tour
1911 to the Chinese in WestIand. 175

Year

Maw so n

the next Tour Don and Chan were accornperueo by

Loie. The 1905-06 Inland Tour was

TABLE 10: A

to

news of Dunedin's Chinese

Mission as wen as the Canton
was in China and thus

nnnnri"111T11

496
511
557
373
657
/-158
59/-1
Lo ie _. No Statistics
549
665
438
348
335
3'10
'172
332
/-I3fl

no.L, p.I

1890-1911

'I'ravelled

1 65/-1
74 / f

1
1
1
2
1
2

904

368
282
846
259

2069
1 793
1 899

2 OOB

21A7
1 815
3 62]

lOO
While throughout the 1890s Don
indifference among the

hed continued to find

Chinese,

apathy and

1902 Loie was commenting that 'the

me was better than on my last. tour two years ago, and though
fruits, these inland tours must be of much benefit.,177

there are no

]vloreover, in 1909-10 Don remarked that not only was there an a bsence of the
us ual excuses, [Jut e tt.endarrce 'had incr-eased
rnost listeners were T\y'rnrln
178
more attentive.
This was probably due less to a new interest in the Gospel
than to the faet that as the population had decreased, the remaining Chinese
were increasingly elderly and

arid therefore

sought any form

of social contact available. Moreover, long residence in the colony had broken

r-emnant of

down much of the miners' hostility. As a result, almost the
Chinese

miners

left in

Central

otago

attended

Don's

Unfor-tunately, by 1911 the sharp uecune in Otag os inland

mission
rrm e s e

services.
population

caused the viability of the Tours to come into question. The Synod ev eri tu all y
decided that, while the Inland Tours had suited the purpose of t.he
Mis sion, a change in circumstances had rendered them unnecessary. It was the

end of an era.
The Presbyterian Mission

Wt!S

experiencing a difficult

Not only we s

the need for an Inland Mission diminishing but there was also a cor-r-e spon ding
ebb in the work. of the urban Mission; indeed, as early as 1906 there were signs
that all was not well. The e.ssiat.ant pastor, Reverend William Chan, noted that
'the general spiritual life of the congregation is rather feeble',179 while in 1907
the Annual

commented that the 'Church work continues to go on

very quietly' .180 It seemed t.hat enthusiasm, both among the congr-eg aticn and
the Mission team, was at
1907, Don

cl

low point.

was act.lvely involved in his

work as

Moderator and

mission as a whole. As he was unable to maintain such a
with the Chinese Church, the as s is tanf
took

Williarn

over

most

Unfortunately, Chan was forced to

with

assistance

.c:."C:=-"~CC":=-::_C:-"

December 6, 1902, vol.IX, voL45, p.67
1901--1911, p.12

179

180

November 3, 1906, vol.XIII, no.4 LI , p.Ll
September 21, 1907, vol.Xl V, no.38, p.Ll

181 McNeur, p.29

I · 181
Mr,Ole.

in 1908 due to family r esponst bilit.ie s.

Nevertheless, the vacant position was soon filled

177

from

a Mr F.L. Law, a catechis t

101
from Canton. Belonging to a village of idol worshippers, he had, been
for his beliefs but remained loyal to the faith. Law was

nt>,--,",,,,r'llt-,,,d

as 'an honest

young man from the country, one who you feel is good from the very look of his
face. He is

on hand,

faithful and cr-e dit.able work and promises to

be a valuable helper.'182 His time with the Church marked a temporary
resurgence in the outreach of the

the average rate of

grew to

of the

Chinese Church. Even the Annual Repor-t for 1909 was more optimistic,
that 'the chur-ch prospects are somewhat brighter this year and the dar-k cloud
that has hung over the work for several y ears appears to be liftiJlg.'183
Unfortunately, these
under Law's

were not
as

time to reach fruition

misunderstanding of an undisclosed nature led to his
resignation in August, 1910. 18/1 Don was
to leave for six months in
El

Australia, thus the need for a r-eplecemerrt was immediate. The missionary's
who had been educated at a

C'"''''Y''''' led him to a Mr

school in Hong Kong, and was now living in Wellington. After due consideration,
the otago Synod hired Mr Jackson to carry on the work of the Mission for a
seven month period, while Don embar-ked on a trip to Australia and later a tour
of

the West Coast. Unfortunately, this arrangement was met with little

enthusiasm by the Chinese, and

1912 the Annual Repor-t described the wor-k

of the Church as 'practically at a standstill' with attendcmces at their lowest
point

the Church first opened. 1B5

This sorry st.ate of

"'T'F",ir<::

was by no means lost on Don. He reasoned that the

downturn was in part due to temporary
mar-k et

J.U.'C-"H

including a terrible season for

political upheaval within China, which in turn had an

unsettling effect on Chinese in New Zealand; and most specifically, the current
of

on

, It could not be denied

l86

that the major factor was a significant decrease in Dunedin's Chinese
which saw many move to the North Island or return to China. The

was

a crisis.
Although the majority of Chinese initially

cc'tt-Ic,rj

in the South

l82 Jbid, p.30
l83

1909, vol.XVI, no.39, p.Ll

l84 McNeur,
l85
l86

1912,

no.45, p.6

-'-,')ULl"U

(indeed
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outside of Otago 187) , it was not

in 1867 there were only thirty--four

long before the North Island began to witness a growth in
population. Local churches

in a

of ways and to

For example, the Chinese population in Westlanc1 grew rapidly after the
discovery of gold in the area, but it was not until 1896 that any action was

taken,

A Hokitika

Reverend

Presbyterian Gener-al Assembly with the

William

Doug le.s ,

of

appr-oached

the

a Chinese Mission

along the West Coast. Widespread support for the pr-oposal saw a Chinese Mission
Committee established and, in time, the services of a Chinese
Lew ,

were

secured.

The

Mission

headquarters,

initially

Mr Daniel
established

in

Greymouth, moved to Nelson in 1899 when responsibility for the work was
assumed by Mr David Wong. 188 However, it was not until 1905 when Timothy Fee
Loie , a stalwart of the Dunedin

Church, transferred from Auckland that

the Mission began to move ahead. Unfortunately, the catechi st was soon recalled
to Auckland, thus the Mission lost momentum and progress was significantly
impeded.l 89
Due to the urban northward drift, Wellington also experienced a considerable
increase in its Chinese population. The challenge presented by the Chinese
presence was

primarily by local Anglican and

churches.

Outreach officially began in 1903 when the Ang lican Church installed West Coast
catechis t, David Wong, as head of the Mission. He established Surrde y services,
a Bible Class, an English class and by 1907 was pastor of a newly completed
Chinese Mission Hall. Wong was ably assisted by Heverend C. McKenzie, a former
missionary to

who undertook many of the

Meanwhile,

the Baptist church

a succession of Chinese catechists,
Mr
F.L.Law, a former member of Don's mission team. 190 Unfortunately, a lack of
saw the Wellington Mission to the

community somewhat

a division of
Auckland's Chinese community increased slowly, thus the challenge to the
church was not imme.dlertely evident. As a r e s ul t, only plecemeal efforts were
init.ially made among the

01U11,<:;,,",,<:;

and these were, for the most

187 McNeur,
188 Ibid, pp.41-3
189 Moore,
Also see
17, 1907, voLXIV, no.33, p.l l f
{cl. Novernber 20, 1907, vol.XIV, no,Lfil, p.1B
190 Moore, pp.B9-91

It
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was not until 1910 and the return of Timothy Fae Lo ie t hat the Mission
momerrtum, After

CO,'l1lr','j',

established Sunday
before

the Y.M.C.A.

,,,,,r'\T10""C,

iiS

cl central meetirig place, Loie

on the move, this time for

in Melbourne. After his departure,

a Methodist

prayer meet.m f! 191

an English class and a

Timothy Fae Loie was once

'<I·l1t',1r

r,nn"rr

of

disunity

to circulate and
to continue the work only
a short time.l 92 Thus, from 1912 the Mis siori le cke d emy real ieaner-sn

and ceased to be effective.
While Don accepted the Chinese drift nor-thwar-d as inevitable, he was
concerned by the lack of effectively organised missions in northern centres. 193
Don often visited

Chinese

encouragement and

support: indeed he un der-took two

northern tours,

to

O'l''''''''.Uljd;

Chinese

not only in the main centres but also in smaller towns such as
Palmer ston North, Masterton, Lower Hutt, 'I'imaru and Oamaru. 194 These tours

only served to confirm his belief that cm extensive Chinese population remained
beyond the reach of

oVlc1hn

chr-ist.ian missions.

1913 certain undeniable truths were weighing heavily on Don. Firstly, the
work of the Dunedin Mission was at a standstill,

rn',,'n

due to a substantial

decrease in the population. Whereas in IH96 Otago's Ch in e s e population stood at
1 500, by 1901 it had fallen to 1 200, and by 1911 the population had dwindled
significantly to a mere l100.195 Secondly, the assistant

were more than

cape.ble of continuing the Mission of the Chinese Church - indeed Don's role, by
had been drastically r-ed uced; Thirdly, if the North Island Chinese
were to be reached by an effective !I"D"",','Hl, then exper-ienced lee.der-ship was
necessary. The equation seemed compelling and so, for the good of the wider
wor k, Don decided to move the Mission headquarters to Pe.lmers ton North. 196
This city was chosen for its convenient g eogr-apruceu ""D'U,""'" situated as it was
in the middle or the North Island with most. Chin e s e communities in easy reach.
e stablished in Palmerston North

191
192

hY"""Y'"

7, 1911, vol.XVIII, n o.o, p.29

August 6, 1912, vol.XIX,
no.51, p.ll

193

195
196

GAlUlIlCG".l

1896, 1901, 1911

p.12 & December 1

191

vol.XIX,
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of making a considerable impact. 197

encouraging

In May 1913, Don was ter-ewe.ueo by his Chinese flock. Those
to the enormous

~,Y'"r'"

at the

Don had made on their

community.
name has become Cl
word among his
flock ." [the Chinese] have had Cl true i'Y'"""d and one
ever
alive to their best
and
carefully vigilant in their
e s occasion has
, 198

Soon after, Don left for Palrner-ston North cutting direct ties with a

!'11,-,,-""

he

had nurtured from infancy. The missionary had supported it
to
have to learn to

by

1915, vol.
198

May

1913, vol.XX, no.I

p.27

no.37, p.Ll

H
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The Mission's entry into a new phase of development occurred at the
o ut.br-eak of World War I, during which time ant.l-Chirie se sentiment was put on

hold but, unfortunately, so was the Mission. While social antagonism was
vigorously revived after the War, the Mission was not. Thus progress remained
slow until the late 1930s, when the onset of World War II heralded a change in
social attitudes. At the same time, the Chinese Church proved

worth

fulfilling valuable social functions within the community, thereby enlarging
evangelistic opportunities.

1950, the

was ready to enter into a new

quite different to those that had gone before. For the first time, the
responsibility for outr each to the Chinese community would rest solely on
Chinese

I

By the outbreak of World War I, the Chinese population was at its lowest
point since the early 1860s. 1 Although a

number of Chinese were still

gold mining, the majority h ad moved into occupations such as market
laundering, fruit and

shops.2

Moreover, while this urban Chinese

presence initially attracted much antagonism, World War I
attention so

that the Chinese

the colony's

a lull in the

of

public and legislative racism. Thus, for almost five years New Zealand
its attention to more important
caused the
also

while the

of aggression

of War

Chinese, the conclusion of the War'

a renewed offensive.

The end of World War I saw the influx of a
soldiers. After the initial

of celebration and

1 The Chinese population had declined to

number of returning
ran its course,

1913
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attention was turned to the reassimilation of ex-soldiers into New
The employment market proved itself incapable of

such

numbers and, despite government efforts, a sig nificant number of servicemen
were unable to find work. One result of the

ell.",,"U1;':

of agitation against Chinese. As the issue

0:1:

labour mar-ket.s

so did agitation
monopolizing European jobs. 3

discontent was the renewal

competition in the economic and

U;;,U111':;'

the

11.'11"':;'''

who were

In order to further their many causes, ex-soldiers used t.he Heturned
Serviceman's Association (RSA) as an effective pressure-group, and one which
soon directed its attention towards the Chinese. In 1920 a national conference
held in Wellington unanimously agreed that the

influx of

Orientals must be stopped immediately if the dominion is to maintain the high
standards of race and morality which now distinguish it.'4 Thus, the Association
not only appealed to moral fears but also to those of racial purity, arguing that
Chinese immigration could only lead to the

of such undesirable inter--

and the creation of a race of a lower type.' 5 Local associations were
also urged to hold public
the

and, as a result, many resolutions were

O"nvp,rn

to PIll. a

to L:lll1nese immigration.

This action was strongly supported by organisations such as the White New
Zealand League, who advocated strict exclusion mee sur-es , The
to

rnnese on economic, racial and moral grounds.

The

is from those der-k-iskinried races which
long ago put on Cl thin veneer of semicivilisation, but have
for centuries with.out
any higher [and] are really constitutionally
incapable of
any
6

not only advocated exclusionist legislation, but also encouraged

The

Bl.Ue.","

presence.

3 M.
1920,

July 2, 1920,

c.2

c.2

"The White New Zealand
Pukekohe, c.1925, Hocken

and Publishing Co.,
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REFUSE TO DEAL, TRADE OR DISCOUHSE
ORIENTALS. Show them t.he way to go HOME. 7

Before

the government
Thus, in 1920

of a

WITH

to

to this renewed

Immigration

as 'a

sentiment of a

of the people of New

Zealand that this dominion should be what was often called a "white
and that the

r-"nv,,+v',,"

who came here should ... be of the same way of thinking
point of view.'B While the Bill

from the
test as a requirement of

,~nlr"

the education

to the colony, it instead placed Asian immigration

on an application basis.

every person not of

required to obtain a permit of

descent was

Each application was to be

the Minister of Customs, who would judge individual cases on their own
Only the wives and children of Chinese already in New Zealand and in possession
of permanent visas, were exempted from the legislation. Mr Downie

then

Minister of Customs, made full use of his powers under the new

restricting

the number of

appar-errt.ly

immigrants to a pre-determined
of the merits of individual cases. 9

However, unlike previous legislation, this Act did not pass without comment
from the Chinese community in New Zealand. A new political
developed in conjunction with their increasing assimilation into European
society. Thus, the New Zealand Chinese sent petitions to Parliament calling for
the removal of racist
described

EiS

in particular the poll-tax which was not only

unjust but bar-bar-o us and inhumaneJO Unfortunately, this

campaign had little impact and no modification of

legislation was

undertaken.
'I'he 1920 Immigration Act soon had its desired effect and Mr Downie Stewart
was able to report with setis taction that in the eighteen months following the
Implemerrtation of the Act only 166

had obtained the necessary

11 This legislation proved to be less of

7 White New Zealand
1927, Hock.en Library

9

"Don't

Cl

"paper

to Ree d this

" than many

", Wellington,

.Iuly 2Lt , 1926, p.17, c.o

'JGClH..l"'..l

"Archaeology
History of the Chinese in Southern New
the Nineteenth Century", p.27

rln~,.'nr<
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effective as

s

lrnrnlcrr"""I,,1'1 fiOCllY'AC

YEAR

IMMIGHATION

1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
192't
1925

Act in
force::::

Not

r-eveal.

418

238
380
368
362
378
45]
524

1 477

255
3'15
365
5'18
517

180
1 097

113
17
13
97

7

levels restricted

were

LOSS

GAIN

EMIGRATION

but

also

increased and, as a result, there was a net outflow. Thus, the Act had its desired
alien hordes were

effect and the much
0"'''1'11.7.

Further protection was

nr'.Y"·"r,h::,rI

from overwhelming the
ov er-nment.s ' refusal to

successive

per-manerit resident visas to Chinese

It was not until the 1930s that the first
attitude towards its Chinese

H L " U U ' j L '.•

of a t.haw in New Zealand's

'~"'.'J

The first indication

of this came in 1932 when the
11llJlUOlUl.Jl1,

long years of

abolish.ed the

t.he 1935 election saw the first

come to power and, soon

Labour

basis to both

availe.ble on an

state was

while New Zealand
acceptance of the Chinese

r-nrnrnll1'1

welfare

was

to show

the Chinese cornmunrtv

no mean s

was a

process,

to em brace New

the r-emrierrts of social

not

Chirre se

but al so
Orf!ottE~n.

'J"Y'nnn

bounds. Homeland ties were not

While contact had been established wi th the
in the form of business

the

China's traditional ''''''I.' ,'u,,,,,,
Chinese, who

left wives and children "''''ULJU, to

networ-k within their local cornmurn
1001'::ed to their own
but also to

r ai.her than
UC'" lJ,II';

not

"'L"""6

to

in a

lHOU.I\.. O

communication and enter-tainment.
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This problem was compounded by an almost complete lack of a female Chinese
presence in the colony. Historically, New Zealend/s
almost

community he.d been

male. By 187 Lf , in an Asian population of 4,816, only two of t.hat

number were women; by 1900 the ratio was only slightly better with thirty four
women in cl. total of just over 3,000. Even by the outbreak of World War I, there
were only 112 women in a male population of ar-ound 2,1100. 13 Thus, low female
ratios continued to encour-age the "

Chine se. While

Cl

" outlook among New

small percentage of Chinese men mar-r-ied European women, the

majority maintained homeland family ties, and therefore refused to think in
terms of permanent settlement. This obviously had a de trirnerrtal effect on the
to assimilate, although the end of the 1930s signalled a change that
would radically alter the

attitudes

of both the

and

Chinese

communities.
Throughout the 1930s .Iapan had become increasingly militaristic, focusing
much of its

on

H3, 1931 the

China. On

"Mukden Incident" was

er-my who then

by the

take over Manchurii:i,

to

the puppet state of Manchukuo in 1932Y

This was followed by .Japans formal withdrawa.1 from the

of Nations,

there by shattering its alliance with the West and stimulating a move towards
closer ties with Nazi Ger-many, By 1937 Japan had launched a full-scale war in
to World War H.

China _. the curtain

From the beginning, New Zealand's

were allied with Ch ina - not

only as the underdog but also as a symbol of the democratic West's
against

forces. Such sympathies were only

the many

vividly describing cruelties and suffering, bombings and
homeless

. As a

there was a. growing feeling of comradesllip with

the gallant Chinese who were

to stand firm

what was

oecorrunz cl common enemy.

, the Chinese

had found

Cl

the

united voice

newly established "New Zealand Chinese Association", which was also
with the Chinese consulate.
po

attitude towards

familie s of New
war. Their

L,CUlO'.Ul

Chinese,

on by New Zealancls
lobbied the

order that
hear-d

to admit the

might escape the r-avag e s of

between 1939 and 19 Ld hundreds of

110

women and children were reunited with their husbands and fathers in New
15

This influx had a dramatic effect on the nature of the Chinese community, as
these newly-reunited families

the process of U.:>':HlllUl<.H,j,lll'5 into New Zealand

However, the end of World War II caused much
known that the government had only

for it was well

the

into New

Zealand on the understanding that they would be deported to their homeland as

soon as possible after the

of hostilities.

were no longer without a political

and the New Zealand Chinese As socratron ,
the government to allow

in par-tn er-s hip with the Chinese consulate,
these families to settle

the Chinese

Moreover, Dunedin's Chinese Church.

appealed to the Presbyterian Synod that something might be done on their
behalf. As a result, Heverend

McNeur lead a deputation from the Chinese

community in Dunedin to see the Prime Minister, Peter Fraser. They
had established a

the

that

an d prosperous way of life in New

Zealand and that to repatriate them to

11

country

the ravages of war

<o1'I1"1'·,,·y·,

would not only be disastrous but inhumane. In the face of such pressure, the
government

to investigate the matter and after due discussion it was
16
decided to grant permanent residency to all
Although the

an initial outcry from the

population, none resulted. To a large
recognition and

this was due to

of the Chinese as a result of their war effort. As

food had been in short supply, Chinese market
fruit and

increased

had

in t.he cultivation of

the national cause, thereby

a sense

of comradeship.17 Moreover, the campaign for permerient residence placed
ernp nesrs on the value of having united Chinese families, rather than individual

males

historically, an

source of agitatIon. 1S Thus, the
was

This

t haw in

attitudes
allow more families to be reunited. 19 A

16 G.H.

17 D. &: P.
lS McNeur,
H)
L

Ng, p.16

to

with calm accem.ance
the

to

of chain

we.s

111
established as both close
were

and

member-s of the extended
20

to settle in New

over successive years

grew
tremendous

r-nn.rnlln

the female ratio

saw

c1r""n'ATt

YEAR

iVIALE

1921
1926
1936

2
2
2
3
3

19 /{5
1951

FEMALE

RATIO

TOTAL

273

11'1

3 266

1{47

7:1

432

511

1{14

1 526
2 090

5:1
3:1

3 37 /{
29/r3
4 9 /rO
5 723

993
927

633

2:.1

years,

In the
,n'''dUI".

the Chinese

Cl

WdS

the 'j"'H",,"" "'''''''''HH

close-knit group, a

on a more normal

hindrance to assimilation had been removed, A new

of Chinese were

up in New

the

into SOIr:lf~,T.V 22

community's

Communist

ties with their native
Chinese to view New Zealand as "home", Thus,

the 195013, the Ch.in e se were no

,n,,,,"rH>'""''' in an alien land but

becoming, in

true sense, Chinese New Zeelander-s.

20

1972, Hocken

t.he process of
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191'+ signalled a crisis fort.he Chinese Church. Not only was

at cm

all-time low, but the founder and prime rnotiv ator- of the Mission, Reverend Don,

his headquarters to the North Island. The Church had no

had

although the

Synod he d

ap'poirrte d

Mr

Henry White

es

While a member of the Mornington

he had been active
23
in the Chinese Mi s s io n for over twenty five years. Unfor-tunetely , White WdS
Cantoriese dialect, but he and his

not fluent in

Mr Wetlter

Paterson and Mr A.L. Miller, were provided with able translators in the form of
Mrs 1,0

Mr Joseph Say. Members of the cong r-ag at.ion

were also

quick to support the troubled fvlission, often conducting services
undertaking much of the visitation duties. 24

well as

i1S

Mission prospects brightened temporarily with the news t.hat Don was
returning to Durie diri. However, it was quickly ascertained that his purpose

Wi1S

not to take over the reins of the Durie din Mission once more, but to fulfil the
Missions' <':"'0"'·'"

role of a newly created position,

The

Church's involvement in foreign missions l1eH1 grown to such an extent that the
of a full time organising

c",r'r,.'t'~IY'U were

required. Who better to fill the

position than the Church's foremost promoter of mission

Reverend Don?

Thus, by 1915 he had excused himself from active duties connected with the
installed in Durie d in ,

Chinese Mission and was once
Throughout the war years and
was maintained

the work ernon g Chinese in Dunedin

var-ious ups and downs. At the end of 191

Church was further

the

members

the Chinese
Reverend

Miller, who left to take up mission work in China, and Mrs Matilda Lo
whose death brought to a close a
Chur-ch, 25

1 11

and

of service in the

t.he rcllowing years the Church

and the

to ev e n co nt.in ue

."<'.'1'''"';''1

front missionaries on

welcome

was so little activity that the Church Session
found it necessary to meet only once in <"1 period of six years. 26
It was not until the mid-1920s that

23
24 jVjcNeur, p.31

25 Tbi
~ .p ..:31
_ILl,
26 Lbid ,

nr·nC·T\C,,,t C'

November 2, 191

p.o

seemed to brighten once

"6'.>""
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In 1926, Mr F .L. Law returned to New Zealand from mission service in China.
Employed as e.saistant pastor

In

1909, Law initially met with much success

although, within a short space of time, a misunderstanding had led to his
from the Church. Nevertheless, the opportunity afforded by his
presence could not be overlooked. An invitation was advanced and, by .Iuly , Law
had acoe p

the position of Pe stor' to the

IHue;"e

Church. The attendance rate

quickly showed improvement and the lvlis siori began to exhibit
27 Indeed for the next few years, the Church once again served EiS a
central meeting
for many Dunedin Chinese. 28 Law served both the Church
and the Chinese community well, thus his
proved to be

t':;"l)< 11<:1'LlLJH

from the Mission in 1931

severe hardship.

Cl

The early 1930s saw the Mission f ace.d with another disheartening blow. The
reason for this tribulation was Reverend Don who, while employed as
had continued to rnaint.ain his interest in the progress of
the

the Chinese Mission. Indeed in 1922, as he
Missions Committee sent Don to
Conference in China. His

Zealand at a

New

proved to be a somewhat exterid ed one, no doubt

conscious of the fact that this would be the last time he would undertake such
a journey.29 Retirement followed his return to New Zealand in 1923 an d
he and his wife had settled in Ophir,

Otago. Don'

love for the area, as

well as his crig-r st.andin g relationship with the people, made it the obvious place
in which

should, as Don put it,

their new life.' 30 Thus, retirement

no means implied ste.z natron and Don soon involved himself in new pr-ote ct s
His interest in work among the young was renewed, while contributions to the
Outlook were also forthcoming. 31 Commissioned in 1931 to write a history of the
Presbyterian Church in Otag o for the
three years

Island with his

28 Moore, p.8S

30 Mc Neur, p.;'33

32 Ibid,

in the business 01' CU.ll\::C\.Hl.",

the mater-ial into book form. 32 In 1934, while

it and

31

s approaching jubilee, Don

pp.26 & 35

in order to be nearer the

:

·L ..~.

in Green
and puon s ner-

114
hu"tc>Y'''

meeting in Alexandr-e

L,-111'='U

33 On November

him away for a few

to return home. Just o ut.side Ranf ur-ly , Don had a sudden
34
heart attack and clied. His mission accomplished, Don at last reached Home.

2 he boarded the

The death of this pioneer rrussionar-y was a severe blow to the morale of a
already in decline. Indeed, Reverend William Mawson, who at this time
occupied the

of

Missions'

number of Chinese

que

in the area

a full-time worker. 35 The

w it.h this assessment

Missions Committee
decided to tempor-ari

whether the small

suspend the search for a

I_+imn

as cl result,

pastor. Thus, the wor-k

of continuing the Mission was left solely to the members of the Chinese Church
and the intermittent support of visiting missionaries, although
were also made for Reverend Y.S.

the mission worker in Auckland, to

periodically visit the Church. In

of the Auckland Mission since 1930,

Reverend Chau's work had seen positive results in terms of iricr-ee sed interest
line]

he not only established regular meetings but also

Ii

c1ass. 36

successful Young Men's Club, Sunday School, and

While the outr'each to Chinese continued to strengthen in Auckland, most
other missions were

Ii

lull equivalent to that in Dunedin. For

example, alt.ho ug h the work in Wellington initially saw a division of

between the Ang lice.n and Baptist Missions, these denominations combined their
efforts in the late 1930s. Unfor-tune.tely, this collabor-e tion met with little success
and in 19LJ9 the two denominations

the IVJission to stall.

Comparable to this situation was that of HiE:
different reasons, in that
In

('"r'+Y'A

population, but
made by

19 115 the region's Chinese populetion had almost
Christchurch accommcde

d

con aider-able Chinese

worker.

no
from

for

or

UU."~<H"

visits were

Thus, the

UL>CH'.,U

to the Chinese

New Zealand-wide was in decHneY
Thronghout the 1930s it had. become evident that the Iack of continuity in
of t he

the
Thus, the

Church was proving completely

Missions Cornmit.t.ee

33 McNeur,

34 Ibid,
35 Tbid ,
36 Ibid, ppJl6-7
37 Ibid, pp,LI3,49, & 52

its earlier decision arid in
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1940 Reverend A,I" Miller was inducted as the
The missionary soon discovered

s new minister.

Dune diris Chinese

that interest among

population was virtually non-existent. Indeed the task seemed. almost
hopele8s. 38 However, it was at this point that external circumstances saved the
Mission.

As

the outbreak of
to provide

hostilities in China
for the

the

and children of New

Zealand-s Chinese residents. Thus from 1939, an

number of families

many of whom chose to settle in Dunedin. This

were

increase in popule.tion gave rise to opportunities which were by no means lost
on Reverend Miller and the Chinese christian community. The new

(TY'AY1,T"

severe e s similet.icn problems which the Church was

were

suited to

alleviating. A new emphasis for mission work began to evolve

one that

importance on evangelism through social service. Thus, for example, Reverend
Miller and his willing workers provided necessary assistance in
while also

\.n"l>UiLF;

the worne n and children. Meanwhile,

dome.st.ic

Mrs Miller gave praeticalhelp in

and was

active in the care of babies, children and the sick. The entire
community endeavoured to help by any means possible and, as a result,
at teriderrce rates soon oe z an to show improvement, especially those of the Bible
Class which at.tr-act.ed an enthusiastic group of young new
Nevertheless, t.he apat hy

ini.tial aIienation often

cronO,Y'A

by years of an impotent Mission and the

imrnigr-ant.s, made the

by the

te sk a difficult one.

these obstacles, Reverend IVliller continued to

help and friendship, even extencung his mission to include

provide

coritect with other South Island Chinese. Unfortunately, these
took too

I'"'OAV"

a toll on the

Th,e

IlIJ,"':>,l.VIIUl.

ny,ti .. ,i,nrT

and on July 20, 194/1 he died

efforts
39

established between the HUSSIOJrwr'y and his Chinese

flock was t.est.ified to

fact that

'mourned as for one of their own k.ith

and kin.'40
While Mrs Miller ensured the immediate work of the Mission continued, the
Missions Committee asked Reverend

39

p.36

McNeur to

an

116

entire South Island Mission with

rTl1'''Y'T'''Y'C

in Dunedin. 41 With over

'fa years

in China, McNeur was the obvious choice for such cm
appointment. He was not only well-versed in Chinese

and customs but,
as an old friend of Dorrs , also had links to the Dunedin Mission. 42 McNeur was

described as kirid ,

a true g errtleman and while 'not natur-ally

endowed with talerrts of brilliance ... he made himself

front rank man

the

,43 The Chinese community

absolute consecration of every talent he

held J\1cNeur in high regard, largely due to the invaluable service rendered as
leader of the delegation which helped persuade the Prime lVlinister to allow
families to r-emain in New Zealand. Indeed, the Chinese As socie.ticn of
Otago and Southland issued a letter to all Chinese in the area encouraging them
Reverend McNeur and attend the Chinese Church e s often as

to
possible. 44

the Mis si on began to establish for itself an

important role in the community. Once the Church proved to be of

social value in terms of practical

its

relll":HlUb

influence increased.

Nevertheless, McNeur was of the opinion that the successful continuity of
the Mission depended on the appointment of
well to the community
Missions' Committee who

Chinese pastor who would relate
virtue of his race. 45 He took the matter to the
Cl

'that the interest of the local

in the

church will be increased through the presence of one of their own nationality
as their rninister.'46 Thus McNeur wrote to offer the position to Rev er-en d Y.T.
Fong, a former student who had train e d at the Uriion Theological
Can ton and was now

~"~'''''p,

in

in the Dutch East Indies

readily accepted the challenge - somewhat

that he was

leaving a Church with a membership of almo s t a t.housand for one with a

41 Ibid

p.2

43,J. McKenzie, "A Man of Christ"; a tribute to the late Dr G.H. McNeur on the
occasion of the
of two memorial
in the Chinese Church,
Dunedin, on
21 .July
Hocken
p.30

45 Ibid,
1950, p.B, c.3

47
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communicant member.

lj8

On June 21, 1950 Rever-end Fong, his wife, and four

children arrived to a

committee at Dune din station. One newspaper

the scene, especially the excitement and enthusiasm of the
new minister.

Small, alert, courteous Mr
was almo st too excited
to talk when he arrived with his wife and family by
the express and he fo un d rapid
in
Chinese with Dr McNeur and prominent members of
the local Chinese community easier t han ccnv errtional
in
49

McNeur helped ease the new minister into his duties, which included
regular Sunday afternoon services, a Bible class and Sunday School, as well
visrtmg members of the Chinese community arid

Once Fong was

,U._'HQUG>..A

literature.

in his new role, Reverend McNeur

W('lS

able to retire

from a lengthy career in mission work.
The JVlission was now ptaceo under the

of Heverend

arid

thus an era was brought to a close. The sun had set on a Mission that had been
and nurtured largely by
1950 onwards, t.he responsibility for

and

the Chinese w as

on Chinese shoulders. A new era had dawned.

Ij8

McNeur, p.39
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~.~.£1S~.,:!- . . .!::'.~l.l:l:JC..;l:_l~I.I.~ . '~, June 22, 1950, p.B, c.3

Ullldnce.

From

...

Almost a

been

endeavour

of

','Cl"'."

in an attempt to render the Chinese

the

pm,nln17(:>rl

('r"~nTf!,,,n

As

measurement of progress in matters of the soul is

rlt>crY"t>(:>

of success

by the Mission is not

'.,~~u.r

its progress.

I

Comprehensive
census results
''',LUll,;'

after 1881,

on Chinese
reveal that t he v e st

are scarce, but
';fH'·i+17

Unfortunately, the number of Chinese
U:H1S

it cannot be

what

were avowed

or

WfLS

not indicated

of the

population were christian and what proportion simply refused to declare their
affiliation.
of the

YEAR

1867
1871
187 1--1
1878
1881
1886
1891
1896
1901
1906
1911

BUDDHISTSj
CONFUCIANS

CHRISTIANS

in

Zealand

'I'OTAL
POPULATION

1 111

612
4 764

4 379
4 936
LI 1.72

3 928
3 391
2 432
1 452
1 501

4 816

I. 433
5 00 1--1
Lf 5 112
3 729
2 8 LI6
2 673

2 630
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cr-easmg number of Chinese were unaccounted

Although an
of

JJUl\J.'HL1""'"

the proportion

at least until the

and Corrtucians r-emained

years of the

the lack of official

Chinese

chr-ist.ian s , contemporaries verified that numer-ically the Mission was making
our Chinese work

little impact. As Timothy Fae

not show
converted ' , 2

are not

and easily seen
Reverend William Maw scn formed a

,"<lllil,U1

opinion on the

of first hand

by the Annual Inland Tours - 'Year after year they have
listened to the message which tells them of the
never

of the

possession of that hope'.) Reverend

but they have
e McNeur further

comparable

this situation after

within China

Mr Don's
is a most difficult one; the men he has
to deal with, most of them from the upper Poon Yue
district; are about the hardest flint I know, as far
susceptibility to spiritual influences is concerned.

Alt.hough t.he Chinese attended services or
Y'C>C'T,C>f,·t

with

and attention, it. seemed that little permanent rm pe cr was made on the

, only
major-ity. Thus even Reverend Don, t.he most zealous of
S
baptised around twenty converts.
to ensure that the cnanz of
heart. was both genuine and

a high standard from

those converts who wished to be be ot.ise.d or become members of t.he Church.
Indeed, Reverend A.L. Miller noted that

'nprn.'lr\Q

many whom he [Don] refrained

from receiving into full communion were at heart Christian, or had Ieasf had the
root of t.he matter in them.'6 However, the

was wise to be on his

as there was much evidence to show that many
to the nomerano r-eriou.nce o all
that. over half who

'''''01.,'"'

nr'p\;,;nll

ties with

p.I
Don, p.12

1972
Don,

New

l~'CCU'tU~,t

WeJ.S

estimated

ROI~,](~,TV

lack of

p,12

, "Who are

It

to be Chr'ist.ian.s wh.ile in Western
traditions,

returned to old

on t.heir return

120
understandtng as to what it meant to adhere to the
noted that the majority 'on return to

revert to

7 Don had
home

EiS

readily as they revert to their old Chinese dress.'8 Thus, not only were Mission
conversion rates low, but the authenticity of some of that number may
, although Don's car-eful
~UJ.!U!H5

of

was certa.in and the c narrg

no.41, p,12

8 A.

converts helped ensure

in

121
II

0) The Per-srstence of
As

the

low

was not

influential in terms of its own o ot.imiat.ic aims, Thus, the
how an d why the Chinese were so

as to

(T110"'Tl()1'1

immune to

Church's efforts.

The answer is complex and mult.idimen s ionul. Obviously, the

to t.he alien

Chinese ant.mat
social tr,E10IU0J1i.S

C'Y'D".TDrI

The very antiquity of
to

Y'''''r<l''·.·.

The

factor we s

of

a mind set that was

closed

and
<.A.n'>""O

and its glorious

'-"UU.!::"',!;:;

devotion

Taoism and Buddhism

while

to create an

stable society. As a result, the comper-etively modern teachings of
carried little

it was not only an alien faith but also more than
unable to st.e.nd the
of time. 9 Thus, time and

likely a

Don was confronted with the ar-gument that 'Confucius lived ten thousand ye er-s
ago, while Jesus lived only eighteen hundred years ago.,lO If this was t.he test
used to

then Christianity could only come a poor second.

At the outset, no doubt the Church (lid not realise that the Mission would
face such
for

HIICleCCl,

<OTlrf11n<r

"Y:4n1nl"

the t.e.sk

"'-'Hr"'{l

relatively easy. There was,

to the influence that the Western

no state

Church had exerted in political and social
adhere to any of three

.,"HUCC'-',

the

P ""L"'."',

C0111d

religions and often ad.. her-eo to all three at the

same time. Thus, it

that such a

would facilitate

adoption to the

[1

Christian

centuries upon centur-ies of reusnous traditions nr-everrteo

faith.

the Chinese from rela1:1ng to the alien notions embodied in
between

a

the

Church
For

of

even mentioned a deity who

9

10

no'",,,,,

Chinese

was

the

the idea of salvation front sin

fr"V'C>rn7C>

and overcame sin. The

._"'l'.. . '"

Confucianism concerrtrateo on this

of salvation was
<01 I

"!:',.",,

CAU ..

the

con stdermg that none of their

g r-ace was comtuerei

the

and

realm. Bu ddhi sm

.
M.J. Moore, "The

UJ,UC,')C

in New Zealand",

the lost to be

to suppress

122
al1

eocJ,"reo,c

and hope for a better r-e.incar-nat.ion. Taoism believed in the notion of

sin and a heaven that

an

in the

the debt was ever offered. I! Thus the Id ea of

red and no means of
rneel~lorn

but the balance sheet was

sins was not only alien but al s o

from

of Christian

was

to de at.h and the efter-Iife.
such, as

about the effect 01

"d'''HH:>, in their

gave little thought to the nature of life after death. The Chinese were

e saerrtielly a

cruerty concerned with matters of this world

rW''''''rn'''Tl

as a result, the emphasis Christianity placed on the afterlife was of little
, 'this life is so

relevance to them. As one Chinese miner

YO\I

of the next! ,12
inability of the two faiths to relate to each other was further exernpnried
by ancestor worship. This was in effect the prevailing religion for millions of
the observance of certain rituals in order to
and dead ancestor-s. As one contemporary mis

"1,"ep t ]
t.i
. f:ear, no't
a"l t.hei
", err- lif
.r eune
m

0

f d ea't1 1,

t

1I)U:

0

noted 'they are

f t.h
.r e

(1"

(,~a("~.'
I10melac
1 I
_ A 13 E:;'a"c1"1
"

a small shrine, or ancestrallwll, which housed a tablet of wood

""'" BIB

names of the deceased. The family would kneel before the
and

Home.g e

burn

w as

also

to

r-e or-eserrtattons of gods, such as Kwantai (god of
t.he so u th seas)j11Lf To t.he

this

evil

IS

the

bow, light
wooden

and Hung
was I)ure an.d

or

k.HJLLUI",

stone

(god of

or r-o -r c s c

contravening a basic Biblical commandment which stated 'you shall not make for
yourself an idol in the form of
or

in heaven above or on the earth beneath

the waters below. You shall not bow down to them or

the Lord your
met with even

am

Cl

determination on the

risk the vengeance that t.he
Similar adherence to

11

God .. .' 15

+Y'"dihiOY·,

resolve on
of the

of 0 be di erice would

\~~LlL'CC)t:;,

<"'Y""'"

for I,
issue was
who could not
upon them.

was exhibited arnong the New Zealand Chinese who

no.zs, p.2B

12, 1

12

14

15

1899, vol. VI, no. 30, p.22. Also see N. Ritchie ,
cnaeotogv and History of the Chirre se in Scn,lthern New
the Nineteenth
", p.66
verse 6
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not only had small shrines in their huts, but built
J.J'-"CH)CC"

temples, or

in settlements such as Round Hill and Lawrence.

t.hat at Hound Hill 'the temple of Kwant.ai
little attention

given to the

of

U.C)C)j'Jll

"'U'-U'''O'J,

Don commented

has

diverted the

House next door.' 16 The fear of evil

was not lessened

and thus continued to

the lives of Chinese miner-s.

with

mind set that was 'such a

demonolatry, extreme

clannishness, conservatism, love of
\:70'1;; [.)(:;.l

and

in the

that the

falls upon a very uncompromising seed-bed.,l?

The tradition of ancestor worship also reinforced e range of superstitious
including lucky and unlucky omens. One
an e s serit.ial

the Chinese Almanac which

of such superstition was
of lucky and unlucky

Headings included Aus picio us Days for Piercing Girls'
Binding Girls'
for Buying

Auspicious

for

Auspicious

for

Boys'

Auspicious
Silkworms. lS

and Auspicious

often hindered the progress of the Mission, as demonstrated
linking Don's presence to unfevcur-a'ble

the miners

in. the w eat.her-,

drought or floods, For example, one Chinese set.tlernerit near Wail',aia refused to
attend Don's meeting on the grounds that his presence had ceu se.d heavy rains
and flooding.
so

all

the

his next visit the weather was hot and
miners

attended

19

Don'

presence

fears in connection with the etfectrvenes s of
two fatalities in the Manuherikia
was welcomed

the

were

claims. While

as most had clone

the death of Chinese who

were friends with Don an d other

served to

free intercourse with t he

the mrs stonorya

with the miners was seldom consistent and Don had to
] are

downs [in

16
17

1905-06, p.JO

IS

1893-94, p.f.O

19

20

21

p.39
H396-7, pp,12-13

evo ke d

on his presence, the

at Thomson's

well in their claims since his last visit. 20

also

'the evil of

t.hat "such ups and

of our work, and to me Eire

124

,22

often

Chinese miner and later a convert to

As .Jame s

'our people do not wish to serve

'._",'n,,",

will sUffer,'23

r ef'use

for

but know not how to ev oid

after yeur s of

the hold of ancestor

in a Western

,~nn-,r<

11"-ir,,,"

and super

although the Church did not n ece s s ar

fenr

benefit from this.

tJreocc:ul)atlc1n with dead r-el ativ e s was

with
which was

living reletive s and the family

so,

SlJn:,ng:U1I3]'leG ill

the irnmigr-at.ion of wives and children. Reunited families tended

the la.te 1930s

to focus on their own r elation ship s, rnaintaining the
placed on the

unit. Thus, the

Chin e se drew emotional

strength and sustenance from human relationships rather than
1
Church for hope and Y' r> rv "Y'" ere. n, ;_,.'~ -t 2,
Years

accult.ur-a tion also

of

toleration to come to the fore. As
that the miners

IJCF.UU

to the

Chinese religious

hostility diminished, the missionaries

to

basic Christicm teachmz

teachings were usually

these
philosophies arid

therefore did not alter the miners'

or their way of life. As Don eXIH,aUWCl,
- not

'what Chinese suffer mostly from is not incredulity but
belief in. too little, but belief

ill

too rnu,cfL.,25 Many Ch in e se came to

of Christianity, the Crucifixion arid
mir acte s, just as

To a

rIt'{'P''''

the

the acco unt.s of

as they acceoteci the many Buddhist and Taoist stories.
in the art of

who were

in three

different philosophical sv s tems, the addition of another, at a
was no

trial.

Thus, the

of Chinese

to be e considerable

obstacle to the progress of the Mission. Don concluded that 'Chinese ears have
the

of

what their owner wishes to heer-'

any statements

that could not be as similated or harmonised with their own beliefs were
immediately excluded. 26

22
23

1896-7, p.32

r.

24 B.C.B. Thornton, "The
Durie din
", pp.108-9
25
26

1909-11,

l.IUU";':HO,

Chinese

Dutch Communities in
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Per-adoxice lly, whatever' progress the Mis siou made only served to create
further barriers to

were viewed

countrymen in one of two ways - either as shrewd

their
who were

Chr-lstian only in name so as to attr-act Western business; or as
traitors who had fallen under the spell of the

ITV", r , Y ' r

27 Once it was

determined that the conversion was indeed genuine and tr-e dit.ion al
Chinese Christians became

of scorn, recrimination and

persecution. Such animosity was exemplified

events

ou tbr-eak but,

Rebellion; essentially an

the Boxer

the law of guilt by
and killed,28

hundreds of Chinese Christians were
Humours circulating among the miners

were

e strtred , albeit in a distorted fe shinn ,

'that in China it is the custom for both men and women to be branded on joining
the Christian ch ur-ch. Home letters s tat e
and beheaded,

'H

that

been identified

i111

Christians there have been

the cross st.emped on the crown

of their head. ,29
Thus the fear of recrimination caused many a heart to
no means an idle threat even in New Zealan d
often

nprC,p,'llTp,i

\A,I"lPY"P

was

Chinese Christians were

by their corrq>m,llC)n:s. Don Ciune across many such """

including verbal abuse

terms such as "Jesus

"1'.'"

of

" and "S'haat"

(which translates as "Kill") were common refrains. 30 Persecution was not only
verbal in nature but also economic. Peter Ah

told the rru.ssron ar y that his

clansmen had ostracised him and not only refused to pe.y him due wages but also
all debts
Chinese store

to him,31 Anot.her-

who owned

El

local

that he had not cl 'pennyworth of custom' from his
,
smce

fellow
was forced

I}
.
rne
Salvation

by

to

("1'.rur'cn
"','m 'W,a1'1uua.
. 32 Ah
J

his

subs tnnt ial claim at

Weatherstones and 1i11(eup anot.her more isolated claim from which he could

27

28

1900-C)l,
c:::,;::::_::::::",,-::,': '

octo ber 20, 1900, voL

29

p.J

30

1894-94,

31

1890-91,

32

p.26
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earn a living. 33
'~.I'''''·V

Thus, Chinese Christians became

of scorn and anger, st.lgmet.ised as

was based less on

This

for the

Chinese as a race could be remarkably toler-ant of other
np'r'r'p~,tjnn

that their

had been

their very" Chineseness". To become

Cl

them on the

ror-ersrn er-s into

Chr-is tian was to

t,£>hC"'U1

one's

Sentiment

(Hi)

Although religious differences
a

a major hindrance to the Mission,

emorig Chinese

to have equally debilitating

Reverend Don often encountered this

attitude,

commenting that 'it is mainly their profound contempt for things
-r-,Y'·o"'o·Yrt

our Chinese

for

in hundreds.,3
to a

Hostility towards the West was
activity within China. Western interference and

that

1
1

extent

zr-es sron in China

WdS rl"'o.r,'"

as were the many terms and

forced upon the nation.

and

enabled Western

Conditions such as

their own small settlements, over

countries to e st.eblisb within certain
had

which the Chinese

no

rsdtctron. This exntortet.to

of Chinas vulnerabilities left many an embittered patriot.
This resentment

Wd.S

settlement in Western

no means

Thus,

New Zealand Chinese r-emained

the Sino-

.renane se War when the

that China was

fast losing the battle, New Zee.land Chinese refused to
that 'the idee of the
UH}U,~.,35 These 'fal.se

this news.

Chine se
' were held to be

sentiment was

thus further

"'''','·'11O,·tU

to t.he Dwarfs
hrn"'"

of t.he

IS

5',

36 Once this eltlibHle took

even the most trivial matters were used to excite additional
t.he tact t.hat

.D"'e;'UHu.

and her colonies were ruled by a woman

33 Ann u al Inlan d To u r 1887- 8 8, ,.~. S'.~v;t.~.~l~"; "'.'''I'.~."'::~_': . l."""':'.'?:'".I"::J'.'::I;:~.;l:C~.l~l.,
vol.II, rio.B, p.147

35
36

1894-5, p.17

",Y'll:'>Y'U

1, HHHJ,
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was a source of

the fact that China, for all intents and
purposes, had been under the control of the
since 1862. 37
While

nt,-t'(W'P,ety;

sentiment was

source of this attitude

the
n r,<:»'i ".-ri·h 7

to all

WE}S

China's tradition ill belief in its inherent

races, The Chinese held

helel Em ethnocentric view

the

of the world which
LU;.,UI,.lUll,

Western incursion,

of

This was not an

as the centre of

unreasonable assessment

'_Ull"'"~,lG"

sense, had not

that "the world", in C'hine.s limited
of advancement, Thus,

"'L.UU"

S

was

sense of

fostered by a long history of dominance in terms of both

g'e,o~:nlP!rl1(~Ell position

they held to the belief

and cultural

was] nothing to see and nothing to

that 'outside of China

,38 As

while the Western presence was
admirat.ion , envy or even

('l1>"1<,,,,,,t''7

little

The same could be

of which made it

El

for Western
in Chinese eyes,39

11C,_C;O,:'Ul

held t.hat if .Je sus Christ was indeed the Saviour and Creator
of the world, as the West

"~,u ..,,.. ,.,"

then he would have

although some overcame this problem by

been born in China

.Judea wit.hin the realms of

China!IIO Moreover, t.he undermining of Chinese superiority by various
the view that China should seek to

of Western
remain wholly unt.ainted by Western
As one Chinese miner

Ll1JL'"'.'C"LL\,c'nJ,

l~o;pl~ClelUI.'y

'even if you skin

Chinese, China and the West have their

',U.,,-,"VI,'.O

influences.

you will still be

a

and each should

follow its own. ,41
A belief in their own inherent
and the West
all the more

c:nrlprlIYI"'l

was

unfortunately it

served to make t.he.ir

The Br'i tis h Empire
of China as an

full of vice, torture,

t.hat

the one

and oppression,112

LH,"-:;U

land
self-

12B
Victorian
influence of Western

that the ChInese were in need of the
by means of Chr-istianit.y. This view was

Kiplin.g in the poem "White Man's Burden"

Take up the White Man's Burden Send forth the best ye br-eed Go bind your sons to exile
To serve your captiv es '
To want in heavy harness
On fluttered folk and wild Your new-caught sullen people,
Half-devil and half-child.

New Zealand's European settlers also perceived themselves to be superior
to their Chinese

thus contact between the two races wes , at least

Init.ielly , hardly conducive to war m r-elat.ion s.
Chinese as
lvlis sion.

this perception of the

and its external consequences, had a serious irrrpact on the

Often, Chinese miners

themselves from attending Don's

on the grounds that they feared Iar-rikln attacks when
night from the meeting. 43 Moreover, it was

common for

at
d

group of

European youths to interrupt the services arid harass those
Unfortunately, missionaries were often made the

"'('~'T,(,-(f(';)T
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for such offenses

the Chinese and thus a war-m welcome one year could turn into suspicion
and disdain the next. 45 Therefore, Western
both at
home in China and abr-oad in New

much

resentment to the detriment of the Christian

(iv)

Hvnnprl~V

A further hindrance to the

of Chr-istianity was the fail ur-e of

European society to provide an

which the Chinese might in any way

wish to emulate. What they saw of colonial
the superiority of their own

"

"

44

did not encourage them to call
and

into

often exerted a thoroughly unchristian influence,

In lan d To U r 1889-90, ,'"~,':~..''',,,~'::',,':''.';'':.:''::_'. A,,'..'~, __:':,c':,.':.~.':', ..',~".L~~':~A~:':,';~,'.~' Mflrch, 1, Hl90,
vo1.IV, no.9, p.16 LI

Cl,uc H 'HU
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in their very words and actions the values their
based on. As Don

r")rn;~'r",,,,"'!

h''''T''''''''lCU

too many
.,46 Benjamin Wong

with Eur-o peens for them to become
return from

the

wes

and before his conversion to Christianity,

evident in Western "Chr-Ist.ian "

Ut;CUHIF:;

, on his

LH~UIHJ.~G"_< that

the

served to reinforce the

of Chinese

are a
factor for evil in the
between our
and
Those of
our people who travel see quite
that the
western nations
quite as much ClS
our people. I am well acquainted with the lives of our
lower classes and I am
live on a
higher moral
t.han European people of the same
class, an d we want to know why you don't cure
before g
in for "
11
others.
There is more vice and immorality in a
than in a Chirie se
of an equal population. Our
hes sufficed us for thousands of years. We helve
held it while you have
yours s ev er-al times.
'j'-C"c>,u'-C,,,,, you Westerns have not
decided among
yourselves what it is you really believeY
'-'HA"VU.o

Such manifest hypocrisy srg mrrcan

er-mined the

to many as Iittle more than
splintered into a

of

and opposing groups who merely paid

Inci.ple sr It.s only real

service to

philosophy,

Cl

was to provide a set of values

which the Chinese were

to fall profoundly

short.

(v) Assimilation Pr'obtems
1H1 d

The vast

\ T l r T '11

on the recommendation of relatives. Here were two
two very different
As New Zea.land's

46

no under

those who arrived

Western culture or

Tyv'""",rl

~l

i++"Y",n-,+

to find common

1894-95, p.63

1889, p ,

cA

r'"~r,,r'T

of

from China

races, moulded
on which

rustor-v of race r-eratron s

difficult for many years, exacerbated as it was by the

'CUCIU,lllF:;

'-""\1<'.:>

ac'Y),'r;·,!

this

i'nrnT'Ir','1()Y)
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among

in almo st

that 'the Chinese are our

every action and thought.'48 Even Don cornmented that 'it is never safe to

Chinarne.n and

assume the actions of

in

El

cases will
;J ,40
'flus
.
cppo secr.":

but of ten safe to set such actions
lack of

"".'CH".H.";;

the fact

and common cultural

as few Chinese had any
l~UlrCn)lednS had

Even

was further exacer:

,<Y·,,,,nrl

the

was

of the

any

of the Cantonese dialect.

hampered

by

communication

ncier-s tancnnc s often occurred. For
Don speak was

U'''6'''J.OU

problems

and

one

to say 'Whatever Teacher Don was

today, I don't know.'50

at

difficulties were further

Chinese illiteracy. The

majority of migrants came from poor

stock

among whom education standards were very low. Thus, the booklets pr-o d uce d
to aid the

t he christian rnessage in simple and

by

terms, were of little use to the
noted,

As

of illiterate

51

e s sirnilation into New Zealand

WdS

hinder-ed by their sojourner outlook. The miners came to the
country with one aim in view: to make their fortune an d return home
as possible.

to and
not on the

WilS

to
Western

c- rv rvv

i1S

Cl

of Western culture and

Some Chinese wer-e of the view that conversion

was
as
as the converts intended to remain in
52 However, as the majority .LH>,',''''''',''"'' to return to
c:st , ,

were, on the

not interested

""J'A'.~.JL'6

only serve to assimilate them into Western s ocre t

cm alien

that would

fd: the expense of their own

cultural ties.
As

a

result of

this

outlook,

mobile. The

tvortied t.his trend as
0\"".1'_'''F'.

any.

48
49 Ibid
50
51
52

1B90-91, pp.17-18
p.16

was

whole was very

after rumours of

were not

the

but the
had no

ties to the

Don often found that where a minirig camp

and
Wd.S
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one year,

','.JH"aUCC~L

r.1

due to a

the Irihabitants." Often the

111

a real

JllOl!'dllf;

the next Inland Tour attitudes had

·,rnn;,.f'T

would be close to

on a member of his flock

the miner had moved to another

altered

to find on his next visit that.

where there was no

that this

on. 54 An obstacle of this nature could

progress would be

be

the passage of time. Once the Chinese rnoved to urban

overcome

the population became more

clue to the influence of

stablished business ventures. Nevertheless it was not urrtil the late
1930s, when Chinese families were once again reunited, t.hat assimilation
outlook was well and truly laid to rest. Thus, frorn

earnest and the
this point on, Christianity

,",,~.n,.u

from an increased r-eoejrttv erie.ss among the

Chinese community to the Western

cn'''le,"!"u

t.hat was now their home.

Paradoxically, a further impediment to the success of the Mission during the
nineteenth century was the loss of this

to be an

"N ew Gold Hill"

outlook. For many Chinese the
. As much of the

OmT\TU

the end of the Hl80s, a srg nrncant number could

had been exhausted

gold to provide for de ily

scrape

expenses. Thus, the

dream of returning to China with untold
Elderly miners were eSDeCl,EUl
failed to

for

turned to tatter-so
pete s snes s as their

prone to a sense of

results - indeed many

their homeland
interest in everyt.hing

55 This

up hope of ever

of

caused many to lose

themselves alive. Don, for

"",,,...,,roT

r-e ornnandect by one Chinaman for

t.o

was

to feed the soul when it was

the body that was hungry. 'You see I can
can I

'_""'J.IH.F

enough to eat - how then

the doctrine. ,56 Thus the

bitterness

ss and
of

both riches and home only served to
of many Chinese. 57
'::>'-"".)"1';

t.en srty the an ti-echr-is tian attitude

This sense of desperation often exhibited itself in aC1CUCLJlOflSj' sometimes to
CH'.~'.IJI..lU',

to gambling and opium. Opium

but

such as fan tan and

53

,::>i1I'U.l'd.U5

were not

1890--90, p.2
1901, vol.

55
56

1096-97,

57

1909-11, p.19

p.22

awl the tr-e.dit.ione l
among the few
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community, but

open to the

leisure

cultur-e

reinforce links to their
l'H~:V(~ncHI~l(~S~), these

while

alien

activities often became sources of

>~"T"r>

for

to escape from the realities of
~'u,"'-'uu"

nY",n;'lr!,c'r!

nnn"y--t"y,it"

of instant

an escape from o epres s mg

these addictions """"",,,,,,,1 to further

,mT",r'c.

the

f\r'"pn't

while sometimes
the
take in the ]Vlessclge. 58 Don al so found that
ideas, but

to

the face of a

those who were oecommz
mining life.

also

others away

of

were seldom in a fit st.ate to
closed to new
the tms sto ner y 59 Even

ridiculing and

aft.er the Chinese Church was built and regular services established, attendance
on a Sunday night. 60

rates dropped when g amblirig was established
This lack of enthusiasm among

addicts was

considering that Christianity
deplorable. Indeed, it

to be

that many of the miner-s: foremost

wrong and should be r-eiect.ed. This not only applied to

were
f111<i

opium but

also to the very motivation behind their immigration to New Zealand .- the desire
for untold wealth, As one Chinese miner
for be says it is wrong to

Don

this sort of message proved to be U"'H'"
Pi1Y the cost

Y--ar11I1rorl

when

59
60

'no one goes to hear teacher
riches.' 61 In a

lip

sole motivation was to lay up ,

where the

58

'""'lU'CHilC'j,

The Chinese were not

riches' ,
nr'a'",'"'>,,,"

.nr-rs uarnt.y in return for promised spiritual
was muc h closer at hand,

rn~\Tal'"

1890-91,
p,19
1912,

p.6

to

Y--'e>\A1.1l,Y'd
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OIl HINDRANCE?

III

If their was one man upon whom much of t.he

for the Mission

Y'"cn,nr,

fell, and if there was one man whom the Chinese e s sociat.ed
it was Reverend Don. While he was
Church's response t.o t.he

H<1,I<:;,,:><:;,

no means

the missionary
for the

cn,p,,, v'pc:nnn

he was nevertheless

to be at. the

nC'Y'f't'l

forefront of the IlHSSIO]nary effort in t.he minds of most of his corrtemnor-ar-i
Asian and European alike.
Although the situation was difficult and the problems were generated
factors

beyond Don's control, finally the

of the Mission's

for its own fcd.lure must be assessed. Cer-t.ain ly the ]\1ission' s
sphere of outr-each was too widespread to be effective. While Don was
responsible for the Chinese scattered throughout
responsibility to reach those
for

Cl

d,,",,;.i

, he also felt a

As it was, many Chinese only saw the

few brief hours every year and, to minds that knew

H'-'L,HUll!".

about. the Christian message, this time

to be ineffective. Don

himself bemoaned the length of time between visits,

the number of Chinese
the year.'62 yet he was at

who

Cl

loss to know how to improve the situation. There were very few local
who had an

()L1' I

,\AJIHAHLF,

"r' rr c»

of Chirre se cust.oms an d
Moreover,

of the Chinese
term success, eaueciau

with little

ITld.JlllerS

the

the
restricted.

to the success 01 any

Of

attitudes and attributes of its r-e or'ese nt.e
hindered

IHl

catechist s had rnet

Mission lacke d merrpower:

be

well as

a lack of

were the

Mission progress could

er steridrng and

one ccrrtempor-er-y

critic noted of mis sionery ende.avour- in

their [the missionaries]
to
the
ne.tiv e] minds as so many
which had
to be
()n,njh"ri of the stuff which is in them and refilled with
the par-ticular form of doctrine
, the mlSSlOlli1JCI
are
in
, is
one among
several causes of the mission failures.

Thus it was

62
63

Don's

character find capebilit.les that

1890-91, p.Lt
!VI

1.• 1 ~

cr-u cial

to the
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effectiveness of the Mission to the Chinese.

Ey'e-'WJltIJLe!';S Accounts

Certainly, Don's

s left no doubt as to his worth. For exarnpre

a former pupil, Dr .Io hn Kirli;, from

s

in London , testified to the

of character and

LC'CH~C>"

of purpose.

I have never known any other man, who, like him,

combined in so remarkable a way a strong an d
forceful character with such
With the courage of a Lion, he could stand
fast when others wilted and
the line of least
r-e si s tence
the Chinese trusted him and understood
his patient
of purpose as he went in and out
amongst them, able and ready to talk to them in their
own
about anything or
, but
too about .Ies us Christ. 64
H'

had only words of
Don's untiring efforts among the

GJ.LU;l\C:;,"C

for

during his lifetime.

He was a awn of fait.h an d vision devoted to the
Chinese . ., find no toil was too
in order that he
might reach the
Chinese miners ... with the
message of the 1~(lCn,~"j

Dr Rutherford Wdddell, who bad often been Doris ally and friend, also
the mlSSlOJnury's endeevour-s.

Mr Don's devoted obedience ... made him Cl man of
vision. He saw the
bilit.ies of a
!Vlission
where others saw
but v.rnn e semeri. But he did
more. He
the
is where most of us
fail ... It is too

acco unt.s

Don in

and

on warmth and trust, Once

1

6 1 Don, pp.27-e
65 Lbi
~ p.
. '0
.. 1Cl,
I

the

to the fuel that the Ch ine se also held
lrnnV'Q

of an

became familiar with the """"'~V'''H

based
cee sm g to
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us picron , a real

view him with hostility and
U!'<LU,q

>"""Y'''Y'1-

was

Don's cuuee g ue s witnessed the warm relationship that sprang up

the rrns sroriar-y and his

h"+",-",,,

'-lL'V'''.

One
which my
r-emar-ked, (HId
which did not fail to
me, was the way in which
the faces of the men would
IIp when
"Teacher Don". Their confidence in him
seems to be unbounded. 67

rrn",,,irlf'

As the

as

to the end, the Chinese were
Reverend Dr

1"'-,rr-c/,'Y"u,n

TH"C,(,tlr,c,

(~r'nY'cf<'

in

McNeur

Y,r,+ad

people on the basis of their actions rather than mere words. 68
approach of T'~t>".r"

Don's

pr-actical service wherever pOS

won the confidence of these
increased

and

a

valuable

friendship did not often

Doors were opened,
relationship developed. 69 Nevertheless,

over into

this

LU':H'~l:'~C,,,.lll"

(ii) A Raciat Mis.sionar-y

It

11<1S

been argued by Dr .Jemes

perception, Don was
years

of

biased

contemporary
'A8"""-'"

the nineteenth

when

the Chinese at least until the le tter:
he

to develop a

of his £1ock. 70

Modern myth has it that Don loved the Chinese and
vice versa. This was not so. Don was
racist
towards the New Zealand-Chinese
[arid it is]
doubtful
he
more t.han a few of
them as
H'

Don is "Y'I'CC.,-,,+,"rl as an uncomprormstng , inflexible and

67

nrn;-,ru

69
70
71

a.

13, 1904, vat.

no.

p.15

ULtU,,;;;

man whose open
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for the merrecti

hostility towards the Chinese was
Mission well into the twentieth.

River-ton is seen to .\.'0"'"

ss of the

The

to

much ev iderrce of this

of the Mission made little imoacr on the Chinese

this

Don's comments sometimes

a certain

Ul.'" IJJ'U.)

ti,,(,Y·oc,

while

of

One quite
with the Chinese would not
believe that
and self-esteem could go so f,1r
... one who knows them well would
show no
72

This comment

the essential

to

racist

his first few years of involvement in Mission work. 73
did not un der-sf.e nd Chinese
mind; 'he w as , in

traditions; he did not understand the
with the

1
Chinese' .7 1

,HId cultural

While he had

time in

toured

various missions and begun to master the difficult Cantonese

these

amounted to little more than clots on a page that still needed.
to be joined together in order to form cl complete
Chinese

to be

'.<8"U"

t.h e

As he commented after an urrs ucce s sful

to garner

from the Chinese community for one of its own who

contracted

had

Time an d

it

was

'just

ano th er-

of

mcornpr-e.hen si blene ss of the Chinese character ... So I left
75
Who can understand the
as if
PI)I'{kH::l1.1n;g" the situation from

cl

Western cultured

\lUll'-'."""'-,

the

my head
Don was
therefore

Western expectatrons which proved equally mcompr-eheristble to the Chinese. As

a re

s

attitude during his time in River-ton seemed

to be one of erinoyence and intense frustration at his lack of progress and
to under-stand the Chine se
In 1886 Don transferred to Lawrence

72

to Dr

1, Hl83, voLV,

73 For further ,,-,>"cuup
1, Hl8 Lf , vei.vr, no.
p,25
.Q",.ni·",rnh,<:H' 1, 1884, vol.VI, no.3,
3-4 Lf
December 1, 1 S B 4 , p . 1 0 5
1, Hl83, voLV,
75

April 1, H38LI , vot.v, no.LO, p.fl3

, continued to

pA7
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more

make damaging statements which
while the

actual

IHJllG,:>G

sarcasm than

offered rr-ieno sm

in return,

Don was an
of the
statement ... He combined
truth, but not the whole truth ,,.

of

who distanced themselves
from European

SOICIE~t

because of racial hostility, would welcome with open arms
,JU'-U,'~'-;,:>, as

a proponent of those same
tone of his diaries

they in fact

JVlore importantly, the

that during this period Don became

in his att.ltu de towards his flock,
different treatment.,77 He

that 'the Chinese

himself as their

in the fdce of

'If we co uld only see it, t.he Chine se
to the colonie s ' 78 ~ arid beg an to
were

rprT-.,iy',,>

ar~e

a

"I",., benefit

n ....

of

cm

the Chirie.se

his

] hides our
it he sees fhat
missionaries are "the twin plag ue.s of

lamp

[Western

w hat of the Chinese

Thus, Don be gan to exhibit

less s

antipathy to Chinese

to deal with the

problems

during his theological
1888 the lack of

suitability for the
relationship with

nnc"!'r-.nn

'U-L'F>LLn".

in his

progress eau sed Don to
M·tl<>llnT,'t

Chinese

to establish

(Tl1'.>C'Tl

kind of close

the way ahead seemed

bleak. Don later recalled the nopere s sne s s of those times.
A
period, I corrte s s , occurred after t.he
y ear", when
the cat echiat , Kwok
's
combined with a rather
unsympathetic study of Chinese
brought the demon
r-ather- near,tlO

76

77 New
78
79

1886,

p.23

Ius

no.2, p.21
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On the basis of this passage,

has

that during 1888, and

'XAULU

in 1£393·-

Don

a mental breakdown which deteriorated into
SI
depression. As difficult as it is to mak.e med ical judgements from
tone of his

the

in

ronr\rt

Loss of faith

was less medical

his

UU'HLUC'",

and

seemed to be eit the core of Don'

Mission

answer to these

point

for
in

an

the

But ... the darkest hour is nearest the dawn, The
Annual Inland Tours then
in C'~'Y'Y"C><.", on which
so much
from Chinese arid
was
met, and so much better
offered for 0'''''",'''';'''(
Chinese char-acterthat the
82
Ud,:::;:";ClI.

n closer r-ele tion s hi p with the C'hin eae

Here was the means of

miners. If the mountain would not go to Mohammed than Mohammed would go to
the mountain.
to be a br-eak-rt.hr-ough for Don find his

The Annual Inland Tours
While not dr-amat.icalfy
an

the number of

opportunity for

llI],(H:~r-S,,'UL1",H'5 arid

between Don and his miners. The
often

was

did

friendship to develop

no means the "saint"

him as, but he was

enthusiastic.

He had his weaknesses, {Hid his occasional overand
Clttitude to
folk was in
marked contrast
his
toler-anoe tuwar-d his
Chinese brethren.

for the Chine

Thus, Don's

was

intolerance of

an
Church. 8!!

81

, p.?

82 A.

83 G.H.

OClr-l1rl1n<y

at the
the Chinese
Kwok Wili
Ann u aJ 1nl Cln d Tour HJa '7--Ba,
no.B, p.llt7

'''..'::.Y_V.. ~L'~~~':.!J'':''.','.'::'. ,'.:l...C.;."'.."'"y~c.:C;.:'...':':'..l ','
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In 189 Ll , ill-health saw Don take a break from Mission work. Although
fJS

that the reason for this was a reoccurrence of maru.c
G'~ln'u"" ....,,-,'u

asserted
that it took

most
nQ,"Y""

it as 'an attack of inf.lueriz a

, and did o.amag e to my nervous

four months of

and

H.

[

such

.,S6 P ri or to this

bout of ill-health, Don had pushed his errthu siasrn for mission to extremes. While
involved with the Inland Tours and the

of a

c:n~rl1n er

mis si.on base

in Durie din , he also undertook medical studies in order to better fit himself for
mission work as .'1 whole. S? Thus, stress of overwork took its toll on the
's health an d an enforced period of rest and

WdS

there seemed to be no end to his energy, find all his
efforts were dir-ected towards encouraging growth not only in the home mission
,,,.J·1 y,,< a
missions.
but also in the work of
to China to adv ance the
Don explained the

work of

of his new-found

years' work among the Chinese 'has
me
new eyes and ears. The
world wherein I
walked on my former visit dazed and bewildered: this
t.irne it
like an open
the one [I] wanted to
Yl"U-"l""'~ hours a day,SS

So, was Don

Were his

Mission?S9 While Dr Ng
progress,

the

for the inhibition of a
of t11e

's

of Lhe Chinese 90, in the final

sessment he argues that Don's eHorts were not only {\ Iailur-e but excee d me
harmful.

fJS

S6
L::__=:_:e:-=_.e:-::..:.'

November

fJS A.
fJ9

, p.17
reapeCl at last ll,

Don was very unfortunate for the collective image of
New Zealand Chinese ... I would class him and the
Premier R.J. Seddon
the two worst detractors of
the Chinese last
91

Can Don' s efforts be

to the Premier at the forefront of
some of the

comments seem

- indeed, he described
as 'a

the Chinese attitude Lo

11rffl1nrf

sea of hate and

with its dark. billows like to overwhelm the lone
a

s

or what is even worse,

sea of unsympathy, wh e n the calm slimy surface of

makes

at heart. m Don was very much a man of his time, and even more so e

me

zealous Christian of the

utterly convinced of the truth of his own

It is in this context that many of his remarks must be con sruer-ect: fr-om

conviction rather than r-acial bigotry.

the position of

of primary

Religion, not race, w as
of Mission involvement

o v t s-r

1',+

to Don. His first years

irnT\f',rl

him that atta;clz.ing Chinese culture and national

pride merely created

needless barrier to conversion.

came to value Chinas cultural
As the rnis siorier-y became rnore

Don

and the traditions of its
cnnrHH',liur>

of Chinese culture, he

also became less supportive of their assimilation into Western societv , As a
within the Ot ag o Chur-ch,

result, he proved to be something of an
Essentially, the Church was concerned with Lhe

to be as similetiori through

he became

r>f>rnl'l;.,l't

one of

means of conversion an d
his

C'V~"YJT.lo,

anti

As

cede brate certain traditional te

91 cJ ,
92

93 Ibid,

Lt

were

he e dv ocat.e d the retention of the queue on the

basis t.hat 'a Chinese man's queue has no more to do with his
sleeves have. ,9~ The

with,

"H,UUil,C:HU1.J

some traditional cultural ree tur-es not in conflict with
DOIl.For

this

''1"1

outreach.

the Church's primary motives was
assimilation. 93 Iriit ially , Don followed this AT'TH,()~.r'I·,
the Chinese

s

threat to

t.he Chinese presence. The best means of

well-being posed
,"nnp'rtY"pri

nArr'Al'\10,;

111so

the Chinese

than his
Church to

such as the Chinese New Year,

.LUUCCU,

p.9

Jl+l

an

Don

'ro"f'.rri

,-,!jUH',;;.:>C

that a

flock - 'I have

to learn

have a min d to,' 95 He was even, covetous of

what the Chinese cannot

say

for

tnr01<YrlPr

missionaries who, by virtue of their birth, 'can

dare not say without

same

offence; he can say the

<H"'"P"'Tl U,,,",,

Don was

,96

a considerable
for the Chinese came an

In other

of their cultural traditions. As n
to tnke

distinction between culture

This was very much a

and
but

and often unconscious process,
and

Don's

revealed a

,n"r".rll",,'(

the

e bility to

dnti-elssimildtionist

between conversion to

conversion to Western culture, Nevertheless, it must be said t.hat., as
messenger of the Go

Don continued to

such as

and opium

of Chinese culture,

.""lUJ"dJlIX,

Immor-al and mere pag an

which he

to be

he saw that conversion to

rncru o e.c the adopt.ion of many Western moral stander-ds.
dn

of

meant that while the

c:ondemned some Chirie se

he was often able to express

compassion for the

rn()"t""",C

behind such behaviour. For exarnpre , although Don

oppo se d HIe

to opium, he

'resort to the

that many Chinese

to soothe the pangs of

Thus like the

Jesuit

to China, Don

cornme.ndable

cultural sensitivity, but unlike those same mis aio nar-Ies this was not a
purpose of

adoption of Chinese manners for the
the

l!

u,:>

C,.

"'-'H.~,,_

converts. In
and

'-"HH

cultural

rather than for the express purpose of
In

Cl

sense, Don had become

11 C"lH',-JJ"CU,".

tr-an sfor-rned
nC'Y'('ln')hnn

the Mission's most

His initial Irrtoler-e nce find

into

more

of Lhe Chinese and their traditions. Irideed ,

Ul')",'Y-n".(',t""r!

result was Don'

"conversion"

those he

to convert.
Don'

attitudes,

to those of New Zealand

in

95
96
97

dnd

1910, vo1.17, no.2fl, p.14
p.21

':;C r)

11 er' rlt

an
Asien

some of the distinctions

and

of
mind set and the

complications
We call the ~lLl1],c;",C; illogical
because he br eeks
our logical
but what if the constitution of the
Chinese
mind
is
such
that
our
laws
are
Ineonlicatu 'lc,?98
cc.
1]

enabled Don to view

His "sinicized"

prompted him to become t.heir- most vocal

Chinese eyes to cl certa.in
For

....... c- ••• t

the 1lI1sslO,ndry

nr'T'lrH"t",rl

the introduction of

between the two r ace.s. Many a

{TY'oc,ri

with him,

'would have this for the sake of the woman. I might have it for

although

the sa k.e of the men.,99

I cannot count on my

the number of Chinese
that have been
down
Eur-opean women
my few years'
Arlcl they are .just
the men that show most promise
.yo ung, ,
and h~'ioY>d roD
u"

"Y"ly,n'

Don also condemned his own society's r-acism, per-ticular-ly
movements which inflamed anti-ichine ae sentiment

101'

labour

their own ends, u s ue.ll.y

economic.

But the agitating
their purpose
"""In'",.n 101

for succumbing to

He also i:lttacked
the

98
99

1892-93,
p.20

100
101

do not play upon fe cts: it
better to play upon race

p.I

an d
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CA~,'.1,:>U

clamour, then, is in a sense
the outcome of unavoidable
'.1'_,,1'.11J..15 thereto of intelltz ent

Even the Church did not escape Don's censure, and he often felt ashamed at the
of Christian charIty,103 and lamented the lack of eagerness 'to show
practical interest in the heathen Chinese' ,104
Thus, in the final analysis, Reverend Don was not a
who

exceeding

T'1"n',70d

true to

SdY

racist

cause. Yet neither would it lie

harm.ful to the

that Don was the sairrt t.hat con terrmor-arte s often

T'1',r-'V-C.

him to

In

that the

be. The truth lies somewhere between these two
missionary's

of the Chinese e n a ble d him to take

often unconsciously, towards

.HUI.TU"5

and Christianity. In so

some kind of

A' ,_,L,;~.

between culture

he

Both.

and the Chinese saw corrversio n as a

l+irnr.,t ""h, i1

cr r r-v-r-o-vs cc i r-rr-,

traditional Chinese culture in fervour of Western social converrtions. Don
of an

to be

beginning to

1'-orr"i1"1"rl

of Chinese culture nor wholesale

Westerrl

the individual,

but it did not

many

to

n1"1"'.70r.

conversion more as

transformation than e social one.
Asian and

of

Ui:>,:>lltUlU'l.,.l\}

into

o:n011"

A Positive Contribution

From

Don's

un succes sful.

The

the
numerical results

t.he inn urner a ble obstacles

of 'his
1U,>".115

that any Chine se were converted.

efforts

with the Chinese community.

102
103

Don

low,

wider

, the

results.

the introduction of srg nrricanr
Tours and the Chinese

were

the Mission it is almost a miracle
from

, arid un e;\TliF~ct(~(

Mission

such as the Annual Inland

u cce s sful ly e stabli shcd a

WiHTO

the creation of this confidence and

December 1, IB8B,

p.107

December 1, 18B2, vol.IV, nc.o , p.l06
1, Hj8S,

no.B, p.IA?

between

in the f aoe of mui.ual

emerrt in itself. As Reverend

McNeur

!-;(,·nf'CfC"

'Mr Don

had a

for

for he took trouble to make friends, and cult.iva te d
the associations fcr med.:"'0'J This
enabled Don to fulfil an

c,vty"c>ul(:dv

valuable social role by facilitating the

and the Chinese. Don was veryrnuch cl

and his con st.arrt

,n"u;",.

stream of er-ticles about the Mission in
role as

ClL,ll',""',

and fundraiser helped

rr r r zs ct-

to cl

nr'nr,P

of awareness concerning the Chinese. The more

Don
......, u u u

vocal

corrdemn SOCH~ly

made

a

n,nn,Y'·t

contribution

t.ow er-ds

in

e

to see Chinese
ur.ar.ma tlJ.eir

aCCf~Dtilnce

in contrast

On a.nother
mid stimulus,

in s.oote t v

otherJVlissions,

due to the efforts of Don.

Mission, in the short term, was

While the

for the

s racism and lobby parliament on their

valuable

more positive

In

level

knew of these Asian

'I'he mis sioner-vs "siniciz

behalf.

s, his

feared them and the more

immigrants, the less

Chinese also saw him

his slide

as effective as

n(;,'.,..'..· .[4)')'"

inability to sustain t.he outree ch undermined t.he

the

other denominations Iacked a central

overall impact.

who

Bursts of ent.hu sie sm quickly

could provide ongoing motivation and

un su st.airieble. Nevertheless, this lack of

input from other
in t.hat the Chinese were

denominet.ions ultimately benefited
not further confused by competing Mis sion s.
one of Don's most
outreach,
established as
Chinese who

i1

contributions w e s in the area of

irnTH"Y'1

the creation of the Canton

means of

the

Mission. Initially
made among New Zealand

since returned horne , these expectati

as the JVlission

in an aree where hitherto little ev arig el is tic

to

work had been done,106 There

TW',y,,,ori

to be

Cl

irrdecd much of the succe

and

were soon excecded

clttributdble to Don's work in

The

,","''',c>UCI''

between ho me

of the CVM was
established w it.h New

Zealand Chinese and the many letters he wrote to families and friends in China
even neraon allv

on

a door into China and

these mes sag es on

a firm foundation upon which the CVM co uld

p.29
106

"'."'<;''::>1.U

voLVI, no.«, p.}

flourish.

It began then to dawn upon me [Don] that here w as
some result for the years of toil in
but I was
not assured till an old
said: 'The freedom
with which you go about among those
is
wonderful. If you had done
more in New
Zealand than mak.e
for you to do so, your
work is not in vain'.

missionary to the CVM, verified that Don's work in

Reverend

New Zealan d had a tremendous,

unlocked for effect within China. itself.

The weary
over otago's tussocks and snowclad ranges, the
the chilly
disappointments, the lonely vigil, the sowing in tears,
fruit today and
a nev

all the obstacles an d f ailur-e s , the Mission exerted a profound effect.
At least its

aim was

the Christian

Chinese ear-s. The converts may have been few but
Fae Lcie compared the work to that of the miners

el.JlUJ.1HO.

were

would sift through hundreds and hunclreds of tons of
stones an d when the wor-k was over an
109
dust - but that dust was

107 A.
lOB Moor-e , p.83

109 Ibid,

had reflched
Timothy

to corrver-trsand an d

had to show for it was a handful of
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